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PREFACE
PHYSICS and chemistry began with the study ofthe behaviour

of objects of ordinary size, but are now chiefly concerned with

matter on an extremely small scale, so small that normal

sense impressions cannot deal with it The laws, or uni-

formities, found to hold in that region differ from those for

material in bulk, butjA*pos&ible to coordinate the experi-

mental facts by the use of
'

models' founded on the properties

of large-scale matter From the latter we derive concepts
such as 'mass', 'a particle', or 'wave motion' which in

idealized forms can be expressed by mathematical equations

When we speak then of electrons, for example as being

'particles' or 'waves' we mean that then observed properties

can be predicted with some accuracy by calculations em-

ploying one 01 other of these idealized concepts There are

thus two stages, first the choice of concept appropriate to

the problem and its expression in mathematical form and

then the solution of the mathematical equations to verify

that then consequences are in accord with related experi-

mental facts The usefulness of the step taken in the first

stage is, of course, dependent on the results of the second,

and in the extension of knowledge the two cannot be

separated Where results are established, however the non-

specialist must often content himself with understanding the

first stage It is commonly found that the solution to the

mathematical equations, even if they express quite simple

conditions is one of great difficultv requiring special mathe-

matical training Though this ability is essential in one who

attempts to make new advances it cannot be possessed by all

w ho w ish to know something of a branch of contemporary
science In tins book an attempt has been made to present

the concepts found usetul m theoiies of Light while omitting

all formal mathematical matters The book is therefore
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intended only for the student who, whether by youth, age,

or other cause is not equipped to participate fieely in the

mathematical struggles by which formal and quantitative

solutions of piobleius are obtained

I wish to expiess inv gratitude foi help to many hiends,

but especially to Professor N V Sidgwick, F R S , fot his

penetrating criticisms and to the officers of the Clarendon

Press In the leferences to original literature it has not been

possible to do justice to the pioneer woikets, the references

have often been chosen because they supply good suinmium
of earlier \vork For this reason no Name Index has been

prepared
K J B

OXFORD,

May 1941
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WAVES AND MATTER

THE study of physical science has made us acquainted with

radiations which travel in vacua with the same velocity,
2 99796 x 1010 cm /sec , and which are propagated according
to the mathematical properties of transverse waves A plane

= wav e length v = frequency, or number of vibra-
= amplitude tions per second = c

; A, where
c = velocity of wave

nodes / = \i av e number, or number of
= antinodes naves per centimetre, = 1 A

/ = penod, = 1/v

e giv es the displacement at any point
*

FIG 1

or linearly polanzed tram of transverse staves, ic one in

^hich the displacements are confined to one plane and are

at right angles to the direction of travel, is graphically repre-

sented in Fig 1 Radiation m \\hich the waves are all

sensibly of the same frequency it> called 'monochromatic'.

Other types of tiansverse naves, cuculaily and elhpticdlly

polarized, are those m \* hich the displacements, viewed along
the direction of the -nave train, aie circular or elliptical

instead of linear A circularly polarized wave may be re-

garded as compounded of two equal hnearly polanzed waves

with displacements at right angles to each othei and differing
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in phase by \-n, le one retarded behind the other by a

quarter -nave-length More generally, waves linearly polar-

ized at right angles to each other and different in phase

compound into elhptically polari/ed waves Wave motion

implies a medium and the hypothetical medium in which

the waves 'exist' has been called the 'ether', but it is now
realized that it is more satisfactory to icgard it as sufficient

that the mathematical representation of radiatione> in terms

of idealized wave motion is capable of accounting for many
of their properties, and to put aside attempts to visualize the

nature of the 'ether' in relation to that of material bodies

The electromagnetic theory of Max\\ell assumes that the dis-

placements forming the w ave trams of radiation are of the

nature of alternating electucal currents \vith their associated

magnetic effects Theie results an electric and a magnetic
vector at right angles to each othei and to the direction of

travel of the wave The electnc vector is the one on which

attention is commonly fixed, and the polanzation of a light-

wave can be referred to the direction of this vector quantity
The 'plane of polarization' as denned by early physicists,

however, happens to be that of the magnetic vector so that

care must be exercised in making quite clear what plane is

used as a reference in any problem
The theory is mathematically expressed as a set of dif-

ferential equations, the solutions to w hich under appropnate

boundary conditions account for a wide range of the pio-

perties of radiation Like all theones expressed in diffei ential

form, it depends for its elegance and economy on the sim-

plicity of its fundamental equations, and translation of its

concepts into 'models' is effected only with the loss of its

rigour and generality In the range of phenomena of trans-

mission, reflection, and refraction it appears capable of inter-

preting the most complex effects, the only difficulties being

purely mathematical ones involved in the solution of the

equations under the fixed conditions of the problem These
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difficulties can only be surmounted by a mastery of the

mathematical technique by a thorough training in the theory
of differential equations

The electronic theory of matter regards atoms as composed
of minute positively charged nuclei surrounded by negative
electrons The electric displacements of the Maxwell waves
are imagined as interacting with electrons or nuclei to pro-
duce the effect of matter on radiations This method of

tieatment proves very satisfactory ifradiation is not absorbed

or emitted Phenomena involving these processes need the

additional assumptions of the Quantum Theory The funda-

mental law of this theory is that energy in the form of radia-

tion is absorbed or emitted only in quanta of magnitude
E = hv, where E is the energy, v the frequency of the radia-

tion, and h is Planck's constant, 662xlO~27
erg sec f

Radiation therefore appears in a dual nature, that repre-

sented by electromagnetic waves and that more like the

concept of a particle, i e as a quantum or bundle of energy

i>f fixed amount A light quantum is sometimes referred to as

a 'photon' Observations on radiation w hich require the quan-
tum theory for interpretation are discussed in Chapter III

The quantum equation, E = hv = hc/X, enables us to

express eneigy usually measured in ergs, calories, joules, or

electron volts (voltage through which the electronic charge e

must drop to gam equivalent energy), in a number of other

ways, as frequency, wave-number, wave-length, or kilogram
calories per giam molecule (See p 188 ) The magnitude of

a quantum of energy of wave-length 3,000 A, of frequency
1015 sec

-1
, and wave-number 3 333 \ 10* cm -1

,
is 6 62 X 10~ia

ergs, 1 584 x 10~19 calones, or 4 11 electron volts All these

numerical values are equivalent In chemistry the 'gram
molecule' (6 023 x 1023 molecules) is more often used as a unit

instead of a single molecule A giani molecular number of

the above quanta is equal to 95 27 kilogiam calories Radia-

t The value of the second decimal place of this quantity is still uncertain
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tions of a very wide range of frequencies or wave-lengths are

known and are shown diagramniatically in Fig 2 It can be

seen by referring to the figiue that the magnitude of a 'gram
molecule' of quanta of y-rays is about 107 , of X-rays about

105, of ultra-violet or visible rays about 103
,
of near infra-red

io
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io
19

10" 10" io
16

io
15

io
1*

io
13

10 10" io
10

10* to" io
7

10"

o"
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io~
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io
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io
5

Wave-length (centimetres)

FIG 2

about IO2 , of far mfia-ied about 10, and of tireless waves

lO-s-io-6
kilogram calories These radiations of \\idely dif-

ferent energies are emitted or absorbed by matter in very

different ways y-rays (frequency 1019-1020
per sec ) arise

from changes in the energy levels of the nuclei of atoms,

involving atomic transformations, X-rajs (10
16-1018

per sec )

from the inner electron shells of atoms, ultra-violet or visible

rays (about IO15 per sec
)
from electrons in the outer shells,

near infra-red rays (10
13-1014

per sec ) from the vibiations

of atoms bound together as molecules, far infta-red rays

(10
I2-1013

per sec ) from the rotations of molecules, and wire-

less waves (10
15-1010

per sec )
from the oscillations of elec-

trons bet up in closed electrical circuits of comparatively

large size From the chemical point of view the ultra-violet

and visible region is of the gieatest interest, as chemical

changes are concerned with the outer electrons of atoms and

molecules, and the absorption of such light may bring about

photochemical reactions Second in interest is the infra-red

region, since from a study of the vibrations and rotations of

molecules their interatomic distances, angles, and force con-

stants may be determined The term light, strictly referring

to visible radiations, is more conveniently extended to include
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the ultra-violet region, and, for certain purposes, the near

infra-red region besides

A characteristic feature of wave motion is interference,

arising from the fcuperposition of more than one wave train

Where wave crests of one tram coincide with crests ofanother

the disturbances are added together, and where crests overlie

troughs ofequal size they cancel each other The interference

of light may be demonstrated in various ways, in which a

single source must be used in order that the resultant pheno-
mena may remain constant for observation Two beams from

the same source are divided and then brought together again

after traversing shghtly different paths, either of different

lengths or in media of different optical density In a region

where interference occurs, under favourable conditions of

observation the illumination is seen to be not uniform, but

shows a system of light and dark bands or fringes indicating

the reinforcement and annihilation in the overlap ofthe wave

trains When unite light is employed the bands will be

coloured ouing to the different spacings of those due to the

different \\ave-lengths If two \vave trains inteifere, the

amplitudes (a) of the displacements added algebraically ex-

press the lesultant amplitude With two equal trains out of

step by half a wave-length the resultant effect is zero, but

wheie they aie in phase the amplitude is doubled and the light

intensity (oc a2
)
is quadrupled Thus the energy apparently

lost in the dark regions reappears in those which are bright

The intetfetomcter is based on these effects By measure-

ments of fringe shifts caused by change of optical path of

one-half of a divided beam it is capable of detecting and

estimating extremely small changes of concentration etc , in

gases and solutions The \t ave-length ofmonochromatic light

is usually found by mteiference phenomena Since the

measurements are nioie accurate than those of the velocity

of light the 'frequency' is geneially expressed as cm -1
(I/A)

and not as sec
-1

(c/A)
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The colours of thin plates arise from interference When
white light is incident on thin transparent films, aa of oil on

water or oxides on metals, the reflected light is coloured.

This is because reflections occur from the front and rear

surfaces, and for certain wave-lengths the two beams enhance

while at others they partially destroy one another owing to

their difference of path. Those wave-lengths not reflected

are preferentially transmitted The reflected light shows the

spectrum of white light crossed by dark bands corresponding
to those wave-lengths removed by interference The thick-

ness of a film in air can be shown to be given by

where n is the number of dark bands observed in the spec-

trum between wave-lengths Ax and A2 ,
r the angle of refraction

of the incident ray in the film, and p. the refractive index

ft is, of course, a function of A, depending on the dispersive

power If the film is deposited on a surface of greater re-

fractive index, as multilayers of calcium stearate on glass, its

refractive index may be found by determining the polaramg

angle (ip ), whence p. tan(tp ) The thickness may then be

determined by illuminating specimens ofknown relative thick-

ness withmonochromatic light atperpendicular incidence. The

reflected intensities pass through maxima and minima with

the varying thicknesses, minimum intensities being shown at

thicknesses equal to (2w--f l)A/4/x, where n = 0, 1, 2, etc x

Diffraction IB another property of wave motion A train

of light waves travelling outwards from a source is not so

simple as that represented in Fig 1. Imagine the spherical

wave front of a wave starting from a point source Each

'particle* in the 'medium' of the wave must be regarded as

the centre of a new wave spreading out in all directions as

soon as the primary disturbance reaches it. Each of these

new waves sets up further waves, and so on in a way very
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complicated to attempt to visualize. The wave disturbances

thus spread sideways as well as forwards The rectilinear

propagation of light comes about from the interference (with

destruction) of all the side waves under ordinary conditions,

When obstacles (e g opaque disk& or holes hi opaque sheets)

are placed m the light path the complete interference is pre-

vented and some light may be observed passing into the

region behind the opaque screen A point source of light is

necessary for observation of the effect If an opaque strip

is placed across the beam, light and dark fringes {coloured if

white light is used) are observed outside the region of 'geo-

metrical shadow', while within the 'shadow' the illumination

gradually falls off to zero The sharpness of the shadow edge

is thus limited by the diffraction of the light, accounted for by
the effects of interference of the side-spreading waves above

mentioned It \v ill be realized that the mathematical repre-

sentation of these effects of waves is one of some difficulty.

The formation of images by lenses m optical instruments

is due to interference effects At a 'focus' of a lens, rays

diverging from a point on an object are caused to converge

again, rays which have passed through different zones of the

lens crossing at the position of the image The image is thus

not a 'point', but a series of interference fringes These are

smaller the greater the angle at which the rays cross and the

shorter the wave-length of the light The sharpness of the

image depends on the smallness of the fringe pattern, which

limits the reselling pouer of optical instruments If magni-

fication is earned out beyond the resolving power no further

detail ofthe object can be brought out in the image Roughly,

the angular measure of two distant points which can be

separated by a telescope is equal to the angle a wave-length

of light would subtend at a distance equal to the diameter

of the object glass. The same limitations on resolution apply

to the microscope, and explain the great increase of definition

obtained by the use of high aperture objectives. A magni-
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fication of 1,000 x (numerical aperture) represents the useful

limit attainable with visible light. The numerical aperture of

an objective is the sine of one-half the angle of the maximum
cone of light which it can take from any point on the object

multiplied by the refractive index of the medium between

object and lens It may be increased by the use of oil of the

same refractive index as glass between the object and the

front face ofthe objective oil-immer&ion objectives a device

used for high-power microscope work Particles too small

for direct vision may be observed m a microscope with

oblique 'dark ground' illumination the ultrarmcroscope

when they appear as bright specks owing to diffraction of

the light round them. The shapes of all small particles,

and the structures of any fine detail (e g. biological detail)

of an object, may be so much distorted when translated into

images by a microscope that conclusions drawn about them

are entirely untrustworthy Such a state of affairs is betrayed

by changes m the appearance of the image under different

conditions of illumination

The definition ofan image may be improved by shortening

the wave-length of the light used, but the advantage gamed

by using ultra-violet light is scarcely compensated for by the

elaborate and expensive nature of the apparatus necessary.

The limit of resolving power using ultra-violet light is about

1,500 A, i e points nearer than this distance cannot be seen

as separate. A great increase in resolution is obtainable,

however, by the electron microscope A beam of electrons is

employed instead of light, and focused by means of magnetic

coils instead of lenses As moving electrons may be treated

as a process of wave motion (p 47) the action resembles

the passage of light through a microscope except that the

'wave-length' is very much smaller. Actual resolution down

to 60 A has already been attained.

The above remarks on the resolving power of lenses refer

to their power of rendering visible particles of extremely
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small size. Where images of larger objects are concerned

quite different considerations apply.
Lenses are subject to a number of imperfections which

reduce the definition or sharpness of the image, and this is

particularly so when a large lens of short focal length is

employed to focus an object of considerable size. To satisfy
all the conditions necessary for perfect focusing is often im-

possible, and lenses must be designed for the particular pur-

pose they are required for by balancing the errors to bring
them to a minimum When fields of varying depths are

viewed through a lens, sharpness of image will be improved
by stopping down, in contra-distinetion from the necessity of

using the full aperture of a correctly designed lens for effect-

ing the maximum sharpness of focusing of a small flat obj'ect

In the latter case, if any stop is used, it should cover the

centre of the lens and not the outer parts, to secure the

maximum 'crossing' of the rays at the image The *hght-

gathermg' power of a lens is expressed by the '/ ratio', the

number placed as a denominator to the symbol / being
the focal length of the lens divided by its diameter or that

of any stop used with it.

The following formulae govern the formation of images by
Ihin lenses

and magnification = image height/object height = vfu,

where v and u are the distances of the image and of the

object, / is the focal length, ft the refractive index of the

material of the lens, and rx and r2 the radii of curvature of

the first and second surfaces of the lens In these distances,

the convention of signs is that they are all measured along
the axis from the centre of the lens, lengths measured from

that point in the direction the light travels are counted

negative, and in the reverse direction positive.

The passage of light in systems of oriented particles aniso-
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tropic matter is of importance to chemists. The concept of

light as wave motion is based on the observed phenomena

of interference and diffraction, and those of polarization

indicate that the waves are of the transverse type The

property of light of being polarizable is of the greatest use

in the optical examination of crystals and other systems of

oriented and regularly arranged particles If the arrange-

ment is one belonging to the cubic system, polarization phe-

nomena do not differ from those for isotropic media, but

for crystals of lower symmetry the velocity of light varies

according to the angle the direction of polarization makes

with the crystal axes This leads to the splitting of the

incident light into two rays travelling with different velo-

cities doubte refraction or birefringence Tetragonal, trigonal,

and hexagonal crystals are termed umaxial because along a

certain axis the optic axis light behaves as if it were

traversing a cubic crystal In other directions there is double

refraction The ordinary ray always travels at a fixed velocity

(for a fixed A), that of light along the optic axis, so that the

light imagined to spread from one point within the crystal

has a spherical wave front The ray is plane polarized with

the electee vector at right angles to the plane of the ray and

to the optic axis The extraordinary ray, plane polarized at

right angles to the ordinary ray, travels with a velocity

varying with direction Light of this type therefore starting

from a point within the crystal spreads as an ellipsoid of

revolution instead of as a sphere As the result of this, the

wave front is not at right angles to the direction of the ray

itself there is a certain crab-wise movement of the light, and

the relation /*
= sin t/sin r does not hold for the ray directions

when light enters the crystal Positive birefringence means

that the extraordinary ray travels slower than the ordinary

ray, and negative birefringence the reverse The difference in

velocity between the two rays is most marked in directions

at right angles to the optic axis.
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Crystals of lower symmetry than the above classes are

biaxial. Here, in general, entering light rays are split into

two extraordinary rays of different velocities, except along

two optic axes where the values become the same.

These effects arise from the amsotropy of the molecules

themselves The forced vibrations imagined set up by the

electric vectors of the light wave (p 21) are unequal in

different spatial directions owing to the non-spherical electric

structure of the molecules If all the molecules were arranged

in parallel orientations in the crystal the electrical properties

of the molecule could be inferred from the optical properties

of the crystal The application of this is limited by the fact

that most crystals are built up of groups of molecules, within

the group (of several molecules) the fixed orientations are

not those of simple parallelism.

^/"The absorption of light by crystals may also be strongly

anisotropic It is found, from examples of crystals of known

structure (X-ray analysis), that the strongest absorption

takes place where the electric vector of the light is correctly

related (generally parallel) to the direction of the chromo-

phonc groups, e g along the lengths of such chemical linkages

/C=C\
as N N (azo) and =C\ /C= which give rise to

xc=cr
powerful absorption If, as is not always the case (see above),

molecules of this type are arranged m the crystal in approxi-

mately parallel arrays, the crystal will show strong pleochro-

wm,t i e the light absorption uill depend on the direction

of polarization of incident plane polarized light Ordinary
and extraordinary rays will be absorbed in different amounts.

f The term dichrousm, applied to a pleochroic crystal showing two well-

marked colours, should not be confused with duhrvmatwm, which ta used

to describe a substance which absorbs, e g , green hght and partially trans-

mits red and blue, and having unequal absorption coefficients for the latter

colours Such a substance changes its colour when viewed by transmission,

either when different thicknesses are taken or by using white hght of

different wave length distributions
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This is markedly shown by crystals of tourmaline, and by
'Polaroid', a film containing oriented crystals of an iodine

derivative of quinine Of incident unpolarized light, only

light polarized in one plane is transmitted (with feeble ab-

sorption), that polarized in the other being absorbed by the

oriented chromophonc groups m the crystals Similar amso-

tropic properties are shown when molecules in crystals emit

light as fluorescence
2 The emitted light may be strongly

polarized and of varying intensity in different directions

This is particularly the case in crystals of parallel molecular

orientation, as in potassium uranyl sulphate, or in naphtha-
cene in solid solution in chrysene Here again the polarization

and the intensity of the absorption and the emission are

related to the orientation of the fluorescent group in the

molecule Photocliemical changes in crystals may also be

amsotropic Solid o-mtrobenzaldehyde, for example, under-

goes intramolecular change into o-mtroso benzoic acid under

the influence of light The rate of change m these crystals

has been found to depend on their orientation when exposed
to polarized light Light with the electric vector in a certain

direction relative to the crystals will be most btrongly ab-

sorbed, and therefore brings about more chemical change;
but it is not known whether more feebly absorbed light of

different electric vector orientation is less effective when
considered on an equal absorption basis

The optical properties of crystals in polarized light are

important aids in chemical investigations As already men-

tioned, umaxial crystals show double refraction except along
the direction of the optic axis A plate of such a crystal cut

perpendicular to the axis appears isotropic in parallel light.

Between crossed Nicola m convergent light, however, a

characteristic interference pattern is observable, consisting

of a black cross and dark rings, with rings of colour if white

light is used owing to the variation of refractions with wave-

length. Biaxial crystals in convergent light between crossed
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Nicols, viewed along a direction bisecting the angle between
the two optic axes, show a different but typical pattern. In
skew crystal sections the effects are still recognizable, and
afford a means of distinguishing the two crystal classes.

The passage of parallel light through umaxial crystal sec-

tions in directions not along the axis leads to the formation

of ordinary and extraordinary rays following in general
different paths One special ease is of great importance.
A plate cut from a umaxial crystal parallel to the optic

axis does not divide into two directions a ray incident

normally on it, but the ordinary and extraordinary rays
follow the same path at different velocities. If light, plane

polarized at 45 with the optic axis, is incident normally on
the plate the displacements of the two components of the

light resolved along and at right angles to the axis will get
in and out of phase as the light reaches different depths in

the crystal When the thickness of the plate is such that one

component is retarded by JA (i e by \n in phase) over the

other, the displacements of the two linearly polarized com-

ponentb combine to produce circular displacements These

can be right- or left-handed. Such a plate, termed a '

quarter-

wave plate', turns linearly polarized light into circularly

polarized light Circularly polarized light, passed through a

Nicol, resembles ordinary light m that its intensity is un-

changed by revolution of the prism If however, another

quarter-wave plate is interposed, the two hnear components
are altered a further JJT in phase to IT or i e they combine

to a single plane polarized ray detectable by the Nicol.

The importance of circularly polarized light is that sub-

stances with a 'screw-like' structure, as compounds with four

different groups tetrahedrally attached to a central atom, or

crystal lattices of certain forms (as quartz), transmit right-

and left-handed circularly polarized vibrations with different

velocities. Since a combination of right- and left-handed

circular vibrations compound into a plane vibration, and
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difference of velocity means alteration of phase and altera-

tion of the direction of the resultant plane vibration, such

bodies rotate the plane of linearly polarized light. Substances

showing this behaviour are termed optically active and have

dextro and laevo forms of opposite 'screw' structure, rotating

the plane to the right and to the left in equal but opposite

amounts. The amount of rotation is proportional to the

distance travelled by the light, but not exactly to the con-

centration. The molecular rotation of a solution

rotation (in degrees) per decimetre of^h^pj^^~
gram molecules of active solute per cubic centimetre of

solution

This is constant only if the rotation is proportional to the

concentration In strong solutions effects may occur causing

serious deviations, eg brucme d-l methyleyclohexyhdene-

4-acetate in ethyl alcohol rotates the plane of polarized light

laevo in weak and dextro in strong solution The molecular

rotation varies with the wave-length of the light employed

(rotatory dispersion)

Light circularly polarized m opposite directions is not only

differently refracted but, if absorption occurs, is absorbed in

different amounts by a dextro or laevo molecule Conse-

quently, if it should happen that light absorption decomposes

the molecule, a mixture of equal numbers of such molecules

exposed to circularly polarized light is unequally affected, so

that an excess of one form appears It is thought that this

process may be the origin of the characteristic 'optical

activity' of molecules of living organisms If so, all living

matter must be imagined as derived from one or a very few

chance syntheses from non-living matter, or equal amounts

of optical isomers would be found in nature. This is in accord

with the very small probability of the spontaneous formation

of a very complex molecule.

In the general case of a thin plate of a uniaxial crystal
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cut parallel to the optic axis, and transmitting light plane

polarized at 45 to the axis, elhptieally polarized hght is pro-
duced. With a second Nicol prism interference effects are

observed. This is because the second prism, again splits each

component into two, and transmits one pair polarized in the

same plane but retarded one over the other. Since the vibra-

tions are in the same plane interference is possible A re-

tardation of |A or an odd multiple produces darkness The

analysing prism itself introduces a retardation of |A, so that

retardation of or a whole number of wave-lengths in the

crystal plate results in light of that wave-length being extin-

guished. If white hght is employed, that range of wave-

lengths of appropriate retardation is removed and the

residual hght is coloured These effects are made use of in

the optical examination of crystals
*

In addition to the quarter-wave plate above mentioned,

half-wave and full-wave or unit retardation plates have im-

portant properties They are all cut from umaxial crystals

parallel to the optic axis of thickness such that the retarda-

tion of one ray over the other is JA (|TT), |A (TT), or A (2ir), and

when placed in linearly polarized monochromatic hght with

polarization plane at 45 to the optic axis they transmit

respectively circularly polarized light, linearly polarized light

with the plane of polarization turned through 90, and

linearly polarized hght of unaltered plane. The necessary

thickness of the plate depends on the wave-length for which

it is to be used For use in white hght a mean A of about

5,750 A is chosen Viewed through a second Nicol, also at

45 to the optic axis, plates for white hght show the following

interference colours

Plate AT
*cofe crossed Ktcats parallel

Quarter-wave Pale grey Brownish
Half-wave Yellowish-white Indigo
Full-wave Violet Greenish-yellow

Plates of mica, selenite, or cellophane having the above

retardations may be selected by the colour phenomena of the
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table. The half-wave plate has the property of changing
the plane of the electee vector of incident polarized light

from one side of its optic axis to the same angle on the other

side, and is so used in Laurent's polarimeter The unit

retardation plate between crossed Nicols (optic axis at 45

to polarization planes of Nieols) is a very sensitive detector

of double refraction in any transparent substance placed

between the first Nicol and the plate The double refraction

in the material itself may produce interference colours as

above described when viewed between crossed Nicols, but

the unit retardation plate enhances the retardation and

transforms weak colour effects into very marked changes of

tint With thicker crystal plates the coloured interference

effects vanish when white hght is used, as several colours are

simultaneously retarded a wave-length Between crossed

Nicols \vith white light illumination a thick doubly refract-

ing plate merely produces a lightening up of the field if its

optic axis is not parallel to either of the Nieol directions,

when set in the latter directions the whole field is dark

(extinction positions)
'' How and stress in materials often brings about double

refraction 3 Models constructed in glass or transparent resins

and loaded show the distribution of internal stress gradients

by double refraction effects (photoelasticity), and this has

important engineering applications Thermal strains in glass-

ware are observable in the same way The effect is recognized

by a lighting up of the material when examined between

crossed Nicols, A unit retardation plate (see p 15) used in

addition increases the sensitivity of the method of detection.

A silicate crystal contains a three-dimensional network of

oxygen-silicon links regularly arranged, and has the usual

optical properties associated with the crystalline state. Glass,

while having the same type of internal network of links, does

not normally possess the uniformity of internal orientation

to behave hke a crystal When stress gradients are present,
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however, the network is distorted so that light travels at

different velocities in the material depending on the direction

of the electric vector Films of cellophane, produced by
rolling out viscose dope, are highly doubly refracting; the

molecules having set m the orientations induced by the flow.

The optic axis is parallel to the fine lines observable on the

surface, the sheet behaving as a umaxial crystal. Substances
with long molecules, as jp-azoxyanisole,

CH30-<( ^>-N=N

in the liquid state, show a tendency to orient through the

action of van der Waals' forces in groups in the direction of

their lengths between particular temperature limits. The
liquid is generally turbid owing to the presence of swarms
of oriented molecules which have different refractive indices

in different directions and diffuse the light Each swarm is

doubly refracting and behaves as a umaxial crystal, hence

the term 'liquid crystal' applied to these bodies

Certain viscous liquids as gelatine or oils become doubly

refracting when flowing The material is semi-solid and

during slow flow in a tube may be regarded as subject to

forces of compression and dilation at 45 to the tube axis.

These forces partly orient the molecules 'Optic axes' are

developed at 45 to the tube axis, and the tube appears

bright (except at the centre line) when observed between
crossed Nicols at 45 to this, i e parallel and perpendicular
to the flow direction Each half of the tube resembles a uni-

axial crystal plate cut parallel to its optic axis (see p. 13).

Many colloids having amsotropic particles, as vanadium

pentoxide and calomel sols, soaps, dyes, myosin and virua

proteins, show streaming double refraction, but the effect is

more complicated Here the systems contain large aniso-

fcropic particles in a medium of low viscosity The measured
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'viscosities' of these sols are high and 'anomalous', i e they

decrease at high rates of flow If the particles are visualized

as rods the observed effects are explained as follows The

laminar flow of the solvent tends to orient the particles along

the stream lines, and this is opposed by the rotational

Brownian movement, which results in a precessional motion

of the rods about the lines of flow Increase m the rate of

flow (below the turbulent region) favours orientation, in-

creasing the double refraction and decreasing the viscosity

by lining up the particles Very small particles can be

oriented only slightly, but larger ones of negligible Brownian

movement may be almost completely oriented at moderate

flow rates Still larger particles, however, become unstable

in laminar flow because their two sides tend to travel at

different rates owing to their appreciable widths, and a revo-

lution opposing orientation is again set up In some systems

containing polymerized rod-like particles the longer rods are

broken down into shorter ones by the effects of high rates

of flow. Still further complexities arise from the flexibility

shown by many rod-like particles, particularly by the soaps

and proteins. At low flow rates, where the solution has a high

viscosity and a criss-cross arrangement of particles, the

streaming double refraction ii> then of the 'strain* type, and

the 'optic axis' appears at 45 to the flow direction The

material behaves as a solid or semi-solid At higher flow

rates or with 'aged' sols (larger particle size) the particles

are distorted into the stream lines by stretching and bending,

and the 'optic axis' is developed along the direction of flow

The double refraction is then best seen with crossed Nicola

at 45 to the flow direction. Another source of uncertainty

in the interpretation of the observed results is the relation

between the 'optic axis' of the particle, treating it as a uni-

axial crystal, and its geometrical long axis which determines

its orientation in flow. Though it may be expected that in

the majority of cases the axea approximately coincide, this
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may not; always be so. Where the sol consists of micro-

crystals of strong optically aiusotropic character, or where

the particles are plate-like instead of rod-like, difficulties of

interpretation due to this cause may be serious

An effect caused by orientation in streaming colloidal solu-

tions is also observable in the Tyndall or light-scattering

phenomenon The scattering is greatest when the electric

vector of the light is correctly oriented to the line of greatest

refractive index of the particles. The scattering of plane-

polanzed light, passing either along or across the direction

of flow, is changed when the amsotropic particles are oriented

by streaming, and from the nature of the changes informa-

tion may be gamed as to whether the particles approximate

to rod or disk-like shapes The interpretation of the results

is subject to some of the obscurities discussed above.

Visible light may be polarized by reflection (p 25), by the

use of the dichroic properties of tourmaline or Polaroid, or

with a Nicol prism The latter gives the most perfect polari-

zation, but the size of the prism is limited by the rarity of

large crystals of Iceland spar The prism consists of a crystal

of this substance cut across diagonally at a certain angle and

cemented together with Canada balsam The entering light

is split into two rays, and the ordinary ray is reflected away

sideways at the internal junction while the extraordinary ray

is transmitted as plane polarized light, the electric vector

being along the short diagonal of the prism when viewed

from one end. Various modified designs have been made, of

unproved aperture, with end faces at right angles to the

beam, or, for economy of calcite, comprising a plate of that

material set skew in a rectangular glass pnsm. Some trans-

mit the ordinary ray and others the extraordinary For the

most perfect extinction it is necessary to use entirely parallel

light and prisms with right-angled end faces. For long-wave

ultra-violet light prisms with an air film instead of the balsam

are used, but their transmission is poor and aperture small.
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When unpolanzed light of intensity represented by 2

passes a Nicol prism its intensity is reduced to unity, and

after passing a second prism to eos20, where is the angle

the second prism is turned beyond the angle of maximum
transmission (or to sin2^ if < is the angle from the position

of extinction) This result neglects all light losses through

imperfect transparency of the prisms

For the detection ofa small amount of polarization in light

use may be made of a Savart plate or a combination of

Polaroid and cellophane
6 A more sensitive method is the

'half-shade' principle An example is the use of a '

half-wave'

plate (p 15) covering one-half of the field, in conjunction

with Nicols a few degrees from the 'crossed' position The

field is seen faintly illuminated, and the two halves are of

equal intensity only when the electric vector plane of the

partial polarization is set parallel to the edge of the plate.

Other 'half-shade' devices m the form of prisms may be used

as polarizers or analysers for the same purpose Elhptically

polarized light behaves similarly to partially polarized light

when examined by these methods The distinction between

partially polarized light and elhptically polarized light is

made by means of a 'quarter-wave' plate (p 13) For the

complete investigation of elliptically polarized light the ratio

of amplitudes and the directions of the axes of the plane-

polanzed components must be determined This is effected

by the use of a 'compensator' (Babmet or Biot) whereby

pnsms of quartz are employed to convert the elhpticaUy

polarized light into plane polarized light by introducing

further phase differences between the components The

Wollaston pnsm separates a beam of light into two diverging

beams plane-polarized at right angles to each other When
used m conjunction with a Nicol it affords a means of

measuring the relative intensities of the two components m
a partially polarized beam. If Ip and I

9 are the intensities

of the parallel and perpendicular components m a beam of
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partially plane-polarized light, the fraction of light polarized

is ___* while J- is called the depolarization of the light.
fp~M *#

When the degree of polarization of light is to be measured,
as in the examination of Raman or of fluorescent radiation,

or when light intensity is controlled by the use of polarizing

devices, care must be taken to avoid errors due to the

unwanted introduction of polarization by the passage of light

through lenses, plates, etc , in optical instruments

When light falls on material objects it is reflected, trans-

mitted, or absorbed When a particular wave-length is chiefly

transmitted the body is called transparent to that light.

Opaque bodies either reflect or absorb the chief part of the

incident light The differences may be explained by the ways

electromagnetic radiations can interact with matter in its

various forms The wave vibrations are conceived as of the

nature of alternating electric currents Matter is treated as

built up of electrically charged particles In these an electro-

magnetic wave is assumed to generate varying electric move-

ment by 'electromagnetic induction', le the electrical

structure of the atom or molecule is distorted The mathe-

matical theory of wave-motion requires that the induced

electric moment shall vibrate at the same frequency as that

of the wave, but retarded m phase. The vibrating electric

moments of the molecules generate new w aves of the same

frequency which radiate out in all directions in space This

process is called 'coherent scattering', since the 'scattered*

radiation has the same polarization state as the incident

radiation and a fixed phase relation to it.

The electrons, atoms, or molecules in matter are bound

by forces (electrical attractions) which endow them with

'natural' periods of vibration, like a spring or pendulum.
The variation of these periods with the type of process

occurring has already been mentioned (p. 4). The nearer

the incident radiation frequencies agree with a natural period
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of the matter the greater will be the induced amplitudes of

the 'forced vibrations' induced, when there is close coinci-

dence the induced vibrations are styled 'free' and become

very strong. At tins point it is necessary to distinguish care-

fully between two modes of behaviour of 'natural periods'

of matter Certain natural periods are 'highly damped', that

is, when they are excited the energy is converted rapidly

into other forms, it may be partly reradiated as fluorescence

(which is not of the same frequency as the incident radia-

tion), it may go into chemical energy by dissociating the

molecule, or it may become heat energy (through collisions

or by internal molecular processes) by being converted into

translational, vibrational, or rotational energies When this

happens matter is said to absorb the radiation Processes of

absorption cannot be dealt with by electromagnetic theory,

and are discussed later It is the
'

undamped
'

natural periods

of matter which are of interest here These vibrations give

all the energy they have received back into the radiations

agam.
We conceive then of matter, being traversed by electro-

magnetic radiation, as having induced in it forced electrical

vibrations in the period of the radiation, lagging in phase by
an amount determined by the difference between the wave

frequency and the undamped frequency of the matter These

induced oscillations generate new waves in all directions

which interfere with the incoming radiations to produce new

waves The nature of these waves depends on whether the

radiation frequency is equal to or different from those of

the electrons, atoms, or molecules in the matter If it is

equal, the incident light is scattered m all directions after

traversing a very small amount of matter even in the low-

pressure gaseous state. An example of this is when mercury

atoms are illuminated by a beam of light of wave-length

2,536 52 A, a wave-length characteristic of this atom. Even

under the low-pressure condition of saturated mercury vapour
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at ordinary temperature the light cannot penetrate far into

the vapour, it is re-radiated in all directions and is called

'resonance radiation', from the 'resonance' between the fre-

quencies When the vapour is under very high pressure so

that the atoms are very close together compared with a wave-

length, the light is not scattered, but the waves combine to

give selective reflection, that is, the surface of the vapour
behaves like a reflector, but only for light of exactly the

correct wave-length, for others it is transparent

When there is no agreement between the frequency of

radiations and of the matter the scattered waves interfere

with the incoming waves in a different manner Let a mono-

chromatic ray of radiation be imagined as incident from a

vacuum on to the surface of a transparent material at an

angle * (between beam and normal to the surface) As it

penetrates the material, secondary waves are generatedwhich

interfere with the primary ones to produce complete can-

cellation in all directions except one (or in the case of doubly

refracting crystals, two, ordinary and extraordinary ray).

This is the ordinary refracted ray, having an angle of refrac-

tion r between ray and normal to the surface Theory shows

that the refracted ray is in the same plane as the normal and

incident ray, and that = -, where c is the velocity of
sinr u

radiation %n vacuo and u the velocity of propagation of the

electric vector in the material The ratio c/u is called the

refractive index (p,)
of the material. Since u varies with

the wave-length of the incident radiation, owing to the varia-

tions of phase lag of the secondary waves with the difference

between the two frequencies of the matter and the radiation,

p is a function of wave-length It normally increases with

shortening of the wave-length, but as the radiation frequency

approaches, equals, and then exceeds an undamped charac-

teristic frequency of the matter it passes through a maximum
and then a minimum. The wave theory of radiation thus
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accounts for the observed phenomena ofrefraction, dispersion,
and anomalous dispersion (near a frequency of the matter).

The velocity u above is the phase velocity of the final waves

resulting from the interference Under some circumstances

(e g. in metals) it may exceed c Energy is not carried by
the wave, however, at the velocity u but by the group velocity

v This comes about from the following considerations Wave
trains are not of infinite length Unless some singularities

('beginnings' and 'ends') are present the velocity cannot be

ascertained Radiation cannot then be treated as strictly

monochromatic, it must be regarded as a collection or group
of waves of frequencies varying between v dv and v+dv,
In a medium of refractive index p. the phase velocity u is

c/p,, but the velocity with which energy is transferred, or

group velocity v, depends upon the superposition of the above

waves of different frequencies, and is given by - =
v dv

The two velocities are equal only when fj,
is constant, i e in

a non-dispersive medium, where there is no change of velo-

city with frequency.

In addition to the phenomena of dispersion and refraction,

reflection takes place when radiation is incident at the surface

of matter, while scattering and absorption are observed in the

body of the medium Reflection is of two kinds, general and

selective. Selective reflection has already been mentioned,

and differs from general reflection in being confined to a

narrow range ofwave-length General reflection from a trans-

parent surface is a natural consequence of the alteration of

the wave velocity, and has a mathematical interpretation in

terms of interference of secondary with the primary incident

waves A simple mechanical example is when waves are sent

down a long string composed of two sections, one thin and

one thick The retardation produced in the waves when they
reach the thick part causes partial reflection of waves back

along the thinner section Only a fraction of the light energy
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is reflected, depending on the difference of velocity produced
at the boundary. From a vacuum (or air) surface of a trans-

parent body, a fraction (/* 1 )*/(/*+ 1) of light incident

normally is reflected back This amounts (for the visible

region) to about 4 per cent for glass and to 17-5 per cent.

for the diamond

The fraction of light incident obliquely which is reflected

from transparent surfaces depends on its state of polariza-

tion If the light is plane polarized &o that the electric vector

is parallel to the plane of incidence, a fraction

tan(-r)

s reflected and -
sm2

(i+r)cos
2
(i r)

refracted into the medium , while if it is perpendicular to the

plane of incidence a fraction

sin(t-r)

is reflected and
sm^+r)

refracted The electric vector of unpolanzed light may be

regarded as having all possible orientations at right angles
to the direction of the wave during the time of observation,

and the light may be treated by resolving the vectors into

two equal polarized vibrations, one parallel and one per-

pendicular to the plane of incidence At an angle of incidence

where (t-f-r)
= 90 or tani = p, no light is reflected whose

electric vectors are parallel to the plane of incidence Un-

polarized light reflected at this angle, the polarizing angle,

is completely polarized such that the electric vector is per-

pendicular to the plane of incidence (i.e. parallel to the sur-

face) The light transmitted obliquely through the surface

is partly polarized.
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When the light is incident on a thin transparent plate,

two surfaces must be considered, which give multiple reflec-

tions. If JR represents the fraction of light reflected from

one surface, - - is reflected from a plate and -^ re-
i-j-M l-\-jK

fracted The calculation must be made separately for the

parallel and perpendicular components of light incident

obliquely if it is either unpolanzed or polarized at an angle

to the plane of incidence. Imperfections of surface and of

transparency somewhat alter these values for real plates.

For normal incidence, the fraction transmitted is approxi-

mately given by the expression (1 J?)
2
e-"', where t is the

thickness of the plate and a the absorption coefficient. Since

the latter is a function of wave-length, the relation is only
valid for monochromatic light

The deposition of a thin film of cryolite (ju
= 1 35) on glass

(fi
= 1-6-1 65) effects a notable increase m visible light trans-

mitted from air through the surface, owing to the stepwise

reduction in the abruptness of the transition A boundary

having a gradual transition from one transparent medium to

another would show no light losses by reflection By forming
a film of such a refractive index on glass that reflections

from the front and rear surfaces are equal and of thickness

such that interference occurs between them, a non-reflecting

glass for normal incidence can be made This has been

achieved by the use of
'

built up' multilayers of salts of long

chain fatty acids *

If incident at an angle greater than the critical angle

8in~1(l/^), light passing through a transparent substance

cannot emerge through a boundary with a vacuum or air

beyond It is totally reflected back into the substance. In

general a phase change in the light occurs at the surface,

different for the parallel and perpendicular components,

whereby it becomes elhptically polarized.

The optical behaviour of metals shows peculiar features.
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They differ from other substances by possessing electrical

conductivity To a first approximation they may be regarded
as an assembly of electrons contained within the crystal

lattice of positive ions Two effects of light must be distin-

guished Absorption of light may cause electrons to jump
to higher energy levels in the metals, and at sufficiently short

wave-lengths they may gain enough energy to leave the sur-

face the photo-electric effect. The absorption bands of these

processes he in the infra-red or visible regions for the alkali

metals and in the ultra-violet for others The mobile elec-

trons in metals lead to other effects. A cloud of free electrons

would be completely opaque to radiations since an electro-

magnetic wave cannot be propagated in matter which has

no '

elastic
'

electrical properties For longer waves the mobile

electrons in the metal will behave as if they were free; for

shorter waves the attraction forces in the metal will not per-

mit the electrons to follow the rapid electrical alternations.

If the metal is treated as resistanceless, it should be com-

pletely opaque for longer wave-lengths and become trans-

parent at shorter The opacity is not due to absorption (free

electrons cannot absorb radiation, they can only undergo
the Compton effect), but to scattering (p 22), which appears
as perfect reflection since the electrons are very near together
and are set into forced vibrations in phase with each other.

We then have the phenomenon of selective reflection not

confined to one wave-length but extending over a wide range.

Taking the electrical resistance of the metal into account,

these ideal results become imperfect reflection at longer

wave-lengths and incomplete transparency at the shorter.

Thin films of the alkali metals are transparent in the ultra-

violet region. Silver films have a transmission band (and

feeble reflection) at about 3,000 A separating the long-wave
'conduction electron' opacity from a shorter-wave region of

absorption due to change of energy levels.

Phase changes m the light occur on reflection from the
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surfaces of metals At normal incidence the phase changes

by TT and the reflected waves form a system of standing

waves with those incident, while at grazing incidence there

is no phase change. At other angles of incidence the phase

change is different for the parallel and perpendicular com-

ponents of the light, so that elliptical polarization results

This effect may be treated by the electromagnetic theory

to give information about the optical constants of the

metals.

It has already been mentioned that a ray ofmonochromatic

light entering a transparent medium induces electrical vibra-

tions in the matter which themselves generate new waves,

travelling in all directions, these interfering with the primary

waves with destruction in all directions except one that of

the refracted ray If the medium, however, is not optically

homogeneous the destruction of the secondary waves is not

complete, and a certain amount of the scattered light is

observable in other directions than that of the refracted ray

The effect is most marked in turbid media, i e media con-

taining small particles of size somewhat smaller than a wave-

length of the light Molecules and atoms, however, though

much smaller than light waves, may be regarded as offering

to the light waves fluctuating regions of different optical

density, and very faint scattering from them is observable

The Rayleigh scattering, as the phenomenon is called, is thus

determined by variations of refractive index within themedia

and is subject to the same considerations as those used to

explain dispersion. The problem is treated as one of forced

vibrations set up by the light in the
'

particles
' Each particle

takes up a light vibration (having a certain electric vector

orientation) and emits it again with the orientation un-

changed. The emitted light has a circular distribution round

the electnc vector direction.

Since light displacements are always transverse, no light

is scattered in a direction at right angles to the direction of
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the incident light and parallel to its electric vector. The
scattered light distribution is given by the inner curve of

Fig 3 (r
= cos2# in polar coordinates), if the electric vector

is in the plane of the paper The scattering particle is located

at O, and any radius OP is proportional to the amount of

scattering at the angle 6. Light in this direction is polarized

with its electric vector in the plane of the paper and per-

pendicular to OP. The spatial distribution of the scattered

light is given by the surface formed by the rotation of

the curve about a vertical axis (le about the direction

of the electric vector of the incident light) Radii, as OQ, of

the outer circle represent the intensities of light scattered

if the original electric vector had been at right angles to the

plane of the paper For unpolarized light, the total scattered

intensity along OPQ is OP+OQ (oc l+cos
2
0), the separate

values giving the intensities of the components of the polar-

ized scattered light, and its spatial distribution may be

obtained by rotating the curve given by the sums of these

radii about the light direction The degree of polariza-

tion along OPQ is given by (OQ-OP)/(OQ+OP). If the
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scattering is feeble, the light distribution round a small

spherical volume element will be identical with that shown

in the figure for a single particle in the system.
In a theoretical analysis of the problem Lord Rayleigh

showed that the total scattering in a direction making an

angle 6 with that of the light from a transparent sphere of

radius r and small compared with a wave-length (less than

500 A diameter) is proportional to

It is also dependent on the refractive indices of the particle

and the medium The inverse fourth power of the wave-

length relation explains the use of filters passing only red

and infra-red light as a means of obtaining long-distance

photographs under misty conditions, and also the blue of the

sky The scattering varies very steeply with the radius of

the particle, that from dust-free liquids and gases is normally

extremely small, but for colloidal particles it is much greater

(the Tyndall effect) Scattering from pure fluids is referred

to local fluctuations in density, and its degree of polarization

is incomplete The law of scattering from small metallic

spheres is somewhat different, here the directions in which

the scattered light is plane polarized is at 120 to that of the

incident light Light scattering from particles in colloidal

solution is only ideally represented by the above expression.

The scattering fails to obey the equation owing to lack of

sphericity in the particles, to orientation effects (p 19), and

when the particles are of large size When the size approaches
that of a wave-length of the light the scattering becomes

complicated both in respect to distribution around one

particle and for an assembly of particles With feeble scat-

tering the light distribution around a small spherical volume

of the material resembles that round a single particle, but

where the scattering is large it becomes multiple, and more
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light is thrown backwards than forwards since what goes
back escapes from the substance more easily. Scattering
then passes into diffusion In the limiting case of large

particles, as in ground glass, the diffusion may be pictured
as the light actually entering the particles and suffering many
internal reflections to emerge in directions determined by
the laws of chance. Here the scattering vanes much less

steeply with the wave-length

The light distribution from a point on an ideal diffusing

surface is represented in polar coordinates by a sphere tan-

gential to the surface at that point This is independent of

the angle of incidence of the light falling on the surface The

length of any chord from the point to the surface of the

spheie is proportional to the intensity of diffusion in that

direction Substances approximating most closely to this

behaviour are magnesium carbonate and magnesium oxide.

The former diffusively reflects 90 per cent at 2,500 A and

97 per cent in the visible region Fig 4 shows the polar

diffusion curves for magnesium oxide at different angles of

incidence. They approximate to the ideal shape at incident

angles of and 45, but at much larger angles they are

distorted towards the other extreme case of specular reflee-
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tion (cf. the curve for 80), i e. the surface begins to show

surface gloss instead of being matt If the particle size lies

between certain magnitudes there will be a change-over from

diffusion to specular reflection as the wave-length of the

radiation is increased, i e a surface matt to visible light may
reflect infra-red rays

The ideal law of distribution of diffused light round a sur-

face applies also to the brightness of an element of a self-

luminous surface, emitting light by temperature radiation or

by phosphorescence The equation giving the polar curve of

Pig 4 is Ig
= / cos 8, where & is the angle between the direc-

tion of observation and the normal to the surface, and I9 and

/ are the intensities at angles d and A whole surface

emitting or diffusing light has a brightness (p 34) indepen-

dent of the angle 6 at which it is viewed, as the reduction

due to the cos Q term is exactly compensated for by the larger

number of emitting elements subtended by the eye at oblique

observation

The colour of pigments (when it does not arise from the

comparatively rare effect of selective reflection) is due to

the removal from white light by absorption of certain colours

with diffusion of the remainder. The finer the particle size,

the shorter the light paths before back diffusion occurs, and

so the less the absorption Fine grinding of pigments,

especially those of low absorption power, will therefore

diminish their depth of colour, as red glass may be crushed

to a white powder
The accuracy of estimations of insoluble chemical sub-

stances by the degree of turbidity ofthe liquid nepJielometry

is affected by the complex relationships between scattering

and diffusion and the amount of material. In the molecular

(dissolved) form a given amount of matter scatters little

light, the scattering greatly increases as particles of colloidal

or fine precipitate form are produced, rising to a maximum
As the particles grow larger still the total effect diminishes
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again to a negligible limiting value corresponding to the

formation of one transparent lump from all the precipitated

particles. In analytical work all factors influencing the size

of the particles must therefore be carefully controlled if con-

stancy of relationship of turbidity to concentration is to be

achieved.



II

LIGHT AND LIGHT SOURCES

FOR the measurement of illumination, light is evaluated m
terms of its capacity to produce visual sensation The unit

of intensity of light sources is the International Candle Power,

defined in terms of the emission of certain electric lamps

preserved as standards The Hefner Candle, a continental

European unit, = 9 1 C P The unit of luminous flux is the

Lumen, and is equivalent to the flow of light in unit solid

angle from a uniform point source of 1 C P The total flux

from a source of 1 C P is therefore 477 lumens, and for a non-

uniform source (emitting light flux varying with direction)

we have Spherical Candle Power = Total lumens emitted/477.

The unit of illumination, i e. of the density of luminous flux

received on a surface, is the Lux or Metre Candle, and is

equal to the illumination received by a surface, normal to

the light direction, from a point source of 1 C P 1 metre

away Another unit, the Foot Candle, = 10 764 lux

The brightness of a surface, whether acting as a primary

emitter or as a reflector (diffuser), is measured in Lamberts.

One lambert corresponds to the emission of 1 lumen from

1 sq cm of the surface Objects in sunlight have a bright-

ness of the order of 1 lambert, indoor brightness may be

1-10 milli-lamberts Brightness may also be expressed as

candle-power per unit area One C P per sq cm = IT lam-

berts. The brightness of a surface in candles per sq metre

= ER/TT, where E is the illumination received by the surface

in lux and R is the ratio of the total light reflected from the

surface to the amount of light it receives

At the wave-length of maximum photopic eye sensitivity,

5,560 A (reckoned on an energy basis), 621 lumens equal
1 watt No light sources are so efficient as to produce any-

thing near this light flux per watt of power consumed (see
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p. 171) The ordinary tungsten filament lamp produces 12-15

lumens per watt, and newer high-pressure types of mercury
arcs may give about 50

Many light sources are based on the temperature emission

of hot bodies. An ideal 'total radiator' (black body), capable
of absorbing all radiant energy which falls on it (experi-

mentally approximated to by an enclosed space with a small

hole for radiation to emerge), emits radiation according to

certain laws The hemispherical radiation given out by such

a body may be calculated from the equations

Total radiation 5 73 x W-ST* ergs per second per sq cm

Intensity of radiation at wave-length A (measured in cm
)

= /AdA

_ 3-703 XlO-sA-5 dA-
(eTWXrHTy

'

These expressions refer to radiation into space at the absolute

zero For surroundings at other temperatures it must be

remembered that a radiating body receives as much energy

from its surroundings of temperature T as it would emit

into space at the absolute zero if it were at the temperature

T, and this quantity must be deducted in estimating its

emission

For each value of T in the relation above there is a value

of / which is a maximum, proportional to T5
, at a wave-

length Amax (cm ) given by 2S85/T Curves of intensity

distribution are shown in Fig 5 It will be seen that very

high temperatures (^ 6,000 K , about that of the sun) are

necessary to bring the maximum into the middle of the

visible region Low-temperature radiation appears red, be-

coming white at higher temperatures and finally blue (e g.

certain stars) Fig. 6 shows the relative brightness to the eye
of thermal sources at different temperatures and emphasizes
the necessity for high temperatures to secure efficient light

production m this way.
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Actual solid radiators are not 'black', and their total

emission is less than that of Fig 5 For wave-length regions

where they reflect or transmit the curve develops minima,
so that the emission is partly selective For a given rate of

energy expenditure a non-black body may therefore rise to

a higher temperature than a perfect radiator, and give the

false appearance of being a better emitter if judged by its

radiation intensity at certain wave-lengths For example,
carbon particles in a coal-gas flame are not as bright as a

Wellsbach mantle composed of 99 per cent thorium oxide

and 1 per cent cerium oxide, the latter material is a bad

emitter in the infra-red region and therefore loses less energy
there by radiation than does the carbon, it is therefore able

to rise to a temperature more nearly equal to that of the

surrounding hot gas It is possible that catalytic activity

may play a part m addition, the combustion reaction going

faster on the oxides and the heat production there greater

The brightness of the light from aluminium foil burning m
oxygen (photoflash bulb) arises from the high temperature

of the solid product A12O3 both by reason of the great heat

of reaction and to the poor emissivity in the infra-red region

The visible part of the radiation of most high-temperature

light sources may be represented by such cuives as m Fig 5

if a somewhat different temperature from the true one, the

colour temperature, is employed in the intensity distribution

equation to correct for imperfect emissivity It will be
ipen

from the curves of Fig 5 that the (effective colour) tem-

perature of a body can be estimated by the ratio of intensities

of radiation at any two wave-lengths This is difficult to do

by direct measurement, errors arise from light losses in the

instrument used for dispersing the light, the use of thermo-

piles as energy detectors at the high sensitivities necessary

for narrow spectral regions requires delicate apparatus with

elaborate precautions; the alternative detectors, photographic

plates, photo-cells, and the eye have selective wave-length
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responses which complicate matters Standard electric lamps
are available whose spectral distribution of energy has been

carefully determined with the special apparatus necessary,

and these may be employed for the determination of the

temperature of other sources using relatively simple appa-
ratus Relative comparisons only of the two emissions are

required in identical wave-length regions Light from both

sources may be passed through a dispersing system and

narrow wave-length regions compared by ordinary photo-
metric means, this is done for two or more regions In

portable optical pyrometers the light fiom a hot body is

brought to a focus in the same plane as a heated carbon

filament and examined with an eyepiece The temperature
of the filament can be adjusted by altering the current

through it
,
when the image just disappears against the back-

ground of light from the hot body the two (colour) tem-

peratures are equal The current-temperatuie curve of the

filament is known from previous calibration against standard

sources of known temperature For very high temperatures,

above that to which the filament can be taken, the brightness

of the hot body is first reduced by the use of a red glass filter

of measured transmission characteristics Temperature may
be measured optically up to thousands of degrees absolute

(e g in stars giving continuous radiation), and is here defined

by the radiation laws, though its ordinary definition is based

on the expansion of a perfect gas' Gases cannot be confined

in vessels above about 1,300 K In the region where experi-

mentally the two scales can be made to overlap they are in

agreement, and their equivalence is also m accord with the

quantum theory of matter and radiation Such optically

determined temperatures are of course accurate only if the

body acts as a perfect radiator

For all purposes where instruments using len&es are re-

quired to give very high light intensities the intrinsic hnl-

hance of the light source used must be high, since an extended
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source cannot be focused like light coming from a point
Table I gives the brightness of some sources of visible light.

Brightness vn,

candles per
Source sq cm

Sun (at earth's surface) 165,000
Moon 25

Clear sky 3

Hefner lamp (colour temp 1,880 K ) 07
Gas-filled tungbten lamp, 2,780 K 600

Ditto, with overrun filament at 3,200 K 2,500
Sodium lamp 10

High pressure mercury arc (general use) 160-1,000

Ditto, special type 20,000-50,000
W ater cooled mercury arc 60,000

Carbon arc 15,000

Ditto, high current density 60,000
Glow-worm 005

CaS (Bi) phosphor 30 sec after illumination 10~5

White light for scientific purposes may be obtained from

a 'Pomtolite' lamp (temperature radiation from a knob of

tungsten in vacua, heated by an arc between tungsten elec-

trodes) Where great intensity is required, the sun or an

overrun tungsten filament lamp is employed Monochromatic

light is obtainable from special sodium, cadmium, mercury,

and other lamps (see Appendix I) These depend on the

emission from heated vapour under high-voltage electrical

discharge Except in the case of mercury lamps the intrinsic

brilliance is not high The mercury lamp is an arc burning

in mercury vapour between electrodes in a fused silica or

glass vessel If the discharge is constricted by the use of a

fused silica capillary tube the brightness is enormously in-

creased, up to 150,000 candles per sq cm in the limit, but

the tube, even if water-cooled, only lasts a few seconds under

these conditions A new-pattern lamp has two electrodes

reaching close together in a large sihca bulb containing mer-

cury vapour and a httle rare gas The bulb is enclosed in

an outer envelope with an air buffer between to take the
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pressure The light comes from the small space between the

electrodes with a brilliance of 20,000 candles per sq cm.

For the generation of ultra-violet light down to 2,480 A
the mercury arc in fused silica tubes may be employed. Some
of the lines it emits are shown in Fig. 9, and in Appendix II

are given filters to transmit certain of the lines Capillary

lamps give higher intrinsic brightness Special mercury lamps

containing a rare gas, and running off a 1,000-volt supply,

produce 90 per cent of then- emitted radiation in the 2,537 A
line, and afford a convenient and powerful source of mono-

chromatic light Light about 2,000 A is most conveniently

obtained from condensed spark discharges,
6 and about 1470-

1,300 A by means of special dischaige tubes containing
xenon 7 When continuous ultra-violet light is required, as

for absorption spectrum work, special hydrogen discharge

lamps are available which make use of the continuous emis-

sion spectrum of that substance (p 79) Metallic electrodes

(uranium or iron), which give very close-packed series of

lines, are also employed.
For work in which very finely monochromatic light is

necessary, as when atoms are to be stimulated to excited

states optically, the above sources may be unsuitable The
lines emitted by a mercury lamp, for example, are broad

owing to the high pressure of the vapour, and the centre of

a line may be 'reversed', i e may be missing because of self-

absorption of a narrow range about the atomic frequency in

cooler gas near the walls of the tube Light from a hot

mercury lamp emitting a broad and 'reversed' or 'hollow'

line at 2,537 A will therefore not be absorbed by cold mercury

vapour (p 22) Special lamps may be constructed to avoid

this effect, but their intensity is low

To secure constancy of light intensity is not easy, and

requires maintenance of steady electrical conditions, as well

as avoidance of change ofthe properties of the lamp with age
For purposes of general illumination the tungsten filament
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lamp is commonly used Temperatures of about 2,800K.
are made possible in ordinary commercial lamps by the use

of gas-filling and 'coiled coil' filament winding, which reduce

the evaporation of metal off the filament. Higher tempera-

tures, with very much greater brightness, are used in special

lamps where the life is of little importance The light from

tungsten lamps is much yellower than daylight, it can be

approximately corrected to daylight quality by transmissive

or reflective filters (absorbing the excess red and yellow) at

a considerable saprifice of the light output Great economy
in electrical power is effected by using gas discharge lamps
as sodium or mercury, which are more efficient light-pro-

ducers Their disadvantage is the quality of the light, which

has a line spectrum and is incapable of giving proper colour

rendering of objects to the eye The sodium lamp, for

example, emits only the yellow D lines, and red or blue

objects viewed in it may appear black All discharge lamps
are deficient in red This can be partly rectified for mercury

lamps by the addition of cadmium, and still more by the use

of fluorescent powders (zinc silicate or calcium tungstate pre-

parations) in the bulb In this way not only are approxima-
tions to white and other colours such as pink obtainable in

the appearance of the light emitted, but the spectrum is

made much more continuous, and the ultra-violet portion,

otherwise lost, is largely turned into visible light Sixty

lumens per watt may be obtained The lack of intrinsic

brilliance of such lamps is a gain when they are used for

interior lighting, as they do not fatigue the eye

The comparison of light intensity, or photometry, is carried

out in a number of different ways Where the apparent

brightness to the eye is to be determined a visual instrument

is used By means of prisms or other optical devices the two

lights to be compared are brought to illuminate a field viewed

with an eyepiece Two methods are available the two lights

can be made to illuminate the whole field successively for
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short intervals of time, equality being judged by absence of

'flicker', or they illuminate halves of the field and are so

viewed side by side The brighter light is cut down in inten-

sity by quantitative means until the illuminations appear

equal in the photometer, the ratio of brightness to the eye

is then given by the extent to which the intensity of one is

reduced For this reduction in intensity use is made of

distance (inverse square law for small sources), rotating sec-

tors of variable aperture, metal gauzes of known transmis-

sion, Nicol prisms, diaphragms or apertures of variable size,

or optical wedges (a plate varying m transmission by a

logarithmic law from one end to the other, made either of

a glass wedge of narrow angle filled with carbon black in

gelatine or of an antimony film evaporated on quartz).

Instead of the eye, the thermopile, the photographic plate,

or photo-cells may be used to measure hght intensity Owing
to their difference in wave-length sensitivity, however, they

are not generally suitable for the comparison of lights of

different wave-lengths or of different wave-length distribu-

tions, except the thermopile, which accurately measures the

energy in the hght beam irrespective of wave-length, but

which is not sensitive enough for use with hght of low inten-

sity Because of the non-linear response to light of the photo-

graphic plate and under some circumstances of the photocell,

the illuminations should preferably be quantitatively altered

by one of the above methods until their effects on the

detector are equal, and when the plate is used it is further

necessary to arrange for equal times of exposure and to

confine the measurements to monochromatic lights of the

same wave-length (p 146)

Instruments to compare the intensities of the monochro-

matic elements of similar wave-length in two hght beams are

called spectiophotometers The two lights are directed on to

the upper and lower halves of a spectrometer slit, and are

spread out into two adjacent spectra which can either be
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examined by an eyepiece (all the spectra being cut out by
a slit except the monochromatic region chosen) or, for ultra-

violet work, may be photographed on a plate In the Hilger-

Nutting spectrophotometer for the visible region the two

images are brought to equality by Nicol prisms, and from

the angles these are turned to the ratio of intensities is found.

Such an instrument can be used to compare the spectral

distributions of two light sources, or of light before and after

reflection from a coloured substance, etc Its most common

application is to measure absorption spectra, for this purpose
the two parallel beams of light from the same source entering

the spectrometer slit are caused to pass through two identical

glass cells, one containing solvent and the other the coloured

solution From a series of measurements over a wide spectral

region an absorption curve of the extinction coefficient (or

its logarithm, p 92) plotted against wave numbers or wave-

lengths may be obtained

Absorption spectrophotometry in the ultra-violet is best

peiformed with a Spekker instrument Here the two light

beams from the same source again traverse two cells before

reaching the slit of the spectrometer, and a number of photo-

graphs of the double spectra are made with different aper-

tures of an adjustable diaphragm in the beam which passes

the cell with solvent only Points aie then found in the pans
of spectia where the degrees of blackening of the plate are

equal, the extinction coefficients at these wave-lengths are

then calculable from the reduction of intensity by the dia-

phragm, the concentration of the substance, and the length

of the cell The determination of these points is facilitated

by the use of a rmcrophotometer In an apparatus of this type
the photographic plate is mounted m a carriage controlled

by accurate screws and moved at a unifoim rate past an

extremely fine pencil of light rays which penetrate it and

fall on a vacuum thermopile 01 photocell The readings of

the galvanometer connected to the latter instruments give
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the light transmitted over successive very small areas of the

plate, and are recorded on a moving drum (covered with

bromide paper and receiving the beam from the galvano-

meter mirror) which provides a graphical record of the

'density' of blackening of the photographic plate at every

point.

The relative concentrations of coloured substances in solu-

tion are measured by colorimeters Light passes up two tubes

containing the liquids to be compared and illuminates the

two halves of the eyepiece field The depths of the liquids

are adjusted by movable dipping plungers until the fields

appear equal, the ratio of depths is then the inverse ratio

of concentrations (if the extinction coefficients of the sub-

stance are independent of dilution) White light may be

used, but where the colour is feeble the illumination should

be confined by filters to a band of wave-lengths within the

absorption band of the substance

The Pulfrich photometer is an instrument of great versa-

tility Two beams of light to be compared are received

through two apertures controlled by adjustable diaphragms
and illuminate the two halves of the eyepiece field When
the halves are brought to equality the intensity ratio i& given

by the diaphragm readings When used as a colorimeter,

cells of fixed depth containing the solutions are interposed

in the light beams This possesses the advantage over the

ordinary colorimeter in that closed cells can be employed It

is necessary, however, to use fairly monochromatic light with

this arrangement to avoid differences of tint in the two halves

of the field due to preferential absorption of some wave-

lengths over others by the stronger solutions
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THE ABSORPTION AND EMISSION OF LIGHT

MATTER AS WAVE MOTION

THE electromagnetic-wave theory of radiation is able to

explain the phenomena of refraction, dispersion, scattering,

reflection, interference, and diffraction in very great detail,

simply by the assumptions that radiation consists of wave
motion with electric and magnetic vectors at right angles to

each other and to the direction of the light, and that matter

contains particles of an electrical character m which induced

electric drpoles are produced by the passage of the wave It

fails completely, however, to interpret a number of other

phenomena, all associated with the actual absorption or

emission of light by matter One is the distribution of energy
from a total radiator (p 35), an expression for which can

be derived only on the assumption that radiation is absorbed

or emitted in energy units (quanta) equal to hv ergs, v being
the frequency of the radiation and h Planck's constant Most

important, however, is the photo-electric effect, or the libera-

tion of electrons from metals by the absorption of light or

X-rays The energy of a liberated electron is found to be

hv~hv ergs and to be independent of the intensity of the

incident radiation, where v is the frequency of the radiation

and v a 'threshold' frequency This can only be explained

by assuming that a whole quantum hv is absorbed by an

atom, the energy hv being that necessary first to drag the

electron clear from the atomic attractions, and the remainder

hvhv6 appearing as kinetic energy of the electron.

If we imagine one quantum of radiation emitted by an

electron in the anti-cathode of an X-ray tube, for example,

and spreading outwards in all directions, ultimately reaching
a distant piece of metal, we do not find that many of the

electrons in the metal each take up a little of the energy of
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the wave, if any is taken up at all the whole energy of the

wave, however far it has got from the source, is entirely

swallowed up by one single electron again This indicates in

the clearest way that radiation must be regarded as an emis-

sion of particles instead of waves The assumption that light

proceeds in small 'packets' of waves rather like particles fails

because of the observed phenomenon of the interference of

light over very long path differences The 'particle-like'

nature of light is again shown by the Compton effect When
short-wave X-rays (radiation from heavy inetals) impinge
on lighter metals they are scattered with a diminished fre-

quency which depends on the angle of scattering The scat-

tering law observed proves that the radiation-f electron

system behaves as if there was a collision between two

particles, the incident hght quantum rebounds with dimi-

nished energy (lower frequency), while the election gams

energy, the physical laws observed for large objects, the laws

of conservation of energy and of momentum, both being

obeyed
The way out of the difficulty is found m a fundamental

examination of physical concepts In observations on large

objects, such as steel balls, laws of motion are discoverable

which can be expressed in equations containing measured

quantities such as mass, time, and distance By the abstrac-

tion of all the features of the steel ball in which he is not

immediately interested, such as size, surface appearance, etc
,

the physicist arrives at the concept of a particle possessing

inertia, a useful, purely imaginative idea, which can be

utilized to take the place of the steel ball for certain physical

purposes Similarly he derives from large-scale phenomena
idealized and abstract concepts of electrical charge, magnetic

force, and wave motion Light is regarded as wave motion

because interference phenomena show it has properties simi-

lar to this concept The Compton effect shows that it pos-

sesses the property ofmomentum, characteristic of a particle,
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in addition. L de Broglie first made the suggestion that

matter also should be treated not only as particles, but also

as waves.

Direct experimental proof was then obtained that elec-

trons, or protons, reflected from a crystal, behaved exactly

analogously to X-rays, and obeyed laws deducible for a wave

motion rather than for a stream of particles. Quantitative

agreement with observation is achieved if the assumption is

made that an electron, atom, etc , regarded as a particle of

mass m and velocity v, has associated with it a wave ofwave-

length A == h/mv The 'phase velocity' of this wave is given

by u = Av and hv = me2
, v, the velocity of the 'particle' or

group velocity (p 24) of the 'wave', is related to u by the

equation uv c2 u is therefore greater than c, but this

does not mean that energy is conveyed at that rate, it repre-

sents merely a mathematical quantity

At this stage in the history of physics the Uncertainty

principle was enunciated by Heisenberg The fundamental

constant h has the dimensions mlH~^ If any physical

quantity such as energy is measured with a probable in-

accuracy of &E, the conjugate quantity, in this case time

(since ml
zt-* x t = ml2t~l), cannot be simultaneously measured

with a probable inaccuracy less than A such that the product

A.E M K, h Very accurate measurement of one quantity

therefore leads to great uncertainty as to the value of the

other This conclusion, which is at the bottom of the neces-

sity for the treatment of both matter and radiation as both

'waves' and 'particles', follows from the known interactions

of matter and radiation Suppose we were attempting to

measure with great accuracy the distance between two points

with the aid of a microscope The least detectable difference

in position AZ is given by |Asma, where A is the wave-length

of the light employed and a is the numerical aperture of the

microscope (p 8) When the particles of matter at the two

points scatter light through an angle a (by which they
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produce their images) it is known experimentally (Compton

effect) that they suffer a recoil which changes their relative

momentum by an amount A(my) = 2h sin a/A The product
A? A(mv) is h If we increase the accuracy of the measure-

ment of I by diminishing A we effect a greater disturbance

A(mt>) of the relative momentum of the two particles The

Uncertainty principle may be viewed as an expression of the

fact that in taking measurements on electrons, radiations,

etc , we make use of other electrons and radiations which

exert reaction effects so that after measurement the system
is no longer what it was before, the amount of disturbance

being proportional to the closeness to which we press our

measurement Thus physics has come to be regarded as a

subjective and not an objective science, though for measure-

ments on large bodies of matter we can neglect changes
caused by the measurement

A free electron in space, regarded commonly as a particle,

appears on the alternative wave concept as a localized

'packet' of waves, in theory separable (by Fourier analysis)

into a large number of superimposed wave motions Its

energy can be of any possible value As soon as restrictions,

i e boundary conditions or force fields, are imposed on the

electron, it can possess energies only of certain particular

values For example, an electron (or other particle as an

atom) may be imagined as confined in a box, and umdimen-

sional motion to and fro between the walls (distant a apart)

considered From the particle point of view the motion is

vibrational, and can assume all values unless quantum re-

strictions are artificially imposed, but when regarded as a

wave it can only persist if it fits the box, i e if the wave

has a node at each wall. Only under these conditions can

a stable standing wave occur The situation is precisely

analogous to that of the fundamental and overtone waves

on a stretched string, there must be nodes at the fixed ends.

The quantization of the motion is implicit in the hypothesis
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of waves Thus, since A = h\mv and nX/% a (where n is

an integer), the energy E (= Jrav
2
)
can assume values easily

shown to be n2h 2
/8ma

z We thus arrive at the concept of

permitted (quantized) energy states of a system, a concept

necessary to explain the results of a wide range of observa-

tions on atomic phenomena
The conclusion drawn from these considerations is that

matter and radiation are neither 'particles' nor 'waves';

what they 'really are' cannot be ascertained, as 'objective'

measurements on them cannot be obtained For certain

kinds of measurement, as of energy or momentum, they are

best regarded as particles, for others, as frequency (= I/time)

or wave-length, they must be treated as waves Deductions

made on the one view must not be combined with deductions

from the other to produce a synthetic picture, this would

violate the Uncertainty principle For example^ we may
measure the momentum of an electron, regarded as a particle,

with greater and greater accuracy if we have it in a larger

and larger box, since this enables us to determine v (= Ift)

more precisely By so doing, however, we lose corresponding

accuracy in knowledge of its wave-length A (A(mt) AA = h),

so that it ceases to be practicable to treat the electron as

a wave By imposing, instead of removing, the restrictions

on the electron's motion we find the wave view more useful

The difficulties already mentioned about the interpretation

of phenomena of interference together with those of the

photo-electric effect are simply due to the unwarranted

assumption that both phenomena are capable of simul-

taneous measurement in the same experiment with unlimited

accuracy
These ideas are enlarged and given a more comprehensive

mathematical form by the equations of Schrodinger. A hypo-
thetical vibrating quantity ^ of the nature of a 'displace-

ment', and varying with time according to the equation
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(where E is the energy of the system), represents the wave

associated with any particle This quantity is also defined

by the equation

where x, y, and z are spatial coordinates and V the potential

energy of the particle of mass m This equation has finite,

continuous, and single-valued solutions for $ only for certain

values of E, namely, those where the waves satisfy the

boundary conditions as regards nodes These boundary con-

ditions, or restrictions on the motion of the electron, aie

represented by the variation of V with x, y, and z, i e by
the distribution in space of the potential field m which the

particle is constrained to move The solutions are charac-

terized by 'quantum numbers' expressing the distribution

and number of nodes in the wave. Instead of one quantum

number, as in the problem of the electron in the umdimen-

sional box, each system requires as many quantum numbers

as there are degrees of freedom relating to the wave motion

For the solution of this equation it is first necessary to

express V as a function of the spatial coordinates, i e to

insert into the equation a value for the appropriate 'potential

field' in which the particle moves Where more than one

particle is concerned the number of spatial coordinates must

be increased, e g. for a system of two particles (e g the two

electrons in a helium atom) six spatial coordinates are re-

quired. This emphasizes the fact that the 'waves' are not

to be visualized as waves in three-dimensional space in the

ordinary sense The solution is then a problem belonging to

the theory of differential equations Except m very simple

cases, present-day mathematical technique is unable to arrive

at exact numerical answers. The application of the theory
to real physical matters therefore first involves a simplifica-

tion of the system itself into an idealized form, followed
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commonly by processes of approximation in the development

of the mathematical side of the problem.

ATOMIC SPECTRA

The spectra of atoms consist of narrow lines, showing that

they emit or absorb approximately monochromatic radiation.

The lines can be arranged in series, in each of which the

FIG 7 Emission spectrum, and energy le\ els of Hydrogen atom

frequency v of any hue is expressed by a formula as the

difference between two terms This is most simply shown by

the emission spectrum of hydrogen atoms, obtained from

vacuum tubes containing hydrogen gas (the molecules being

split up by electron impact). Three senes are shown at the

top of Fig. 7, others are known further in the infra-red

region. All the lines are represented by the equation

jR being a constant and % and n z integral numbers For the

Lyman series % = 1, for the Balmer seiies 2, and for the

Paschen series 3, 2 being any integer above x The series

converge to limits given by n2
= oo (dotted in the figure)
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The natural interpretation of Ritz's combination principle,

that the frequencies of lines are given by differences between

two terms, is to associate the terms \vith energy levels the

atom can assume This step was first taken by Bohr By
passing from one energy level to another the atom emits or

absorbs a quantum of radiation given by the equation

hv = hc(T'- T"), T' and T" being the spectral terms ex-

pressed in cm -1 At the bottom of Fig 7 the spectral terms

for the hydrogen atom are diagrammatically represented as

atomic energy levels or states, characterized by the integral

numbers 1, 2, 3, ,
which are called the principal quantum

numbers of the levels The oo level represents complete

lonization of the atom. The relationships of the lines to

transitions between levels is indicated

Since unexcited hydrogen atoms at the ordinary tempera-

tures are in then: ground-level, their absorption spectrum

will resemble the Lyman series only, which lies m the far

ultra-violet region

The alkali metals have one 'outer' electron, and their arc

spectra are like that ofhydrogen with certain important differ-

ences Spark spectra of the alkaline eaith metals (one of the

two 'outer' electrons stripped off from the atoms) exhibit the

same characteristics Fig 8 shows some of the lines in the

spectrum of sodium, together with the derived energy levels

Three new features appear Firstly, instead of there being

apparently one set of levels there are four sots, denoted on

the left of the diagram by S, P, D, F The terms or levels

of the sodium atom are not closely proportional to 1/n
2

, but

to l/(-j-cr)
2
, where n is an integer and a is a small quantity

which increases as we pass through the sets from 8 to F.

Secondly, the P, D, and F levels are not single, but each

level is subdivided into two very close together (The dif-

ferences are exaggerated in the diagram for clarity ) Thirdly,

it is to be noticed that transitions occur only between & and

P, P and D, or D and F levels. Fig. 9 represents the more
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complicated spectrum and energy-level diagram of the mer-

cury atom Only the stronger emission lines are shown Here

wo have three sets of singlet levels 1S , ^, and 1
D_: ,

and three

of triplet levels 3
$,

3Plt
and 3D

1 , each of which is subdivided
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into three neighbouring levels. Again only certain transitions

between levels appear as spectial lines.

A spectral term (or corresponding energy level) of an atom

is written as n rL3 ,
where n is the principal quantum number

(often omitted), r is the 'multiplicity', L is written as 8, P,

D, F, etc
,,
and J is a number indicating the particular level

in the multiplet The 'selection rule', giving permitted

transitions between levels is that L must change by 1,

while J must change by 1 or remain unchanged unless

(in the latter case) J = Transitions between terms of

different multiplicities are possible but are not of high pro-

bability

A further subdivision of levels occurs when atoms are sub-

jected to powerful magnetic fields, as shown by the splitting

of spectral lines into a number of components (Zeeman

effect) This effect is most important as a means of classi-

fying spectral terms according to the above scheme, as lines

of the same series show similar splitting

The atomic theory of Bohr gave an interpretation to these

characteristics of spectra An electron belonging to an atom

was assumed to rotate in circular or elliptical orbit round the

nucleus according to the laws of ordinary dynamics, except

that certain orbits only were permitted, these corresponding

to the energy levels of the atom The principal quantum
number was related to the radius for circular orbits, corre-

sponding to S terms, and here defined the energy of the

system P, D, F terms were assumed to come from orbits

of increasing ellipticity, of degree characterized by a second

quantum number, the 'azimuthal' quantum number The

energies for the hydrogen atom were closely equal to those

of the corresponding circular orbits For alkali metal atoms,

however, which had other electrons in inner orbits round the

nucleus, this was no longer so owing to the disturbing effects

exerted when the electron in its elliptical path was nearest

to the nucleus (causing it to precess as a whole round the
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atom). This explained the empirical constants o-, increasing
from P to F terms, necessary to correct the integral numbers
m expressing terms as l/

2
. The multiplicities of levels were

explained by the experimental discovery that the electron

had an intrinsic magnetic moment, or 'spin' of J unit (ft/2ir)

The J value of the sub-level was represented as the vector

sum of the angular momentum due to precession of elliptical
orbits (i e second quantum numbers for S, 1 for P, 2 for

D, and 3 for F terms) and that due to electron spin (J
for each electron) The multiplicity r is twice the sum of the

electron spins +1 and represents the maximum number of

sub-levels obtained by combining the second quantum num-
ber -with the spins

An atomic level M as thus characterized by three quantum
numbers, the principal quantum number n, the second (or

azimuthal) quantum number L, and the quantum number J

expressing the resultant of L and electron spins The further

subdivision of levels produced by a magnetic field required
the use of an additional quantum number M, the magnetic

quantum number, representing the component of J in the

direction of the applied field This means that there are a
number of sub-levels of the same energy represented by
a spectral term L3 (2J-J-1 in fact), which only reveal their

differences by the Zeeman effect

Atoms heavier than hydrogen contain more than one elec-

tron, and to each electron may be assigned four quantum
numbers The quantum numbers characterizing the atom as

a whole are derived from the individual quantum numbers

of the electrons This is governed by the Pauh principle,

which states that no two electrons in any atom can have all

four quantum numbers equal, a conclusion arrived at by a

general survey of the features of atomic spectra

The atom of helium contains two electrons, these may
have principal, azimuthal, and magnetic quantum numbers

the same, i e occupy the same orbit or shell, but then must
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differ in spin Lithium, having three electrons, must (m its

ground state) have two (as hehum) in a shell of principal

quantum number 1, and the third in an outer shell of prin-

cipal quantum number 2 Beryllium, boron, carbon, etc ,

have increasing numbers of elections m this shell, until it is

'filled' when the atom neon is reached. In sodium, the next

atom, a new shell must be begun The Pauh principle thus

explains the periodic characteristics both of atomic spectra
and of the chemical valencies of the elements The atom of

sodium may be written Ls2 , S*
2
/)
6

, 3s, which is read as follows

Nearest the nucleus in an orbit of principal quantum number
1, are twoV electrons

(,v

2
, small letters being used for second

quantum-number symbols of single electrons),* m the next

shell of principal quantum number 2 are two electrons () of

second quantum number and six (p) of second quantum
number 1

, and in the third shell of principal quantum num-
ber 3 is one s electron The spin of the electrons and the

angular momentum due to precession of p oibits cancel for

the inner shells The term designation for the whole atom,

referring to lines produced by change of state of the outer

electron (optical spectra) is written 3 2^ principal quantum
number of outer shell 3 second quantum number (S term),

multiplicity = 2/- spm-fl = 2x1+ 1 = 2, J value On
the absorption of yellow light (D lines) the atom passes into

two higher levels having P terms (by the selection rules)

For this transition the principal quantum number does not

increase, and the new spectral terms are S2/^ and 32
Pj The

multiplicity w unchanged, but the J values arise fiom the

change of the second quantum number to 1 The single

electron has a spin of }, this can combine with the L value

of 1 m two ways, giving two terms of J value | and J In

a strong magnetic field, all terms with a subscript | separate
into two terms, since the component of J in the field may
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be |. Terms with the subscript f divide into four levels,

the component of J being | or i^.
A divalent element, with two outer electrons, has odd,

instead of even, multiplicities, and integral, instead of frac-

tional, values of J As an example the P terms of mercury
may be considered. The multiplicity is given by twice the

sum of the spins +1 == 2(|+|)+1 = 3 or 2{|-J)+1 = 1,

that is, the terms are XP and 3P The J values represent the

vector sums of L and the spins, = 1-f|+ = 2, or 1-S-J J
= 1, or 1 | | z= 0. The singlet term XP is therefore *Pt
and the triplet term

3P has the three sub-levels SP , J>, *Pa ,

Extending this result across the Periodic table we see that

elements in group 1 have doublet terms, in group 2 singlet

and triplet, in group 3 doublet and quartet, in group 4

singlet, triplet, and quartet, and so on to group 7, which has

doublet, quartet, sextet, and octet

The Bohr theory, although accounting very well for the

features of atomic spectra, had a number of imperfections
The assumption of circular orbits for S level of atoms intro-

duced difficulties as to why the electrons did not constantly

radiate, and no orientation detectable by double refraction

magnetic fields This indicated spherical symmetry of 8
levels The empirical use of integral numbers to define the

permitted orbits, and the appearance of fractional quantum
numbers in the anomalous Zeeman effect was unsatisfactory
These theoretical difficulties disappeared when the methods

of wave-mechanics were applied

The application of Schrodingei 's equation to the hydrogen
atom involves the insertion of the Coulonibic potential of

the electrons (e
z
jr) for the potential energy term V The

values of the energy E \\hich permit of solutions of
>ft

are

mass and charge, and n is any integral number. These values
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closely expiess the levels of the atom, as determined by the

spectial terms in energy difference from the state when the

electron and atom are separated, i e, the ionized state

The existence of these states and of no others depends upon
the assumption of wave motion restricted by the boundary
conditions of the potential field of the electron The standing

waves must satisfy nodal conditions just as the ends of a

vibrating stung must be nodes The quantum numbers

appear as the number of nodal points in the functions which

give i/f
The four quantum numbers necessaiy to define the

level of an electron m an atom originate in the three direc-

tions of space in which it moves, and in its spin The

assumption of spin, or of an intrinsic magnetic moment of

the electron, has been shown by Dirac to be a necessary

consequence of the relativistic tieatment of wave mechanics

A free electron has no spin, i e no experimental method can

detect it (Uncertainty principle), but when restrained by
force fields, as in an atom, an electron confers a magnetic
moment on the atom enabling it to take up energy from an

inhomogeneous magnetic field (Stern-Gerlach experiment)
The Pauli principle appears as an empuical fact that the

only wave functions observed m natme are those vthich

change sign when the coordinates of any two particles of the

system are interchanged More quantum numbers are re-

quired if other matters are taken into consideration For

example, under extremely high dispersion the spectral lines

of atoms are found to have a hyperfine structure, due to

a fine subdivision of levels caused by the interactions of the

nuclear spin To distinguish these levels a fifth quantum
number is necessary

In atoms more complicated than hydrogen the potential

energy term V is not of simple form The exact solution of

Schrodmger's equation now becomes excessively difficult,

and progress can only be made by approximative methods.

It is curious that problems baaed on the inverse square law
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of attraction should be so easy when two bodies are involved

and become insoluble by present-day methods when three

(or more) are considered Simple fundamental laws do not

imply simple mathematical solutions to the behaviour of

systems which are far from complex, in fact, very greatly
increased complexity often simplifies the problem again We
may perhaps conclude from this that the fundamental laws of

physics are only the appearance of simplicity due to greater

complexities behind The result is that wave mechanics,
while providmg a unified interpretation of quantum pheno-
mena in atoms, quantitatively correct for very simple

examples, is held up by mathematical difficulties from exten-

sive further advance of a numerical kind, which in principle
could extend to the deduction of all the measurable pro-

perties ofmatter from the fundamental constants m,e,h etc ,

and a know ledge of the laws of force between the particles.

The text-books of physics, chemistry, or even biological sub-

jects, are far as \et from being reduced to mathematical

tables,, as there appears little hope for the early discovery of

a radically simpler mathematical technique Steady advance

will continue to be made m the quantitative treatment of

simpler systems, where the results are already known fiom

observation, so that the validity of approximations made
can be checked and on the more qualitative side the equa-
tions are capable of furnishing information about the sym-

metry of the wave functions where they cannot give exact

numerical solutions

The wave-mechanical treatment of the electrons in an

atom regaids the system as a complex of standing 'waves'

of a vibrating quantity (in three times as many dimensions

as there are electrons) with an intricate arrangement of

nodes, the number and arrangement of which are specified

by the quantum numbers of the atomic state An essential

pait of the concepts, is that they reject the possibility of

representing the atom in terms, of a mechanical model w here
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the electron is imagined to traverse an orbit as in the theory
of Bohr. A partial answer to the forbidden question as to

what an atom really 'looks like' is found by a consideration

of the properties of the quantity ^ Its square depends only
on spatial coordinates, and not on time, and may be regarded

defined by a

plane of the paper

as a measure of the 'probability' of an electron being in any

specified position in the atom for which
>j>

2
is evaluated An

atom may then be pictured as a nucleus surrounded by an

'electron cloud', the density of which at any point repre-

senting the probability of electrons being found there in

experimental measurement. Regions of high density are the

places where a chemist, with cruder concepts, regards the

electrons as actually located Fig 10 depicts some energy
states of a hydrogen-like atom in terms of 'electron density',

and illustrates how far one can go m trying to represent an

atom in a simple manner It must be realized that in so

squaring ^ much of the wave structure necessary to explain
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atomic energy levels disappears The 'electron density' dis-

tribution in space of an '

8' electron m an atom, and of one

atomic level given by an 8 term, is spherically symmetrical
P levels and 'p' electrons have functions more extended

along one axis It is the presence of 'p' electrons in the outer

shells of atoms which account for their 'directed' valencies

(e g as m carbon) which the chemist had assumed to explain
the facts of stereo-isomemm
The process of emission or absorption has the following

interpretation in wave mechanics The energy values of

atomic states represent permitted solutions of the differential

wave equation Mathematically, linear combinations of

energy levels also permit of solution of the equation. If two

states are so taken together, the electron density (square of

ifi) appears to vary with time with a frequency given by
hv E^Ez, the E's being the energies ofthe two states It is

the fluctuation ofelectron density, or electric moment change,

which gives rise to the electromagnetic radiation emitted.

The quantum relation is implicit in the wave equation and

the production ofradiation of fiequency v appears as a mathe-

matical consequence of the interrelations of energy levels

The equations of wave mechanics aie able to predict the

'selection rules' defining the 'permitted' and 'forbidden'

transitions betw ecu levels Any state, defined by appropriate

quantum numbers, can only 'combine' with other states

whose quantum numbers bear certain relations to those of

the first. The property of combination depends on symmetry
conaideiations of the wave function ^ of the states, and if

combination cannot occur there can be no fluctuation of

electron density necessary for the generation or absorption

of radiation The 'selection rules' depend on the type of

system (atomsm vanous kinds of level, molecules, etc ) under

consideration and are found to be completely m accord with

observation When the exact symmetry properties of levels

are disturbed by collisions, powerful electrical fields, etc,,
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'forbidden' transitions may become partly 'permitted', and

corresponding lines in the spectra appear at a strength

depending on the disturbing cause

The rates of transition fiom one level to another are dealt

with in wave-mechanical theory by considering the effect of

radiation on the potential eneigy V of the system The
intioduetion of an extra radiation term into the equation,
whose solution is taken as a linear combination of the upper
and lower pair of levels eonsideied, eaiises a time variation

in the coefficients of the hneai combination The system thus

appears to swing from one state to the other, and the rate

is interpreted as a measure of the 'life' of upper states before

radiating This 'life' 13 connected with the intensity (of

emission or absorption) of a spectial line due to a transition,

and also to its breadth. By the uncertainty principle (p 47)
AJ? ^t h, so that a finite life-time r of an excited state

means an uncertainty in the energy difference of the upper
and lower states, whence it may be deduced that r 1/Aj/,

dv being the breadth of the .spectral line A line, in fact, is

represented by a curve from v to cc, with a steep maxi-

mum at its expei imentally observed position Other causes

also bring about line bioadening, of Inch the chief is the

Doppler effect, due to the thermal motion of atoms in the

line of sight, affecting the observed frequencies a^ the note

of a train whistle to a stationary observer depends upon the

tram's speed.

Xo lifetimes of excited states less than about I0~ 8 sec

have been observed, at the other end of the scale penods ot

the order of seconds .sometimes occur m the case of levels

from which transitions downwards in energy are forbidden

MOLECULAR SPECTRA

Molecules can exist in different electronic stated m the

same way as atoms, and transitions between states give rise

to their spectra As molecules contain more than ono heavy
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nucleus, however, they can possess quantized energies of

rotation and vibration, changes in which during electronic

transitions introduce great complexities into their spectra
The interpretation of molecular spectra, though exceedingly
complicated, is somewhat simplified by the fact that mole-
cules can assume fewer electronic states than atoms, as in

higher states they usually decompose into atoms or radicals

The rigid application of w ave-mechameal treatment can-

not be made to molecules except m the very simplest

examples, o\vmg to mathematical difficulties, and an ap-

proach is made by three approximate methods, each of which

has certain advantages and limitations and which, of course,

would all give the same ie&ult if the degrees of approximation
could be pressed far enough
The first method is to examine the hypothetical formation

of a molecule by the splitting of the nucleus of an atom into

parts sepaiated by the appropriate distance A helium atom

may thus be imagined to produce a molecule of deuterium

By this method the electronic states of a diatomic molecule

appeal as similar to tho&e of the atom but modified by the

intense electric field produced by the nuclear separation along
the molecular axis (Stark effect for intense fields

)
This

viewpoint is of value in consideration of the symmetry of

the molecular electronic states

The second method is to consider the effect on the energy
of the combined system \\lien two atoms in particular elec-

tronic states are gradually brought nearer and nearer together
fiom an infinite di&tancc In this way Heitler and London
showed by calculation that two normal

(

2
S) hydrogen atoms

so brought together gave two potential energy-distance

curves The first, when the electron spins of the atoms were

parallel, was wholly repulsional (
3S+ state of Fig 11), while

the second, when the electron spins were anti-parallel (
1
S+),

gave a minimum corresponding to the normal state of the H2

molecule It was found that in addition to the
*

Coulombic'
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energy due to the ordinary law of attraction between an

electron and a nucleus the chemical binding was increased

by a larger quantity called the 'exchange' energy due to

'resonance' As long as the two atoms are separate they are

FIG 11

described by two separate similar wave functions, when they
are brought together, however, the wave functions combine

through 'resonance' and by their mutual interaction couple
in manner not expres&ible as the simple sum of the two
functions The separation of the energy of the system into

'Coulombic' and 'exchange' is an artificial result of the

mathematical method used The chemical co-valency is

shown by this investigation to be not only a shared pair of

electrons but a pair with opposed spins The mere attrac-

tions due to the opposed spins is not, however, the force

which causes the binding
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A third method is to attempt a mathematical construction

of the molecule by placing the nuclei of its component atoms

(together with such inner electron shells as do not affect the

optical spectrum) at various distances apart and to add the

outer shell electrons The simplest example is the H^ mole-

cule (2 nuclei and 1 electron) This and the Ha molecule

represent the farthest points the rigorous application ofwave

mechanics can be taken at present Other molecules need

approximations of varying degree. The Hg" molecule can be

shown by calculation to have a lower and an upper electronic

state (Fig 11), of which the former gives a stable molecule

and the upper is repulsional It follows from this that bond-

ing does not necessarily require two electrons of paired spin!

a single electron has bonding powers, or it may, as ui the

higher state, be 'anti-bonding' Applying this method to the

H2 molecule, it can be shown that both electrons are 'bond-

ing' only if (by the Pauh principle) their spins are anti-

parallel, m agreement with the conclusions of the second

method If the electrons have parallel spin they must occupy

different levels, and if the molecule is derived from atoms

with Is electrons (
2$ states) one level is bonding and the

other anti-bonding, whence it is not surprising that a repul-

sional state results

The molecule of benzene is much too complex for precise

treatment, but because of its high symmetry it may be

approximated to by considering it as a regular hexagon with

unit positive charges at the positions of the carbon atoms,

neglecting the hydrogen atoms, and examining by wave-

mechanical methods the symmetries and energies of the

states of six electrons forming a shell round the central core

Fig 12 shows diagrammatically the phases ofthe wave func-

tions of two energy levels of such a molecule It is believed

that the normal molecule (ground level) has a wave function

with perfect hexagonal symmetry represented (in symmetry

notation) by lA
ig

. The upper level to which it passes on
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absorption of a quantum of ultra-violet light has an electron

wave function of lower symmetry,
1JB2u The transition is

a 'forbidden' one, but is possible when the symmetry is dis-

turbed by vibrations of symmetry E, corresponding to

lengthening and contraction of the hexagon The difference

'B2u

FIG 12 Diagram of levels of the Benzene molecule

of symmetry between the two levels only resides in the time

variation of the wave function ^ The average electron

density, which is proportional to the square of the wave

function, corresponds for both levels to a fully symmetric

hexagonal structure of the molecule The approximations
which have to be made in obtaining results of this kind for

complex molecules mean that calculated numerical values of

energy levels must be accepted with reserve.

From this point of view the electrons in the molecule (or

some of them) are regarded as forming a shell round all the
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nuclei, as if the molecule were a 'multi-nuclear' atom The
chemical idea of Lewis and Langmuir, that a bond between
two atoms is a 'shared pair' of electrons, is now recognized
as an over-simplification m one direction, just as the 'com-

munal electron' theory above (generally called the molecular

orbital theory), though fundamentally accurate, often intro-

duces unnecessary complications in other directions The

chemist, in grouping bonds as homopolar or heteropelar,

depending on whether the electrons binding the atoms to-

gether are nearly equally 'shared' on the one hand, or so

unequally on the other as to turn the molecule into an 'ion

pair', is forced to the conclusion that many bonds are inter-

mediate between the classes, and though not ionic have a

definite dipole moment of the link The molecular orbital

theory compels him to adopt a still more vague attitude

towards the 'chemical link' Instead of clear-cut shared

electron pairs forming each link the molecule is held together

by the general action of all the electrons m the outer shells

of the component atoms These may be divided up crudely
into bonding, non-bonding, and anti-bonding electrons, but

no sharp limits exist between these classes The methane

molecule has a structure very closely represented by the

simple shared pan* concept, benzene however, refuses to be

described by means of single or double bonds its bonding is

fractional By a consideration of the spectra of the simpler

types of molecules it is possible to form an estimate, of

accuracy limited by the difficulties of the method, of the

actual electronic distribution in the molecule For example,

Mulhkeii has shown that the CO2 molecule has a structure

almost half-way between the homopolar form O=C=0 and

the ionic one 6 C
+

6, i e nearly O-* 5 C+1 O- 5
. The

azide ion is almost impossible to represent by a chemical

formula, its structure lies between N~05 N N~'5 and

N-o 25__N-o s N- 25
. The Heitler-London method of dealing
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with molecular structure, as developed by Pauling and others,

and which in its simplest form regards a link as a shared pair

of electrons with opposed spins which do not stray from their

positions, goes some way to meet these deductions of the

molecular orbital theory by the concept of resonance It can

be shown that if a molecule can be given several alternative

structures on the over-simplified shared pair interpretation

of a chemical link whose mternuclear distances and angles

are almost the same (as m the cases of carbon dioxide and

benzene, for example), then a
'

compound
1

structure of all these

formulae has a lower energy (greater stability) and shorter

interatomic distances, and therefore approximates more

nearly to the 'actual' structure This is the same result as

that from molecular orbital theory expressed m different

language
Molecules with 16 outer electrons, as C02 ,

N2O, CNC1, Njf,

etc , are all linear, and the s electrons of the central atoms

are occupied chiefly in the bonding If another electron is

added to the system it must go into a strongly anti-bonding

orbital, unless the nuclei take up a non-linear arrangement,

i e if p instead of s electrons are concerned in the bonding
This is the case with such molecules as S02 ,

O3 ,
NO2 , and

C1O2 The ultra-violet absorption spectra of these substances

have not yet been fully interpreted, but work along these

lines, of approximate mathematical methods based on wave

mechanics checked by experimental observation, is slowly

affording important information of the way atoms link

together to form molecules.

While atomic spectra consist of lines, each corresponding

to an electronic transition between different levels, mole-

cular spectra occupy broad spectral regions Molecules have

quantized energies of rotation and ofwbration, and when they

undergo an electronic transition by absorption or emission,

changes in these energies also take place. The changes are

determined by 'selection rules', as are the electronic transi-
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turns, the rules being dedueible in simple cases from the

wave-mechanical equations and depending on the symmetries
of the molecule The energy difference in electronic transi-

tions is about 20 to 200 k calories per gram molecule, while

the magnitudes ofvibrational quanta are of the order of units

of k calories, and of rotational quanta tenths or hundredths

ofak calorie per gram molecule The thermal kinetic energy
of a molecule at ordinary temperature is about 1 k. calorie

per gram molecule Consequently molecules in thermal equi-

librium with normal temperature surroundings will almost

always possess a number of quanta of rotation, and a few

may have vibrational energies higher than the ground vibra-

tional level To produce appreciable electronic excitation by
heat alone requires exceedingly high temperatures.

A typical molecular band spectrum is due to the many
transitions (governed by selection rules) from various rota-

tional and vibrational levels of one electronic state to those

of another. The whole broad region of the spectrum (or

more accurately system) corresponds to a particular jump
from one electronic level to another, it is divided up into

a series of 'partial bands' corresponding to changes of vibra-

tional quantum numbers, and very high resolution of the

partial bands shows that they are composed of a fine struc-

ture of narrow lines due to simultaneous changes in rotational

levels In simple cases this tuple structure can be analysed

and information obtained about the molecules from which

it comes The interpretation, however, is rarely easy, it is

commonly a very elaborate problem to solve, and in many
cases the necessary information cannot be obtained, as the

structure is absent because of molecular dissociation or

because of overlapping of very great numbers of lines

In the far infra-red region molecules absorb radiation with

simple change of rotational energy. The region is extremely

difficult to investigate experimentally In the nearer infra-

red molecular absorption spectra correspond to vibrational
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energy changes, onwhich are superimposed rotational changes

giving a band composed of lines with a frequency difference

that of the frequency of the far infra-red band Absorption
is shown only when an electric moment change occurs, e g.

diatomic molecules with two equal atoms do not absorb.

Only the ground electronic state of the molecule is here

involved The moments of inertia of the molecule may be

obtained from the rotational structure of the band, whence
the mternuclear distances (and angles) may be calculated

from the known atomic masses From the vibrational fre-

quencies, if they can be correctly assigned to particular

vibrational modes, foice constants of vibiation may be de-

rived This is very simple for diatomic molecules, more com-

plex ones are difficult These derived data are important
molecular constants Visible and ultra-violet spectra are

complicated by the fact that each line in the spectrum

depends on a transition between two electronic states of the

molecule, each of which has different molecular constants.

Approximately, since the oiders of magnitude of the energies

are different and there is little interaction between them, the

energy of any molecular level = Ee-\-Ee-i-Er , w here Ec
and ET

are energies of vibration and rotation (equal to those corre-

sponding to the infra-red bands for the ground level of the

molecule) The spectroscopic term of a level, proportional to

the energy, may be written T (cm
- 1

}
= T

e+Tv+Tr and the

wave number of any line m the spectrum Te -}~(T'v 2^)+
(T'r T"r), where terms with one dash refer to the upper
electronic level and those with two to the lower

For the simple ca&e of a diatomic molecule the following
formulae apply If tn

x
and z 2 are the actual masses of the

heavy nuclei, distant r cm apart, then p. ('reduced mass')

I !_ and /, the moment of inertia, urji Rotationalml+mz

/* o

terms take quantized values given by
Tr = JSJ(J+1)~DJ2(J+1)2 cm -,
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where J is the rotational quantum number (any integer

including 0), B ~
1-|,

rv being the mean internuclear

distance m the vibrating molecule, and D a correction term

to allow for the increase of this distance at high rotational

fe E II

.it K.
tt*

quantum numbers From the variation ofB andD with vibra-

tional and rotational quantum numbers a quantity : ,

or - -
,
somewhat larger than B, can be evaluated and

the internuclear distance ra for a molecule undisturbed by
rotation or vibration obtained Fig 13 shows an example of

the rotational fine structure of a vibration band forming part

of an electronic spectrum of a molecule The selection rule

permits of transitions only when AJ = 1 and m certain

cases AJ = There are thus three possibilities, a decrease

of 1 in J in passing from a lower state to an upper, no change
m J, or an increase of I These produce three series of lines

called the P, Q, and JR branches, shown separated in the

figure and marked with the changes of / on absorption.

The change m moment of meitia m the passage between the

electronic levels, together \\ ith the fact that the energy levels

of rotation are proportional to the square of J,{J(J-{-l)},

produces a peculiar arrangement of these bands. The origin

of the band, corresponding to a transition between two

non-rotating levels (00) occupies the position shown in

the dotted line, while the 'head" of the band, on the left
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of the figure, is merely a crowding together of lines in the P
branch of no significance arising from the parabolic relation

of J with v The 'head' can be on the long- or short-wave

side of the vibration band, depending on whether the moment

of inertia of the upper state is smaller or larger than that of

the lower More commonly the latter is the case, as molecular

distances are usually increased on excitation of the molecule.

The vibrational terms of a diatomic molecule given by

where v is the vibrational quantum number (any integer

including 0), a> (cm
-1

)
= v/c, v being the frequency (sec

-1
)

of vibration of the molecule at small amplitudes, and equal

to (1/27I-) /(-}, where k is the 'force constant of vibration'

VW
{= 5-89 x 10~2

/*w
2
dynes per cm ) The terms x and y are

corrections for the anharmonic nature of the vibrations at

the large amplitudes of vibration met with in electronic

transitions. The force constant and the amplitudes of vibra-

tion can be derived from the spectral data Fig 14 shows

diagrammatically a simple band spectrum Each line, repre-

senting a vibrational change in the transition, is really a band

which at higher resolution would resemble Fig 13 The

different widths of the lines as shown is merely an attempt

to represent their intensities in the spectrum There is no

restriction on changes of v, but m an absorption spectrum at

ordinary temperature, which Fig 14 illustrates, most of the

transitions must begin from v" = In emission spectra the

determination of the absolute values of v' and v" generally

needs recourse to considerations of the relative intensities of

bands from molecules containing isotopic atoms. The inten-

sity ratio of bands corresponding to different transitions is

an important matter in the theory of these spectra Problems

concerning the vibration of diatomic molecules are most

easily visualized by means of potential energy diagrams.
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If the amplitudes of a vibrating diatomic molecule derived

from spectral data are plotted as abscissae against the

potential energy of the molecule as ordmatea, one atom being
defined in position by the ordmate axis, the experimentally
determined amplitudes of the quantized vibration levels

1 T M

shown as a' 66' cc' in Fig 15 can be joined by a continuous

curve BAC Though expei imental points cannot be found

for the \\ hole of the curve, its general shape can be sketched

m The .4B arm corresponds to compression of the molecule,

while AC represents stretching and curves round to a hori-

zontal asymptote owing to weakening of the attractive force

at large distances. The vertical height D therefore equals

the energy of dissociation ot the molecule into two atoms

each in home definite electronic state This limit may be

derived in some eas.es by the convergence of vibrational
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bands, or in others by thermoehemieal measurements of the

normal heat of dissociation of the molecule supplemented if

necessary by spectral data giving the energies of excitation

of the atoms not in their ground levels The accuracy of the

values obtainable varies over a wide range, depending on

Interatomic distance r

Fio 15

the amount of extrapolation necessary The minimum of the

curve is 'half a quantum' below the first vibrationai level

(zero-point energy of vibration) At the top of Fig 15 is

another curve representing the vibrations of a higher state

of electronic energy B above the lower

Potential energy curves are usefully approximated to for

calculation purposes by the empirical equation due to Morse:

V = De(l~e-
a<r-''8)

)
2

, V being the potential energy of vibra-
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tion, De the dissociation energy-fthe zero-point energy, and

giving the 'spread' of the two arms 8

A most important principle relating to transitions by the

absorption or emission of radiation from one potential energy
curve to another is that due to Pranck and Condon, On the

assumptions that the atoms spend most of their time during

vibrations at the limits of their swings and that the electronic

shifts are very rapid compared with nuclear movements, it

is evident that the most probable transitions (corresponding

to intensity maxima in the spectra) will be along vertical lines

as dotted in the figure Usually absorption of radiation pro-

duces a compressed excited molecule which at once starts to

vibrate, while emission leads to the stretched form of a lower

state The absorption spectrum will be most intense at wave-

lengths corresponding to energies near the upper levels vv'

to zz' with a maximum at the xx' level By using the prin-

ciple, information about the position of the upper curve can

be obtained from the intensity distribution of vibrational

bands in the spectrum
The classification of electronic states of molecules is an

extension of the system used for atoms In the language of

the Bohr theory, since that of wave mechanics is difficult to

understand, the orbital angular momentum in an atom of an

electron of azimuthal quantum number I is h^{l(l^-l)}[2iT

For more than one electron, each with its value of I, the

resulting momentum L can have a number of values obtained

by suitable combination of the individual values. The total

angular momentum J for the atom is the vectorial sum of

L and S, the sum ofthe electron spins J can assume (2-f 1)

values, equal to r, the multiplicity A diatomic molecule

differs from an atom in the strong electric field acting along

its axis, owing to the two nuclei, and for each electron the

value of I and of its component A along the molecular axis

must be considered Atomic s electrons have their counter-

part m molecular $tr electrons (I and A = 0), while atomic
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p electrons (1
= 1) become in molecules pa (A = 0) or jm

(A = 1 ) electrons, etc The vector sum A of A for more elec-

trons than one gives the component of L for the molecule

along the axis, and as for atoms the terms for L equal to

0, 1, 2 are 8, P, D, so for molecules the terms are written

S, II, A for A = 0, 1, 2 The multiplicity of diatomic mole-

cular levels is 2s+l> equal to the number of values the total

angular momentum may assume, obtamed by vectonal sum-

mation ofA and the sum of electron spins S
To ascertain whether diatomic molecular levels are S, IT,

etc , and to find the multiplicity requires a study of the

rotational structure of bands due to ttansitions The value of

A is given by the quantum number of the first rotation term

in the spectrum, and the multiplicity is found ftorn the num-

ber of P, Q, and R branches observed Wheie the number
of electrons in the molecule is even the multiplicity is odd,

and this corresponds to most chemical molecules, but N0_> or

C1O2 with odd numbers of electrons have even multiplicities.

The application of wave mechanics shows that other con-

siderations arise from the symmetry properties of the wave

functions about the centre and axis of the molecule States

are thus classed as or -f , depending on w hether the w ave

function does or does not change sign on reflection about

a plane through the molecular axis If the molecule is of the

form Xz with two identical atoms, there are odd () and

even (g) terms depending on whether the wave function is

changed or unchanged in sign on reflection of all the co-

ordinates about the mid-point of the molecular axis This

is illustrated by the rotational states of the ground level of

the hydrogen molecule

The electron spins are anti-parallel, but the nuclear spins

may be either parallel or anti-parallel Hydrogen molecules

with parallel nuclear spins of the atoms can aa-mme only odd-

numbered rotational states and are called ortho hydrogen,
while those with anti-parallel nuclear spins and the even-
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numbered rotational states (including 0) are named para

hydrogen The transitions from one to the other cannot occur

unless the molecule is either dissociated or highly distorted,

so that hydrogen behaves as if it were a mixture of two sub-

stances. At low temperatures and in the presence of a cata-

lyst of the transition, the molecules take the rotational state

of 0, and become all para, but at high temperatures where

plenty of rotational energy is available the ratio ortho to para
becomes 3 . 1 This is because the statistical ueigkt ofthe ortho

state is three times that of the para, this quantity again be-

ing derived from wave-mechanical considerations In the case

of deuterium the ortho states take the even numbers of rota-

tional quanta and the para the odd while the statistical high

temperature ratio ofortho to para is 2 I These effects mani-

fest themselves in features of rotational line spacing in the

fine structure of molecules of the type X2

We may now discuss the molecular spectra of a few simple

molecules m terms of their derived potential energy curves.

The molecule of hydrogen has a large number of energy

levels, at least 17 singlet and as many tuplet states being

known Some of these are shown m Fig 16 The ground
level has the spectroscopic designation

X
2jj~,

and is formed

by the chemical union of two atoms in 12$
} (or more shortly

1$) states (the ground level of the atom), the two electrons

having opposed spins Hence the multiplicity 1 (superscript

to ), -Rhich is twice the vector sum of the spins + 1, le

2x0+1 The symbols -f and g lefer to the symmetry pro-

perties of the wave function of the state about the molecular

axis If the two atoms are combined with parallel spins we

have a triplet state (multiplicity 2(i+i)+l), but no stable

molecule results and the level 3S+ is repulsive (p 65).

Higher levels are formed by the union of 2-S or 2P atoms

with a IS atom, etc. In the hydrogen atom there is only

a minute difference in energy between S and P levels; the

difference is much larger in other umvalent atoms. Where
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a molecule is formed from a P atom and another, isomeric

molecules are possible with different potential energy curves

asymptotically approaching the same dissociation energy, as

the potential energy between the two atoms imagined as

Internuclear Distance

gradually brought together from a great distance vanes

(owing to the non-spherical character of a P atom) with the

relative orientation of the frw o atoms

The selection rules for transitions forbid molecules passing

directly from singlet to triplet levels (or the reverse) The

upper levels in Fig, 16 are separated by very high energy

values from the lowest level, and consequently hydrogen
molecules can absorb radiation only m the far ultra-violet

When they are raised to these levels, however (generally by
electron impact in vacuum tubes), the shorter transitions

between upper levels generate the very complex emission
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spectrum of the hydrogen molecule in the visible (and ultra-

violet) region. Very clean vacuum tubes, with highly cata-

lytically active walls, favour the emission of the molecular

spectrum and suppress the atomic spectrum by effecting the

rapid recombination of atoms formed by dissociation Under

appropriate conditions the transition 3
S^" -*- 3 * can be

observed This differs from other transitions, which show

a complicated appearance of 'partial bands' due to changes
of vibrational levels, each with a finer line structure due to

changes of rotational quantum numbers In this transition

a continuous spectrum (in the near and middle ultra-violet

region) is produced, as the 3S^ molecules dissociate into

atoms with kinetic energies of any value It forms a valuable

light source for ultra-violet absorption spectrum work

The great complexity of the energy levels of the hydrogen
molecule would make it seem that those of polyatomic mole-

cules would be too numerous to deal with Actually, however,

complicated molecules are rarely stable enough to existm more

than one or a very small number of electronic configurations

Fig 17 &ho\\s molecular levels of oxygen 'Forbidden'

transitions, allowed to occur to a slight extent by the dis-

turbance through collisions of the exact symmetry properties

of the molecule, are observed between the ground level 3
Sj

and neighbouring ones *A and *+ , these give rise to faint

absorption bands (m the infra-red and visible region) ob-

served in sunlight which has passed through the earth's

atmosphere Absorption m the ultra-violet region produces

the 8E and 3S~ (or
3nj levels, \vhich dissociate into atoms

if they have sufficient energy These transitions are 'for-

bidden*, and are therefore not characterized by very strong

light absorption There is some uncertainty about the inter-

pretation of experimental data referring to this region

The absorption spectrum of chlorine is of special interest

because of its relation to photochemical problems. Its inter-

pretation by Franck afforded the first and the clearest
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explanation of how molecules may be dissociated by light.

At the ordinary temperature C12 molecules are m various

rotational levels of the lowest vibrational levels of the 1

2^"

electronic state, i e near the minimum of the lower curve of

Fig 18 Absorption of light raises them to the SII state

Internuclear Distance

Fio. 17

By the Franck-Condon principle we must imagine the mole-

cules as starting from near the bottom of the 1Sa
f"

state and

jumping to the upper state by paths represented by vertical

hues (dotted) The most probable transitions are to points

near X, and the wave-length (3,300 A) corresponding to the

energy value (85 k calories per gram molecule) is where

the absorption 19 a maximum, on either side the extinction

coefficients (p 92) dimmish. In the blue region, where the

absorption first becomes appreciable, transitions correspond-

ing to the right-hand side of the dotted lines occur, producing
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compressed
3IT molecules which begin to vibrate (amplitude

represented by a horizontal line across the P E. curve) The

absorption spectrum here is composed of extremely finely

spaced lines (changes of rotational level), grouped into band

systems corresponding to vibrational level changes. At

Intemuclear distance

shorter wave-lengths equivalent to energies above the asymp-
totic horizontal (Y) the excited molecule has more than

enough energy to dissociate On its first outward vibrational

swing it separates into atoms (one in the S
P| ground state,

the other m the zP
k level), any excess energy appearing as

kinetic energy. A continuous spectrum, devoid of structure,

characterizes this region of absorption At energies above Y
(59-4 k. calories), the point where the structured spectrum

converges and sharply changes to a continuum, the molecule
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pkotodtssoaates in the primary act of absorption It will be

seen that the spectral convergence limit affords an exact

means of estimating the heat of dissociation of the molecule

into atoms, one normal and one excited Subtraction of the

energy of the atomic excitation gives the normal molecular

heat of dissociation There are stable vibrational levels of

the 3FI state of energy greater than that required to dis-

sociate chlorine into two atoms m ground levels (56-9 k

calories per gram molecule , asymptote of lower curve) They
cannot break up spontaneously, but by collision with other

molecules, whereby the energy levels may be distorted by
the strong atomic electrical fields so as to crosis., a proportion

may dissociate Between certain energies in the structured

absorption region, then, dissociation into normal atoms may
occur as a secondary process induced dissociation Bromine

and iodine have absorption spectra of similar characteristics

Their convergence limits, 55 6 and 56 8 k. calories, are close

to that of chlorine, but they have lower heats of normal dis-

sociation (45 2 and 35 2 k calories), owing to their larger

atomic excitation energies They have therefore wider ranges

of potential induced dissociation

The potential energy curves of hy drogen iodide are shown

in Fig. 19 The upper level is repulsional, and the absorption

band structureless Photodissociation into atoms, both m
their ground level, always occurs on absorption The long-

wave edge of the band (about 4,000 A) corresponds to the

calculated energy value of this process of dissociation, hence

the assumption of the type of curve shown

The curves for the *% molecule (Fig 20) bring out other

spectral characteristics The absorption band has a sharp

structure from its beginning about 4,100 A to 2,799 A Be-

yond this point the rotational fine structure becomes blurred,

but the spectrum is not continuous, as the coarser vibrational

structure remains After 2,716 A the rotational lines become

sharper, but at 2,615 A are again blurred out, The first
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diffuse region is affected by pressure, the blurring not occur-

ring at very low pressures, but the second region is always
diffuse This blurring of rotational fine structure is com-

monly associated with a dissociation of the molecule, not

occurring immediately, but after a period longer than a

vibrational period (i 10~13 sec ) and shorter than a rotational

period (S 10~n sec ) The rotational structure thus dis-

appears to a greater or less extent, but the vibrational bands

remain. Such a delayed process is called predissociation, not

a very happy term. As the actual blurring is also called by
the same term \\e will avoid confusion by naming this

spectral predissociation. The electronic change occurring in

the $a molecule on absorption is a jump from a 3 ~
to a 32^
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level Absorption in the second, non-pressure-sensitive dif-

fuse region, causes the molecule to vibrate at energies near

the horizontal line through JT The molecule executes a num-

ber of vibrations, and then passes through the crossing-point

to a repulsional
SHV level, which at once dissociates into two

normal atoms This behaviour is styled true predissociation.

At lower energies of excitation, near Y, the 32^ curve crosses

that for JS-. A direct passage between the curves, however,

is forbidden by the selection rules Collisions, by distorting

the levels, permit the change and consequent dissociation;

hence the pressure sensitivity of the diffusenesa. An effect

of this kind is called induced predissociation

According to the strict considerations of wave mechanics it

is not correct to visualize potential energy curves as actually

'crossing' When two curves approach one another wave

mechanics predicts a change from one to the other (see p. 61)
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with a low frequency comparable with the vibrational fre-

quencies Under these circumstances the total energy of the

molecule is no longer separable into three terms Ee+Ev+Er

(p 70). The energy-distance relation loses its precision and
the 'point of crossing' (or of near approach) becomes an

indefinite region

The interpretation of the absorption spectra of polyatomic
molecules presents great difficulties Many of them are dif-

fuse or continuous A polyatomic molecule of n atoms can

vibrate in 3n 6 modes Its representation needs potential

energy surfaces in many-dimensional space Attempts to

elucidate the vibrational modes from the observed bands are

complicated by the anharmomcity of the vibrations, whereby

they couple together and cause the molecule to execute intri-

cate Lissajous figures over its potential energy hypersurfaces.

Mechanically this means that each chemical link in the mole-

cule does not vibrate independently, the vibrations interact,

and the energy passes to and fro through the molecule in

a very complicated manner. The possibility of 'predissocia-

tion' occurring is thus increased, since the molecule passes

through phases where the bulk of the vibrational energy finds

itself on one hnk. The inadequacy of the spectral data may
be supplemented by a study of the photochemical changes

produced, but the results are never simple The wave-length
where spectral predissociation (induced or otherwise) sets in

gives an approximate figure for the energy of rupture of the

hnk w hich breaks Ow ing to the frequent lack of sharpness

in the onset of diffusion in the spectrum, to lack of knowledge
of the forms of the potential energy surfaces, and to con-

siderations mentioned below, where it appears that diffuse-

ness does not always indicate dissociation nor fine structure

absence of dissociation, great accuracy or even certainty of

interpretation is impossible, but if the energy of a hnk is

known from other data (e g. thermochemical), certain photo-

processes, m particular spectral regions, may be provisionally
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ruled out as requiring too imieh energy, and the number of

possibilities to be considered reduced in number
The spectra of certain polyatomic molecules have special

features of interest Sulphur dioxide shows a pressure-

sensitive blurring of rotation structure at an energy value

less than that required to dissociate the molecule into SO+O
This has been explained as the close approach of two

potential energy surfaces, between which transitions are in-

duced by collisions Wave mechanics predicts a broadening

of rotation levels under these conditions, simulating 'pre-

dissociation' In some circumstances, then, diffuseness does

not indicate actual dissociation It also appears that a fine

structured spectrum may occur with primary dissociation

(independent of collisions), if the delay between absorption

and decomposition is longer than a rotational period The

formaldehyde molecule has a fee structure spectrum m the

long-wave ultra-violet, the spectrum becomes diffuse, and a

continuous absorption underlying the diffuse region obscures

all structure at still shorter wave-lengths There is photo-

chemical evidence that primary dissociation occurs at all

wave-lengths absorbed, and the spectrum may be interpreted

in terms of different lifetimes of the excited molecule before

rearrangement of its energy permits it to decompose Ap-

parent diffuseness of fine structure may also result in the

case of complex molecules from the overlapping of the great

number of closely spaced lines The interpretation of experi-

mental data is often uncertain or impossible from these

The seat of light absorption in a molecule is not always

a particular bond m which one electron is excited Aldehydes
and kefcones all have an absorption band at about 3,000 A,

this is evidently due to an electronic change in the structure

of the carbonyl group The upper levels of molecules such

as benzene or porphyrm correspond to different electronic

structures of the whole conjugated systems. Substitution in
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these molecules makes little difference to the wave-length

range of the electronic bands (absorption or fluorescence) ,

unless the added group exerts a powerful effect on the con-

jugated system. The band structure due to associated vibra-

tionai level changes in the excitation of highly conjugated

systems as the porphyrms is scarcely affected by substitu-

tion, in other cases changes of varying magnitude are

observed, including the appearance of new vibrations through
the change of symmetry after substitution In favourable

examples the absorption spectrum may afford evidence of

the existence m a molecule of some particular type of con-

jugated btructure, but precise knowledge of the effects of

substitution on the wave-length range, the vibrational struc-

ture, and the extinction coefficients of absorption bands of

molecules such as benzene are lacking
12

Absorption of Condensed States

The absorption spectra of the liquid and solid forms of

substances w ith u ell-defined molecules generally closely re-

semble thobC of the gas except that ail rotational and much

of the vibrational structure is obliterated by molecular dis-

tortions due to thermal energy destroying the sharpness of

levels The sharpness is increased if the optically excited

electron comes from some way down in the atom, and not

from the outermost shell as with manganese, chromium, and

uranyl salts, and still more with rare earth salts, which show

quite fine lines on absorption owing to the small interaction

of the transitions with lattice vibrations Extremely low

temperatures increase the structme observable in the spectra

of condensed substances In most cases it is found that the

effect of changing from vapour to a dissolved state, or of

increasing the dielectric constant of the solvent, of an ab-

sorbing substance is to cause the absorption curve to move

towards the longer wave-lengths. This is because the solvent

attracts and electronically disturbs the dissolved molecules
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(with consequent lowering of level by the amount of the

interaction energy), having a greater effect upon the higher

than upon the lower level of the substance. The magnitude

ofthe effect depends upon the polarizabihty of the molecular

level and the forces the solvent can exert It is particularly

well shown in the absorption (and fluorescence) spectra of

dimethylnaphtheurhodme dissolved in hexane, benzene,

ether, alcohol, etc , which move from the green region to the

red as the dielectric con&tant of the solvent is increased

Where the solid state is concerned there are two modes of

approach to the problem, each an idealized conception and

representing two extreme points of view In the first place

the electrons in the outer atomic shells may be regarded as

localized in chemical bonds or on separate atoms Solid me-

thane, or diamond, approximates to this model The other

mode regards all the outer electrons as 'pooled' in the solid,

and it is found that the properties of metals are much more

readily understood on this basis The development of the

latter idea proceeds by a series of approximations A metal

may be regarded as a lattice of positive ions in which elec-

trons are embedded It has already been pointed out that

electrons m a box can assume only certain energy levels,

depending on the size of the box Neglecting, then, the effect

of the positive ions we arrive at the same conclusion for a

metal A fixed series of energy states exists into which

electrons can 'go' These depend on the size of the crystal

increasing it increases both the number of states and the

number of electrons For crystal sizes well above atomic

dimensions the number and density of states becomes so

large that for practical purposes the energy of the electron

can vary continuously By an extension of the Pauh prin-

ciple, no more than two electrons can occupy any one state,

each moving oppositely Thus even at the absolute zero the

electrons will have energy, since the states will be filled by

pairs of electrons up to a certain energy value, which may be
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as high as 230,000 calories pergram-atom ofmetal. The above

theory takes no account of the influence of the positive ions

of the lattice Their effect is to change the electee field in

which the electrons move from one of uniform potential to

one of periodic potential, the period being that of the lattice

distance. This has an important consequence on the dis-

tribution of allowed energy states In the neighbourhood of

values of electron momentum tnv = h/A, when the wave-

length A becomes comparable to the lattice distance, it can

be shown mathematically that a band of energies between

certain fixed limits is forbidden The limits vary with the

direction of the electron in the crystal Energy states form

an allowed band up to a certain value, then there is a blank

region, followed by another band of states, with further

bands and gaps at still higher energies In umvalent metals

it appears that the lowest band is not filled there are more

states than pairs of electrons When an electric field is

applied to the metal, electrons are forced to vacant higher

states in the band, gaining energy and moving in the field.

So can be explained the high electrical conductivity of a

metal It diminishes with rise of temperature because the

electron waves are increasingly scattered by the thermal

vibrations of the positive ions Impurities similarly act as

scatterers In other metals where the lowest band is filled,

it is overlapped by the next highest band, i e there is no

gap between the bands, so that electrons can pass to higher

levels On the basis of these ideas an understanding of many
of the propei ties of metals conductivity, ductility, thermo-

electric behaviour and alloy formation is obtained, and a

semi-quantitative mathematical treatment of the optical

properties of metals (p. 26) becomes possible
9

The typical insulator, e g solid salts, sihca, and organic

compounds, has its lowest energy band of levels exactly filled

with electrons, with a wide gap between it and the next level.

It is incapable therefore of conducting an electric current,
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and an explanation is afforded of the enormously large factor,

about 1024, between the electrical conductivity of silver on

the one hand and quartz on the other. The hght-absorption

bands of an insulator are treated from two points of view.

If we take the over-simphfied picture of the solid as con-

sisting of atoms or molecules with little electronic interaction

we see why, in some cases, the energy levels of the gaseous

and solid forms are little different, the latter being merely

broadened by crystal forces (e g organic compounds) A salt,

however, has strong mterionic forces The absorption may
be due to the anion, as in alkali and many other hahdes and

sulphides, or to the cation, as in such cases as copper, chro-

mium, nickel, or cobalt, etc The energy bands of the crystal

and of the corresponding gaseous constituent ion are now so

different that it may be difficult to correlate the two In

some examples, however, experimental evidence may be

found to identify the type of electronic change associated

with particular absorption bands From the
'

pooled electron
'

concept, the absorption of light by an atom, ion, or molecule

in a crystal moves an electron to a higher level, and leaves

behind a 'positive hole' At high excitation energies the

electron passes into an unfilled band (the conductance band)
and the crystal becomes 'photo-conducting' Both the elec-

tron and the positive hole are mobile f This is the inner

photo-electric effect (At very much higher energies the

electrons may be able to leave the metal surface, overcoming
the potential difference there Chap X outer photo-electric

effect.) With the absorption of smaller quanta the electron

does not escape from the field of the positive hole, around

which it can take up energy levels similar, m a simple case,

to those round an atomic core in a free atom This associa-

tion of electron + positive hole is called an 'exciton', and it

f Actually photoconductivity is found at lower energies of excitation,

and as it is more marked with imperfect crystals it is concluded that the

are lower
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can be shown to be mobile. We can thus understand the

experimental facts that absorption of hght by a crystal is

closely analogous to that of its gaseous constituents, with

the addition of change of energy values of the levels and
their broadening by lattice vibrations The spectral structure

is sharpened by lowering the temperature. From the view-

point of the chemist, the free electrons + positive holes be-

come ions or molecules in varying states of excitation (up
to lomzation), and the mobility of positive holes or of

excitons is translated as the handing on of excitation energy
from unit to unit in the crystal structure.10

To complete this survey of newer modes of looking at

crystals, semi-conductors and the effects of impurities on

insulators may be mentioned If the gap between the lowest

and the next band of permitted energy levels is very small,

some electrons may jump into the higher band and become

'conduction electrons' by thermal energy The same effect

may be produced by impurities which have energy states

lying in a gap of those of the bulk substance. In these

crystals there will be a small electrical conductivity which

increases with temperature, e g selenium or cuprous oxide.

The absorption of hght by similar systems is discussed later

in connexion with photo-cells and problems of phosphor-
escence.



IV

THE TRANSFORMATION OF ABSORBED
RADIATION

THE absorption of monochromatic light is given accurately by

Lambert's law, oc I, where x is the distance traversed
dz

by the light through a substance, and approximately by

ing material (or pressure of absorbing gas) Deviations from

the latter law occur when the absorption spectrum of the

substance is affected by concentration, as by disturbance of

electronic energy levels through collisions or the grosser cause

of new compound formation (e g NO 2 N2O4 system) In

the integrated form they are combined to give the expression

Light transmitted through thickness d __ _f
,

cd

Light incident

or 10-ecd (' = 2 303e)

The fraction of light absorbed is therefore (1 10-ecd ), which

approximates to fed when the absorption is feeble e is called

the molecular extinction coefficient (c in gram molecules per

litre), and e' the absorption coefficient f These quantities

vary with wave-length, and the above expressions hold only
for light sufficiently 'monochromatic' for them to be constant

over its range. This may not be so if 'ordinary' mono-

chromatic light is absorbed by atoms having very sharp

energy levels (p 40) 'Absorption curves' of substances are

obtained by plotting values of e (or Iog10 e if the range of

values is wide) against wave-length or frequency.
When light is absorbed by a substance its energy may be

transformed in various ways. It may be re-emitted as

t These terms are used m different senses by different investigators
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resonance or fluorescence radiation, the excited molecule

may enter into chemical reaction or may dissociate, or the

electronic energy may be degraded by collisional or other

processes into heat-energy Chemical and dissociation pro-
cesses are considered later The conversion into heat may

AB-CD disbance

Fia 21

be visualized by means of potential energy curves Imagine

an excited diatomic molecule AB* colliding with another

molecule CD They repel at all distances, and the potential-

energy-distance diagram of the system AB*-fCD (treating

the molecules as atoms for simplicity) has the form shown

by the higher curve on the right-hand side of Fig 21. If the

molecules impinge with enough energy Et to cause them to
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reach the point P, the system may change to the other curve,

and the two molecules may separate as unexcited AB and

CD with excess translational energy Es Alternatively the

energy may be taken up by CD partly or wholly as electronic,

vibrational, or rotational energy; processes not so easily

shown on a potential energy diagram (cf Fig 37) The

behaviour of a fnctionless marble rolling in the curves illus-

trates the processes occurring. Another type of deactivation

of an internal as contrasted with the above external nature

is shown in Fig. 22. The potential-energy-distance curves of

the atoms in the molecules AB* and AB are assumed to cross

at P An exerted molecule, normally represented by a point

near S, may pass to higher vibration levels near P by chance

thermal processes It may then change from vibrating along

PQ to the line PR, and become a highly vibrating form of

the ground level AB The vibration energy rapidly comes

into equilibrium with rotational and translational energies
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by collisions with other molecules. Internal deactivation is

clearly much more probable m polyatomic molecules where
the simple curves are replaced by complex hyper-surfaces
The degradation of electronic energy in solids may be repre-
sented similarly to Figs 21 and 22 if the abscissae of the

curves are replaced by lattice distances (energy being de-

graded into vibrations), and in liquids by regarding them
either from the gaseous or the solid point of view, since the

distinction between vibrational and translational energy can-

not be maintained clearly

Important information about the nature of collisional pro-

cesses has been obtained in a variety of ways.
11 One type

of experiment consists in exciting sodium atoms, for example,

by light in presence of other atoms which have energy-level

differences near to differences between sodium levels Under
these conditions the foreign atoms freely take up energy from

the excited sodium atoms and emit their own characteristic

lines Another experimental method is to investigate the

quenching of the emission spectra of sodium atoms or iodine

molecules excited by 'light when other molecules are added.

The degree of quenching varies both with the nature of the

added gas and Rith the actual levels to which the sodium

or iodine is excited, or rather with the relation of these levels

(electronic, vibrational, or rotational) to those of the added

molecules In the actual performance of these experiments

care must be taken to use as exciting light a sufficiently

monochromatic source, since ordinary sources are wider than

the absorption lines of the substances, and these lines are

broadened by the added gas, altering the amount of light

absorbed unless the above precaution is taken Work along

these lines has established the following generalizations:

Energy changes on collisions are most probable when there

is approximate resonance between the colliding bodies, i.e

when electronic energy is transferred mostly as electronic

energy, vibrational energy as vibrational, or rotational as
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rotational, the amount of kinetic energy liberated in each

step being as low as possible. Rotational changes are more

readily produced than vibrational changes, and collisions

rarely change the vibrational quantum numbers by more

than one unit at a time The selection rules which hold for

spontaneous transitions are not closely obeyed, though they

commonly indicate the most likely changes Naturally these

experimental observations are more clear-cut with simple
diatomic molecules It thus appears that energy degradation
on collision to heat is a stepwise process occurring in a large

number of stages These results are practically what would

be expected if the systems are regarded as vibrators obeying
the laws of ordinary dynamics, collisions between such bodies

being 'elastic' if they have no internal frequencies in com-

mon, but 'inelastic' and involving energy transference if

there is approximate coincidence of frequencies Inelastic

collisions are often termed
'

collisions of the second kind' In

degradation processes electronic energy is often transferred

from one molecule to another over distances several times

larger than those of ordinary 'molecular diameters' which

are obtained from experiments on the transfer of momentum
on colhfeion This effect is marked where the molecules have

approximately equal energy-level differences

The alternative to the degradation processes discussed

above is that an atom or molecule may lose its energy by
radiation Atoms or simple molecules can rarely resist for

long the deactivating influence ot collisions The mean life

of an undisturbed excited particle is usually about 10~8

seconds The life may be much longer if the excited level

is one which cannot return directly to a lower state because

of the selection rules If it suffers a collision within this time

interval it is exposed to the chance of deactivation In a gas

at 760 mm. pressure the interval between collisions is about

10~16 seconds Consequently emission ofradiation from simple

particles is not often observed at gas pressures above 10 mm.
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There are certain types of complex molecules, however,

which are peculiarly resistant to deactivation In these the

electrons concerned in the excited levels seem to be shielded

from external influences They re-emit light, after being

excited, as fluorescence radiation, even in the dissolved or

solid state where collisions are much more frequent than in

a gas However, they show a variation of behaviour under

different conditions, indicating that deactivating influences,

external or internal, occur when the molecule is suitably

affected by its environment Among inorganic substances

the uranyl salts and the platinocyamdes are strongly fluor-

escent in the crystalline state, much le&s so when dissolved.

Organic substances of aromatic structure, such as benzene

and anthracene, and particularly molecules containing the

ring system,

oco
where the atoms of the ring at positions marked 9 and 10

may be CH, O, N or S, show fluorescent properties rn solu-

tion and sometimes in the solid state 12 The fluorescent dye-

stuffs belong to this class (Fig 23) The formulae given do

not indicate their true structures, which are resonance

hybrids of a number of chemical formulae The molecule

must be in the correct electrical state {neutral molecule,

anion or cation) to give the required electronic configuration

for fluorescence to be shown On this is based the use of

certain fluorescent substances as titration indicators Sub-

stitution in the molecules affects their fluorescent power,

e g NHa generally increases and N0a or Cl diminishes

it, these effects can be explained (p 103), but cannot be

a pnon predicted owing to our lack of knowledge of the

energy levels of complex molecules

The emitting system of inorganic fluorescent substances is
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probably a single electron which has been excited to higher

levels. In the aromatic substances, typified by benzene, it

seems that six (or more in some multi-ring molecules) simul-

taneously take part m the excitation and emission Fig, 12,

shoeing in simplified form two of the electronic levels of

benzene, is relevant to this point

000

1 4
Dihijd'-oxy

anthraquinone
redfcHor.de) dwolved mcgnc H S0

The relation between scattenng, the Raman effect, reso-

nance radiation, and fluorescence is a matter of importance
We may attempt to illustrate these processes by reference

to the effect of light on iodine First let the iodine atom be

considered. Light of wave-length 11,300 A causes it to pass

from its ground level to the first excited level When the

atoms are at so low a pressure that collision intervals are

longer than about 10~8
seconds, the 'lifetime' of the excited

state, the situation may be treated as one of 'free' vibrations
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The atoms take up the light energy, but give it all out

again as radiation of the same frequency, scattered in all

directions, i e resonance radiation (p 22) If, however, the
vibrations are 'damped' by collisions, as when foreign gases
are present, the absorbed radiation is converted into heat

energy of the atoms (p 93) and no re-radiation occurs.

Light of other wave-lengths sets the atoms into forced vibra-
tions m the frequency of the light, they re-emit this light,
and the interference between primary and secondary waves

produces the phenomenon of dispersion m the gas
Now we may consider the iodine molecule This can take

up light over a wide band of wave-lengths in the visible

region Its spectrum is similar to that of chlorine (p 79).
At wave-lengths on the red side of 4,995 A the absorption
has a fine structure of rotation lines grouped m vibrational

band systems, beyond 4,995 A the spectrum is continuous

since the molecule suffers photodissociation At very high

gas pressures all the 'electronic vibrations' induced by ab-

sorbed light are 'damped' and no re-radiation occurs, as with
the 'atom' gas At lower pressures, vibrations from wave-

lengths shorter than 4,995 A are still damped, since the

energy is converted into energy of separation of the atoms,
but when illuminated by hght of a lower frequency the mole-

cules pass to excited levels The molecules receive electronic

energy, causing them to pass from, the S to a II level

(Fig 18), vibrational and rotational energy changes also

occur depending on the particular frequencies absorbed by
diffeient molecules The molecules now re-emit in all direc-

tions the hght they have taken up and produce then- reso-

nance radiation They not only emit the exact frequency

they have absorbed, however, but new frequencies differing

from that absorbed by the vibrational and rotational fre-

quencies of the molecule Molecules which do this are left

in different rotational or vibrational levels from those before

they took up the hght Since at the ordinary temperature
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the bulk of the molecules are m their lowest vibrational level,

there is a much greater chance of their gaining a vibrational

quantum after the above process than losing one For rota-

tional level changes the chances are more equal The reso-

nance radiation thus consists of a spectrum, mostly of longer

wave-length than the exciting radiation, composed of a fine

structure of lines of frequency difference fiom the exciting

line equal to vibrational and rotational frequencicb of the

molecule When the exciting light is not monochromatic it

is complex in appearance, but is resolved into sepaiate seues

of lines by using light corresponding to one line (of the rota-

tion structure) only in the molecular absorption spectium.

Molecules of greater complexity than the iodine molecule

are subject to so many processes of deactivation (p 95)

that they can rarely be brought to execute 'undamped' fiee

vibrations Consequently their resonance spectra cannot be

obtained with light which they absorb If, however, they

are illuminated with light which they do not absorb, a new

sort of scattering appears In addition to the coherent scat-

tering (p 21) ^hieh produces the phenomena of disper&ion,

and the Rayleigh scattering (p 28) due to fluctuation of

optical density, m both of which no change of wave-length

occurs, there is a very faint emission of the resonance

spectrum, called, under these conditions, the Raman effect

Monochromatic illumination is, of course, necessary All the

molecules execute forced vibrations, and those that emit

them unchanged in frequency merely assist m the dispersion

effect A fraction of the molecules, however, emit light

quanta of changed magnitude, since they retain or contribute

energy equal to their rotational or vibrationai quanta As

this emission occurs m much shorter time intervals than

10~8
seconds, because of the lack of coincidence of light and

molecular frequencies, it is not subject to colhsional or other

deactivating influences This radiation is incoherent, or in-

capable of interference with the primary radiation, and there-
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fore escapes m all directions from the system Owing to its

famtness it needs special arrangements for its detection,

especially for the rotational Raman lines, which he very close

to the Rayleigh scattered line The vibrational lines are the

ones generally investigated, and supplement data obtained

from infra-red spectra The selection rules are entirely dif-

ferent for the production of vibration bands in these two

types of spectra, so that for polyatomic molecules assistance

is provided in identifying the symmetry of vibrations ob-

served in spectra by their occurrence under one or other of

these conditions The selection rules commonly make infra-

red spectra show P and R branches (increase or decrease of

rotational quanta by unity during the vibrational transition)

while Raman spectra are mostly Q branches (p 71}

To understand the difference between the resonance spec-

trum and the Raman spectrum on the one hand (which are

identical in nature except for the mode of production) and

the fluorescence spectrum on the other we return to a con-

sideration of the absorption of light (of * ave-length longer

than 4,993 A) in the structured spectral region of iodine

Under low-pressure conditions we have emission of resonance

radiation, and under high pressures this is extinguished by
the deactivating influence of collisions At intermediate pres-

sures the molecules are robbed of their excess vibrational

energy and still retain their electronic energy This may be

illustrated by Fig 15 On excitation from the ground vibra-

tion level aa' of the lower curve the diatomic molecule passes

to the upper electronic state vibrating along levels between

vv' and zz' Collisions remove the vibrational energy, so that

the molecules all assume the vv' level If now they are not

electronically deactivated by processes described on pages

93-5, they \vill drop (after about 10~8 seconds) to the lower

curve between vibration levels aa' and dd
f The vertical

distance is less than that of the excitation, consequently

fluorescence spectra he on the long-wave side of the
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absorption region, though there is generally an overlap The
fluorescence spectrum (in this simple example) is independent
of the frequency of the light absorbed, since whatever point
the molecules reach on the upper curve, they all emit from

the single level w' The resonance radiation differs in being

attached, as it were, to the exciting frequency Scattering

is represented by a transition from the act,' level, say, to the

xx' level and back again; in resonance radiation the return

is to the 66' level The diagram does not show the changes
in rotational energy also characteristic of these spectra

It is evident from the figure that the vibration band

spacing of a fluorescence spectrum gives directly the fre-

quencies of the normal molecule, in an absorption spectrum

(Fig 15) the spacing chiefly relates to frequencies of the

electronically excited molecule Emission spectra of molecules

(excited in a vacuum tube for example) are more complicated
to interpret, as transitions occur from several vibrational

levels of the excited state to several of the lower, giving

interpenetrating series of band spacmgs The fluorescence

processes of polyatomic molecules may also be more complex
than the two-dimensional representation of Fig 1 5

It is possible from these ideas of fluorescence to see more

clearly what are the conditions under which it will be ob-

served in liquids and solids, where collision frequencies are

high The electron system which acts as the emitter must,
as already stated, be 'shielded' from external influences

This means it must not be strongly 'coupled' with the vibra-

tional processes in the condensed phase, i e its energy level

should be scarcely affected when changes take place in these

vibrations It is found that quinine sulphate, uranyl salts,

etc., have their emission quenched by hahde ions, the order

of effectiveness being Cl- < Br~ < I~, that of increasing

polanzabihty, or degree to which the ion is distorted by an

external field. The ion is affected electronically by the

excited molecule, and reciprocally affects it, so that the
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'isolation' of the fluorescent electron is destroyed and con-

version of its energy into vibrational energy between the ion

and the molecule is facilitated In the same way the intro-

duction of halogen atoms into fluorescent dye-stuff molecules

causes a reduction of efficiency of emission cf the sub-

stances fluorescem, eosin, and erythrosin the polarizable

property of the atom within the molecule bringing about a

coupling of the electronic excitation and vibrations. The

mtro-group in an aromatic molecule is a very powerful

quencher of fluorescence

An explanation of the fact that some substances are more

fluorescent in the &ohd state than in solution, and some the

reverse, and of the observation that at low temperatures

(liquid air) fluorescence becomes a much more common pro-

perty of condensed phases than at the ordinary temperature

must also be qualitatively sought in terms of 'coupling'

mechanisms The transformations of the electronic energy

into vibrational or translational energy as depicted in Figs

21 and 22 are over-simplified representations for polyatomic

molecules because of the use of only two coordinates The

curves &hould show hypersurfaces of distances plotted

against potential energies, and it is not the total value of

the latter which is important for quenching but the effect on

that part of the energy associated with the fluorescent centre

of the molecule. At the present time we must remain content

with purely qualitative interpretations of the complex state

of affairs in actual molecules We can attempt, however, to

distinguish between examples of quenching occurring by

mtra-molecular processes (Fig 22) and those dependent on

collisions (Fig 21)
13 For example, the fluorescence efficiency

of anthracene of about 25 scarcely varies in different

solvents, it is hkely then, that 75 per cent of the excited

molecules are quenched 'internally' In common with other

aromatic hydrocarbons its fluorescence is strongly quenched

by dissolved oxygen
14 This effect must be eolhsional
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Though peroxides of the form AOa where A = hydrocarbon

I probably of structure such as
j

in illuminated oxygenated solutions of aromatic hydro-

carbons, the quenching of their fluorescence is not wholly
due to this reaction, as in many cases it is much greater than

can be accounted for by photo-oxidation The fluorescence

of dye-stuffs is not so affected by oxygen, but quenching can

be detected, and photo-oxidation also occurs slowly, at a

rate greatly dependent on the dye An interesting form of

quenching is shown by the action of ferrous ions on certain

dye solutions, as of thiomne or methylene blue 15 A reversible

reduction-oxidation occurs whose net effect is given by

D+2Fe-++2H+~ DH
2+2Fe+++ The dye is reduced to

dark

the leuco form in light and is oxidized back by a thermal

reaction so that an equilibrium is set up The mechanism

of the process seems to be

D--J-H+ ^ DH (seim-qumone)

2DH -> DH2+r>

It is possible to explain the phenomena of photosensitized

oxidations by reactions of this kind Fluorescent substances

under the influence of light often bring about the oxidation

of reducing agents by dissolved oxygen when all three sub-

stances are present together m solution The fluorescent

substance itself shows little permanent oxidation The pro-

bable mechanism is that the excited dye molecule oxidizes

the 'acceptor' or reducing agent, passing to a reduced form

which is re-oxidized by the dissolved oxygen m the solution.
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The relationships between fluorescence quenching, photo-

sensitization, and other photoprocesses have been recently
discussed by Franck 16

The kinetics of quenching of fluorescence in solution have

peculiar features which distinguish them from those of ordin-

ary thermal reactions The excited molecule has an average
'life' before radiating, and its chance of being quenched by
collision with another dissolved molecule depends on the rate

at which diffusion brings the molecules together during that

life The activation energy required is small, and quenching
often occurs in every collision with a powerfully quench-

ing molecule The quenching is therefore a function of the

viscosity of the liquid This effect is clearly marked ex-

perimentally, but an accurate theoretical treatment needs

more complete knowledge of a number of factors of which

we are at present ignorant

Quenching often occurs in more concentrated solutions of

the fluorescent substance Among the aromatic hydrocarbons
it is found for anthracene and rubrene, and in the former

case seems to be quantitatively connected with the photo-

chemical formation of dianthracene Fluorescent dyestuffs

in water show marked quenching at concentrations over

about 1 g per litre, for eoproporphyrm the effect appears

at less than 5 mg per litre This is due in large part to the

fact that these substances exist m dimeric and more highly

polymeri7ed forms in strong solution, the absorption spec-

trum is thereby considerably changed, though it overlaps

that of the unassociated dye, and the non-fluorescent poly-

mers act as inner filters so that quenching is simulated 1?

As the effect is greater m water than in other solvents it

cannot be ascribed to dipole attractions, it is almost certainly

due to
'

dispersion forces' London18 has pointed out that the

van der Waals forces holding liquids together comprise per-

manent dipole attractions, induced dipole attractions, and

'dispersion forces' The latter play the chief role m liquid
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formation An atom or molecule has an electric distribution

determined by the square of the amplitude ^ (p. 60) ; it may
be symmetrical and have no external field This quantity,

however, is only a time average The zero-point energy of the

molecule produces quickly varying dipoles in the electrical

structure which can induce in neighbouring molecules other

dipoles in phase and in interaction with the first An attrac-

tion therefore exists where the inadequate treatment based

on a neglect of the time variable predicted none This force

is the stronger the lower the characteristic frequencies of the

molecule and the greater the
'

transition probability
'

to higher

states, i e roughly, the greater the extinction coefficient

Both these conditions hold for dye molecules, which may
therefore be expected to show peculiarly strong mtermole-

cular attractive forces in solution The 'polymers' are non-

fluorescent presumably because of a greater chance ofinternal

degradation of the electronic energy Polymer formation, and
therefore quenching, is increased by the addition of electro-

lytes to the solution, this effect being distinguishable from

ordinary quenching, by added substances, by its dependence
on the dye concentration

Fluorescence emitted by crystals is highly polarized, owing
to the orientation of the absorbing centres of the molecule

to the electric vector of the light
2
(p 12) Some polarization

may also be shown by viscous solutions, or by those whose
fluorescence is short-lived and feeble through quenching
The molecules in the liquid are chaotically arranged, and
then1

absorbing centres can take up light only in proportion
as they are correctly oriented to the electric vector, and the

polarization of the hght they emit is subject to similar con-

ditions If the molecule remains stationary between absorp-
tion and emission, it can be shown that for fluorescence

excited by plane-polarized hght a maximum degree of

polarization of 5 is observable at right angles both to the

light beam and its electric vector. The polar curve of Fig. 24
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illustrates the phenomena observed A ray of light of direc-

tion XY, polarized with the electric vector in the plane of

the paper, is supposed to be absorbed by an assemblage of

fluorescent molecules at O The lengths of the radii OQ, OP,
and OR represent the intensities of fluorescent light making
an angle 9 with XY polarized with the electric vector at right

angles to the paper, in the plane of the paper, and the total

light respectively (both polarization directions being at right

angles to OQPR) For the three-dimensional light distribu-

tions the curves must be imagined to be rotated about an

axis through m the plane of the paper and at right angles

to XY (ef Fig 3)

If now the molecule rotates in the period between absorp-

tion and emission, the degree of polarization is reduced

Perrin and Lewschm19 deduced the equation (employing the

theory of Browman movement of rotation)

where p is the degree of polarization observed at right angles

to the beam of plane-polarized exciting light, TJ
the viscosity

of the solvent, T the 'mean life' of the fluorescent molecule,

and V its volume p is the limiting value of the polarization

in the absence of molecular rotation, and equals J if the
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'oscillator' forming the absorbing centre of the molecule is

linear (i e a fixed chemical bond) or | if it is circular (linear

oscillator rapidly rotating within the molecule)

By varying the viscosity of the solvent (water-alcohol-

glycerine mixtures) it is found that for dyes p is nearly \,

and values of r in good agreement with those determined

directly are obtained f

Such direct measurements of the average time between

absorption and emission are made by the use of Kerr cells 20

This device is a glass cell containing purified nitrobenzene

and two electrodes to which strong electric fields can be

applied Under the influence of the field the polar molecules

orient themselves and the cell behaves as a umaxial crystal

The light used to excite fluorescence is plane polarized and

passed through a Kerr cell and a Nicol prism The fluor-

escence light then again passes another Kerr cell between

crossed Nicols When rapidly alternating electric fields are

applied to the Kerr cells the fluorescent light is elhptically

polarized, and from its degree of elhpticity the mean life of

the excited molecules may be calculated For highly fluor-

escent solutions times of about 10~8 seconds are obtained,

when quenching is present the times are shorter, since the

molecules of longer individual period are quenched pre-

ferentially Mean lives may also be estimated from the area

of the absorption band of an efficient fluorescmg substance,

and in other ways
13> 21

The efficiency of the fluorescent process (ratio quanta
emitted quanta absorbed) is a matter of interest It is best

determined by the method of Wawilow 22 A spectro-photo-

meter is employed to compare the fluorescence emitted

t Anomalies in the degree of polarization are found when the exciting

light is of a wave-length near the end of an absorption band As the effect

vanes with concentration it may be due to complex processes of absorption
and re-emission of the fluorescent light It should also be noted that

viscosity produced by a fibrous structure, as in gelatine solutions, is not

very effective in hindering molecular rotations.
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normally from a cell of solution illuminated by white light
from a lamp of known energy distribution with, a diffusing
screen ofMgO illuminatedwith the same light The total light

absorbed is found by graphical integration from the absorption

spectrum of the substance and the spectral distribution of the

exciting light The total fluorescent light is obtained by inte-

gration of the intensity comparisons of screen and cell at

different wave-lengths For a 'perfect' diffuser and 100 per
cent efficient fluorescer the curves of Pig 25 apply The in-

cident light here reaches the diffusmg surfaceAOB at 45, and
the large circle represents the polar curve of scattered light

(cf Fig 4) Along the normal to the surface the intensity is

OX Now let a fluorescent solution be imagined to be at O.

The theoretical light distributions for complete light absorp-
tion are shown by the smaller curves, the circle S for freely
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rotating molecules and the approximate ellipse F for non-

rotating molecules The latter has not so long an axis as the

outer curve of Fig 24 since the incident light is unpolamed.

Along the direction OX the fluorescent intensities are equal,

irrespective of the small polarization effects of rotation, and

OY = JOX When the efficiency is less than unity OY is

smaller The well-known fluorescent dyestuffs m dilute solu-

tion are found to have quite high efficiencies, that of the

sodium salt offluoreseein (uramn) practically equalling unity.

It is necessary to use solutions dilute enough to ensure that

the light absorption is small to avoid error caused hy re-

absorption of the short-wave part of the fluorescent light

before it emerges from the liquid, as the fluorescent band is

overlapped by the absorption band The observed fluor-

escence is therefore somewhat feeble and the experiments

cannot be made with high accuracy

A number of precautions must be taken when fluorescence

is to be used as a measure of the concentration of a solution.

The solution should be so dilute that concentration quenching

is small, and dissolved oxygen eliminated if this acts as a

quencher The liquid is contained in a small flat-walled cell

illuminated from the front Observations may be made from

the front, at the back, or at the side The wave-length of

the exciting light should be chosen so as to be not too strongly

absorbed over the concentration region to be covered The

fluorescence should be observed through a filter (a suitable

solution of the substance itself may be used) transmitting

only the longer wave-lengths This avoids differences of

colour of the fluorescence at different concentrations due to

reabsorption of the shorter wave-lengths of the emitted light

(overlapping of absorption and fluorescence bands). The

effect of reabsorption of these wave-lengths followed by re-

emission makes the variation of the emitted light with con-

centration complex, depending on the concentration, exciting

wave-length, and on that part of the fluorescence band under
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measurement This, together with possible effects of con-

centration quenching, means that concentration-fluorescence

curves must be empirically determined The estimation of

concentrations by fluorescence is superior to the direct

measurement of the light absorption only for solutions so

dilute that the latter method is impracticable, and it is also

subject to many errors due to the possible presence of other

coloured non-fluorescent substances, etc
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THE LUMINESCENCE OF SOLIDS

MANY solids re-emit light after illumination, though generally

the effect is feeble and of very short duration At low tem-

peratures (liquid air) luminescence is even more common and

intense, evidently because quenching processes, i e conver-

sion of electronic energy into vibrational energy of the crystal

lattice, increase in effectiveness with temperature
Two classes of substances are to be distinguished m any

consideration of the mechanism of luminescence those that

exhibit the phenomenon in the pure state and those which

do so only when they contain certain impurities In the

first class are the platinocyamdes, the uranyl salts (though

curiously uranyl platmocyanide is non-luminescent), and to

a lesser extent salts of manganese The electron excited by
the light in all these substances is in an incomplete inner

shell, and the emission must be ascribed to the feeble quench-

ing in the crystal since this electron is not in strong inter-

action with the lattice vibrations, le it is shielded from

external electrical effects There is some coupling, however,
since the uranyl compounds have a well-marked vibrational

structure in both the absorption and emission spectra This

probably relates to vibrations of the UO^+ ion The platino-

cyamdes show broad structureless spectra at ordinary tem-

peratures. The duration of the 'afterglow' is short, though

longer than the very short periods (10-
8 sec

) observed for

fluorescence phenomena in liquids The '

impurity activated'

class is much the larger and more interesting, and compounds
of this type often show luminescence lasting for a long time

after the exciting light is cut off. Many minerals and in-

organic substances made by heating belong to this class,

particularly oxides, sulphides, silicates, and carbonates, the

impurity responsible not always being known, and there is
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also the peculiar effect of traces of water in conferring
luminescence on such materials as NaCl, Si02 , CaCO3 , and

filter-paper
23

Systematic work has, however, been carried

out on very few systems, and we will discuss only the cases

of the ruby, zinc orthosihcate (willemite), zinc sulphide, alkali

hahdes, and the alkaline earth sulphides
The ruby consists of chromic ions (Cr+

+T
)
m solid solution

in crystallized aluminium oxide The emission is of very
short duration and furnishes a spectrum of comparatively
narrow lines or bands in the red which become sharper at

lower temperatures and change in relative intensity The

spectrum may be interpreted in terms of a known transition

of the Cr+ -
|
-i'

ion, the same as that producing the absorption

spectra of chromic solutions, occurring between electronic

levels obtainable from the spark spectrum of Cr, though
'forbidden' in the gas The actual frequencies of the lines

are changed by the alterations of the energy levels produced

by solution of the chromium in the solid, and other lines are

observed of frequency difference almost equal to a known
lattice vibrational frequency (obtained from the Raman
bands of A1 2O3), resemblmg the vibrational structure of

simple molecular electronic bands The excitation is therefore

coupled to the lattice vibrations, but in a way which does

not destroy the sharpness of the lines or produce complete

quenching
Zinc oithosihcate containing traces of manganese, emits

a blue luminescence of short duration when illuminated by
ultra-violet light (A j 2,540 A) The activator is in solid

solution in the lattice The decay curve of the emission is

'unimolecular' or exponential in character, and no photo-

conductivity is shown, whence it is concluded that the

activator ions are excited to higher levels by the light and

that no mobile electrons are produced The system resembles

the ruby except that the spectrum consists of a diffuse band
which cannot be correlated with known transitions It is also
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clear that the lattice and activator mutually contribute to

the emission in much greater degree This example illustrates

one of the difficulties in interpreting luminescent processes

The diffuse nature of the absorption and the emission spectra

make it impossible to gain accurate information about the

electron levels involved The sharpening of bands at very

low temperatures provides the clue to further work on this

question
Alkali hahdes containing a trace of thallous hahde show

fluorescence attributable to changes in the electron levels of

the Tl+ ion The absence of photo-conductivity shows that

mobile electrons are not produced by the light The system

resembles in these respects those already mentioned At high

thallium concentrations, however, a phosphorescence is ob-

served which is distinguished in two respects from the

fluorescence firstly, the duration of the effect is much longer,

and secondly, the duration is very dependent on temperature

The effect of temperature on fluorescence is often to change

its intensity, due to the competition of quenching processes,

but the mean life of the fluorescent molecules is little affected,

except in so far as quenching preferentially removes the

molecules of longer life The lifetime of a phosphorescent

process is always greatly diminished by rise of temperature,

indicating that the system is in a shallow minimum of

potential energy, or 'metastable' state, ftom which it is

ejected to fall to lower levels only when it receives thermal

energy sufficient to lift it out The metastable state respon-

sible for the phosphorescence of this system is supposed to

arise from a peculiar arrangement of the potential-energy

curves of two thallium ions occupying neighbouring lattice-

points, or, viewed from another angle, to the formation of

T12 molecules in the crystal. This type of phosphorescence,

however, is rare, m almost all other known substances which

show phosphorescence mobile electrons are liberated by the

light, and the metastable states appear to be due to the
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'trapping' of these electrons at certain points in the lattice.

To understand these processes it is necessary to describe

recently investigated features of ionic insulating crystals, to

which class luminescent solids belong The electrons in a

crystal of NaCl or ZnS, for example, are all in 'bound' states;

regarding the crystal as an assemblage of ions we visualize

them so forming closed shells round the ions, while from the

more general standpoint, treating the perfect crystal as one

system, we say that the electrons occupy a 'full band' of

energy levels in which their motion in an electric field is for-

bidden by the Pauh principle The crystal is an insulator

The absorption of a light quantum causes the ejection of an

electron from an ion, this electron can carry a current (shown

by the appearance of photo-conductivity) and in this state

is said to be in the 'conduction band' of energy levels The

electron is mobile and freely moves about in the periodic

electric field of the lattice It leaves behind a 'positive hole',

which is also mobile (since the lower band of electron levels

is no longer full) This does not mean that ions or atoms

move in the lattice, if a S= ion loses an electron in ZnS and

becomes S~ it may regain its electron from a neighbouring

S=
whereby the 'positive hole' or electron deficit wanders

about Absorption of somewhat smaller quanta may take

the electron to excited states just below the 'conduction'

levels, but so near that electrons may be raised to the latter

by thermal energy (p 90)

The next point of importance is the fact that the lattices

of crystals are never perfect Owing to the thermal motion of

the ions they will sometimes be displaced fioin their ideal

positions to others There are two kinds of 'lattice defect'

(Fig 26) In one the displaced ions take up interstitial posi-

tions (a passing to 6) and in the other vacant lattice-points

only occur (ions c and d moving to e and /) Now a crystal

in a state resembling II can take up metallic atoms, e g NaCl

crystals heated in sodium vapour take up excess sodium and
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become coloured yellow The sodium atom becomes ionized

and the Na+ goes to d while the electron goes to c It is the

electron at c which produces the colour, since it can exist in

the potential field of the surrounding positive ions in a series

of excited states converging to a limit corresponding to ejec-

--
1-
--

1

--

FIG 26

tion of the electron into the conduction level of the lattice

Such an electron in a vacant ( ) lattice-point is called an

F centre

When exposed to light which they absorb, the F centres

diminish in number and their place is taken by F' centres,

recognizable by a shift towards the red of the absorption

spectrum Warming the crystal or exposing it to light ab-

sorbed by the F' centres makes the crystal temporarily

electrically conducting and reforms the F centres Experi-
ments and theoretical calculations on the change show that

the phenomena are explained by the assumption that light

liberates mobile electrons from the F centres, and many of

them are trapped in other F centres to give the F' centres,

which therefore contain two electrons. The extra electron is

fairly easily ejected again by long-wave light or heat from

the F' centre, whereupon it wanders about until it finds a

vacant lattice-point to reform an F centre

The importance of these centres is that they provide a

mechanism whereby mobile electrons liberated in crystals
can be trapped in a metastable state, from which they are
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slowly ejected by temperature or infra-red light, and so form

one way of explaining phosphorescence in photo-conducting

crystals They are not, however, the only trapping processes.

Electrons may also be trapped at surfaces (internal cracks)

where the periodic field of the lattice is interrupted and

potential-energy minima occur, or in the field of an inter-

stitial positive ion It is not yet possible to decide for actual

phosphors which mechanism is effective, but it should be

noted that they all depend on irregularities of structure rn

the crystal. Phosphorescence, in fact, is only well developed

in crystals which have been given peculiar heat treatments

likely to produce such irregularities.

Zinc sulphide containing a trace of copper (1 in 104) or

calcium (Sr or Ba) sulphide containing a trace of bismuth

(1 111 5 X 103 }, show both fluorescence (especially intense with

ZnS) and very long-duration phosphorescence (1-3 hours for

ZnS, many hours for CaS) The phosphorescence differs from

the fluorescence in its longer life, in the great sensitivity of

its life to temperature, and in the phenomena of 'saturation'

The fluorescence is proportional to the excitmg light inten-

sity, but the phosphorescence never rises above a certain low

level This may be due to the filling of ail the available

metastable traps (probably for ZnS) or to exhaustion of the

primary emitters (possibly for CaS) Both systems show

photo-conductivity on illumrnation, and the rate of decay of

fluorescence and phosphorescence is 'bimoleeular' (or hyper-

bolic) in character and not exponential t The decay curves

for CaS phosphors are complicated by the fact that several

emission processes of different mean lives occur together.

The above facts show that the primary process is the pro-

duction of a mobile electron which can return to a different

atom from the one it originally left.

In the case of zinc sulphide the presence of the activator

f At high light intensities there may be a very rapid initial exponential

decay.
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does not make any marked change in the absorption spec-

trum of the substance Also, when caused to fluoresce by
a rays, almost 100 per cent of the energy appears as lumin-

escence The a. rays cannot affect the copper atoms pre-

ferentially, and it is therefore concluded that certainly for

a rays, and probably for light quanta, the mobile electrons

responsible for the emission come from the zinc sulphide
itself The substance emits freely when excited by a wave-

length of 3 650 A This is in the long 'tail' of the absorption
band Its interpretation is not settled, it may be due to

interstitial Zn atoms (since the substance always contains

an excess of zinc after the necessary heat treatment) or to

S
=
ions on the surface of cracks In shorter wave-length light

the duration of the glow is reduced, probably owing to the bi-

molecular decay and higher density of emission due to the

smaller depths penetrated by the hght It appears reason-

able, then, to attribute the behaviour of ZnS phosphors to

the following processes

1 Absorption of hght by the material either by inter-

stitial atoms or S=
ions, liberation of an electron into

the conduction band Both electron and positive hole

move, the latter settling on*the impurity atom

2 Fluorescence (coming from the impurity atom) due to

the bimolecular recombination of electrons and positive

holes The rate of this process scarcely varies with tem-

perature, i e fluorescence cannot be
'

frozen in', since it is

dependent on inner transition probabilities of the ions

3 Phosphorescence due to the temporary trapping of the

mobile electrons in F centres, on interstitial atoms, or

cracks, from which they are liberated by heat At a low

temperature light can be 'stored' and emitted by warm-

ing up the substance

When manganese is used as an activator instead of copper
new absorption bands appear. If the phosphor is illuminated
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in these bands there is fluorescence and no phosphorescence,
illumination with shorter wave-light absorbed by the lattice,

however, gives phosphorescence In the first case no mobile

electrons are liberated and the Mn++ ion is raised to an

excited state directly by the light

In ZnS the fluorescence and the phosphorescence have

identical spectra The alkaline earth phosphors are more

complicated in that the fluorescence is somewhat differently

coloured from the phosphorescence and is excited by different

spectral regions The emission is also made more difficult to

interpret because it is made up of several processes of dif-

ferent wave-length ranges and lifetimes Another difference

is that their absorption spectra are clearly due to the activat-

ing impurity added, and this absorption fades (reversibly)

under the influence of light and is replaced by another set

of bands (cf F centres) The light is probably absorbed by
a complex of a Bi ion surrounded by sulphur ions which is

photochemically decomposed by light liberating a mobile

electron, but the details of the processes occurring are ob-

scure, as is the precise fixing of the trapping mechanism and

the explanation of the 'saturation' effect of phosphorescence
Two other features of these substances must be mentioned

The first is the effect of red or infra-red light on a phosphor
which has previously been illuminated Dependent on the

wave-length of the infra-red light two effects may occur the

emission may be accelerated, and the stored light rush out

quickly, or the phosphorescence may be quenched The first

effect is explained as the ejection of electrons from their traps

by infra-red quanta, the second is due to the stimulation of

lattice vibrations in such a way that the mobile electron

returns to its positive hole without ladiation The process

can be given a qualitative interpretation in terms of potential

energy curves analogous to that of Fig 21, where movements

along the horizontal axis refer to vibrational, instead of to

translational, changes
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In the preparation of phosphors the gieatest care must be

taken to avoid unwanted impurities, which can exert power-
ful effects in reducing both the intensity and the duration

of the emission. They evidently introduce new electron-

removing centres into the crystal, at which recombination

of electron and positive hole occurs without the emis&ion of

light.
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PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS

THE aim of the investigation of photochemical reactions is

to discover the mechanism of the chemical changes which

take place when a system is exposed to light Generally,
these reactions are complex in nature, and the actual

measured change is rarely that directly produced by the

light It is necessary, therefore, to distinguish between the

'primary' effect of the light and the 'secondary' thermal

reactions which follow In gaseous systems, the nature of

the spectrum, whether fine-structured, diffuse, or continuous,

or whether fluorescence is emitted, will subject to the con-

siderations discussed in Chapter III, enable a decision to be

made as to whether the molecule dissociates or not This

information is not so readily obtained for reactions occurring
in liquids

Photochemical reactions usually differ from thermal ones

in that the eneigy of activation is tastefully employed For

example, the thermal decomposition of HI takes place by
the mechanism 2HI - Ha-f I3? the two colliding HI mole-

cules needing a joint energy of 44 kilo-calories to react The

eneray needed for thermal activation is rarely large enough
to laise the molecules to electronically excited levels, photo-

chemical activation always pioceeds through such a mechan-

ism In the photochemical reaction at least 67 7 kilo-calories

are required foi each HI molecule, which reacts by the

primary change HI+hi'->H+I This illustrates a very

common feature of photochemical reactions, the formation

of free atoms or radicals, \vhose subsequent reactions give

rise to the complexity of the measured chemical changes

The subsequent leactions in the above example are relatively

simple, namely, H+HI ~> H2+I and I+I(+M) -> I2(+M)
The following of a photochemical change is a very difficult
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matter. In the first place the complexity of the secondary
reactions often makes the mere observation of a pressure

change, or estimation of one product by titration, insufficient

for the purpose, and an elaborate analytical procedure at

various stages of the reaction is usually necessary This is

made peculiarly difficult by the second consideration, that

the amounts of chemical change are small Ordinary mono-

chromatic light sources do not commonly send more than

] 0~3-10~4 Nhv per hour to a cell under the experimental con-

ditions If the number of molecules reacting is comparable
with the number of gram-molecular quanta, a hundredth

normal solution only changes in concentration by a few per
cent in this time

The arrangement of a photochemical experiment is usually

as follows 24 A powerful and constant light source is provided
with a short focus condensing lens to give an approximately

parallel beam This is rendered monochromatic (or nearly

so) either by the use of a specially designed monochromator
or by filters (see Appendix II) For the visible region a

Christiansen filter may be used 25 This is a cell containing

granules of glass in methyl benzoate which is placed in a con-

trollable thermostat The two materials have very different

dispersions, and at a fixed temperature the refractive indices

coincide at one wave-length only Light at or near this wave-

length is then freely transmitted, while other wave-lengths
are scattered away in all directions With a suitable arrange-
ment of lenses and stops, narrow bands from any part of the

visible region may be isolated The light beam then falls on

a parallel-walled cell, usually of fused silica, 2-6 cm in dia-

meter and 5-5 cm from front to back Stirring, mechanical

or electromagnetic, is often required for solutions The
chemical change is followed by methods adapted to the

nature of the reaction
, pressure changes, with or without

condensation of volatile fractions, chemical analysis, and

changes in the light absorption. When the light is feebly
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absorbed the rate of the primary reaction is proportional to

the product of the extinction coefficient and the concentra*

tion ('ummolecular' rate law), while for total absorption the

rate is constant ('zero order' law) with tame (p. 92) The

presence of other (inert) light-absorbing substances in the

system (' inner filters') introduces complications If ex and ct
are the extinction coefficient and concentration of the photo-
active substance and e2 and c2 those of the inner filter, the

fraction of the light absorbed by the former is

Two quantities relating to the light beam have to be

measured, the total light falling on the cell and the fraction

absorbed by the system The former may be done in two

ways by the use of a thermopile (Appendix III) or by acti-

nometry. For details of these methods references must be

consulted.26 - 27 The fraction of light absorbed may also be

found by thermopile measurements, but if it is small it is

better determined with a photo-cell or by the methods of

absorption spectroscopy (p 42) The 'quantum efficiency',

or ratio of number of molecules changed to quanta absorbed,

is then calculated from experiments made over as wide a

range of light intensity, wave-length range, temperature, and

concentrations of reactants (and other substances which may
affect the reaction) as possible These results constitute the

'kinetics* of the change, i e the laws of dependence of the

photochemical rate with the above variables The next step

is to attempt to elucidate the reaction mechanism Except
in simple cases, this can rarely be done without ambiguity.

The secondary reactions must be treated by reaction velocity

theory, of which the following is a simple account

In the first place, two atoms or small molecules cannot be

assumed to combine directly to give a single molecule, e g

A+B-* C, since the only energies C can have are quantized,
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and it is very unlikely that the energies of A and B together

with the energy of reaction will be exactly equal to one of

the permitted levels of C Another molecule If must be

introduced into the reaction, unless the reaction occurs in

solution (M always available) or C is of some complexity

(more than about 5 atoms) Reactions may be exothermic

or endothermic, but at ordinary temperatures strongly endo-

thenme reactions are improbable The factoi chiefly deter-

mining whether a reaction proceeds at a measurable speed

or not is the 'heat of activation' (E), or extia energy above

the normal a molecule must possess before it is capable of

reaction In the simplest case it may be cissumed that

reaction rate = (total colh&ion rate)(fraction of collisions of

energy > E) From the kinetic theory of gases it may be

shown that the total number of collisions per c c per second

between the molecules of tw o substances A and B at pres-

sures pa and pb mm

or for a gas consisting of one kind of molecule

where dA and AB are the molecular diameter ai of the molecules

(2 10-8 cm ) and MA and MB their molecular weights The

average time between collisions suftered by a single mole-

cule at normal temperature and preisuie is about 10~10 sec

(varying inversely as the pressure), while the 'duration' of

a collision is approximately 10-12 sec The collwional rate

between two molecules in dilute solution in a solvent is of

about the same order of magnitude as if they were in the

gaseous state (01 N solution corresponds roughly with

p = 1,500 mm.), with the difference that there will be more

'repeated' collisions between the same pairs of molecules and

fewer collisions between different molecules

The fraction of collisions where the molecules have an
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energy greater than E, the heat of activation, is more difficult

to determine. On the assumption that one of the molecular

species must have a vibrational energy of one of its linkages

greater than E (expressed in kilo -calories per gram molecule)

to become reactive the fraction is e~(#/ oowsn ]?or a bimole-

cular reaction dxjdt = k(a x)(b x), where (ax) and (b~x)
are the concentrations of the reactants at the end of tune t

The simple reaction theory above indicates that

if A, is expressed as (sec )-
x
(molecules)-

1
(c c

), or as 1 7 x IO-21

times this quantity if L is (sec )
-1

(gram molecules)-
1

(litre)

This formula is found to be approximately correct for

bimolecular reactions between atoms and very small mole-

cules 28 For large molecules complications difficult to account

for quantitatively occur firstly, the exponential factor for

the fraction of activated molecules must be replaced by
another expression to allow for the energy available for

activation being distributed over a number of linkages in

the molecule and also for the fact that not all collisions

between activated molecules are fruitful some other condi-

tion of a spatial or other character may have to be fulfilled

during the collision The energy of activation of a simple

reaction such as AB+C ->A+BC can in principle be cal-

culated by formulae developed by London for the relations

between the eneigies of the diatomic molecules and the tri-

atom ic complex ABC The former are given by the potential

energy-distance curves of the molecules AB and BG The

appioach of the atom C to the molecule AB along the B-A

line is considered, this -will give the lowest energy necessary

for reaction since the atom A then exerts the least repulsive

force on C A three-dimensional potential-energy diagram

is then constructed with tv\o atomic-distance axes, the dis-

tance of A from and of C from B Fig 27 shows such

a diagram for the reaction H2+Br - HBr+H The distance
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axes OT and OX are in the plane of the paper and the

potential energy of the tnatomic system HHBr at all separa-

tion distances are shown as numbered contours. The diagram

should be pictured as a solid model At a great distance

along the OY axis the section (shown flat as ABCY) is the

potential energy-distance curve for the H2 molecule derived

from spectroscopic data (i e. H2 with Br at a great distance),

while far along the OX axis the section is the curve of the

HBr molecule (EFXD), also derived spectroseopically As
the bromine atom is imagined to be brought up to the H2

molecule, the system follows the curve of lowest possible

potential energy, i.e. from P it goes up the valley past the
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5, 10, 15, and 20 contours till it reaches an '

energy pass' at

Q, representing the transitional state H H . . Br, whence
it can pass downhill towards B, i e towards an HBr molecule
with an H atom at infinite distance As the bulk of the

reacting molecules take the easiest path from P to J?, i e.

over the pass Q, the height of Q represents the energy of

activation This reprebentation is extremely valuable in

visualizing the meaning of heat of activation, unfortunately
as a means of quantitative calculation it is subject to great

possibilities of error through the difficulties of evaluation of

the potential-energy surfaces from the data of the diatomic

molecules 29

The 'eolhsionaP theory of reaction velocity has a number
of defects, including the uncertainty of the value of the

molecular diameter, which will not be the same as that found

by gas viscosity measurements, and the difficulties associated

with the other conditions besides possession of activation

energy that molecules must fulfil to react A new approach
to the problem has been made from a different standpoint

A molecule exists in a large number of quantized energy

states, of electronic, vibrational, rotational, or translational

character The latter states can be considered as 'non-

quantized' when large volumes of material are considered

Every energy state has a certain 'probability', which can be

expressed by the equation

v, here Nt/N is the fraction of molecules in an energy state

EI and &~EIRT is the sum of the exponential functions over

all the possible states This latter quantity is called the

'partition function', and its value for translational and simple

vibrational or rotational states can be expressed m terms of

the molecular frequencies and momenta of inertia, obtainable

from spectroscopic data w The theory of partition functions
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is dealt with by Statistical Mechanics, an enlarged and 'mole-

cular' form of Thermodynamics The 'partition function' /

is related to the free energy F by the relation F= RTlogf,

and therefore chemical equilibrium constants, which are

related to F by the van 't Hoff isochore, can be \\utten as

products of partition functions Now in a reaction such as

AB-\-C$ ABC 5i AO+B the theory of partition functions

can calculate (m principle) the equilibrium constant_ '

where AEC is the transition state' or
'

complex
'

Multiplica-

tion of this by a 'velocity' term kTjh then gives the rate of

reaction, i e the rate at which the complex di&sociates into

resultants When a reaction occurs, changes m the partition

functions for the two sides of the equation occur, due not

only to changes in the nature of the molecules but to the

replacement of translational functions by vibrational ones,

as for example, m an association reaction A qualitative

mterpietation of what corresponds m the colhsional theory

to the ineffectiveness of some collisions having the requisite

activation energy is possible along these lines, but the

numerical application of the theory is limited to very simple

cases OB ing to the complexity of the calculations neees&ary

Though possibly a sounder method, theretore, the 'transi-

tion state' theory supplements rather than replaces the

'colhsional theory', and for reactions of the utmost simplicity

they both reduce to a similar result 30

In attempts to discover the most probable dissociation

mechanism of a reaction it is important to know whether

the quantum of energy of the light employed is large enough

to break any particular link in a molecule For diatomic

molecules, 'bond energies', or energies of dissociation into

atoms, may often be found by a study of their spectra (con-

vergence of vibrational levels, if these refer to an upper state

of the molecule, correction must be made for the fact that

the atoms produced may not be in their ground-level) The
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following dissociation energies, for example, are obtained in

this way. O3 117-2, N2 170, Naa 17 6, C2 83, C12 56-9, Br2

46-2, I2 35-4 kilo-calones per gram molecule The dissocia-

tion energy ofH2 , 103-2, can be calculated bywave mechanics
or measured experimentally, and those of molecules such as

HC1 (102), HBr (86 3), and HI (67 7) are found by combining
the known energies of dissociation of hydrogen and the halo-

gens with the thermochemical heats of formation Difficulties

arise in attempts to extend the concept of bond energy to

polyatomic molecules In the case of the water molecule, by
combining thermochemical data with the energies of dissocia-

tion of hydrogen and oxygen we have

H2 -> O-fH+H 218 9

Spectral evidence shows that the energy necessary to split

one hydrogen atom off the water molecule is about 119-5,

and to dissociate the OH radical about 99, while the O H
bond energy from water is f(218 9) = 109 5 kilo-calories

per gram molecule The data are not entirely reliable, but

seem to show that bond energies cannot be regarded as con-

stant in different molecules For methane we have the fol-

lowing equations

CH4
-> Csolid+2H2 16-18,

2H2 -* 4H 206 4,

Caoua^O^-170,
whence CH4

-> C^+^H- 392-58

The bond energy C H is thus (392 58) = 98 1 The

above calculation, however, is subject to the uncertainty of

the heat of volatilization of carbon This is obtained by

optical measurement of the temperature of the positive pole

of the carbon arc burning under different inert gas pressures;

the experimental values give the vapour-pressure curve of

carbon from which the latent heat of evaporation at ordinary

temperatures may be calculated by the application ofthermo-

dynamics. The measurements themselves are of great dim-
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eulty, and the accuracy of the final figure is affected by such

considerations as the degree to which the carbon vapour can

be taken as monatomic

If now an attempt is made to find the heats of linking in

H,
a molecule such as formaldehyde >C=0, the value forW
the C O bond can only be evaluated if the C H bond

eneigy is taken as equal to that for methane or for the C H
radical This assumption is not justified, and the result is

that bond energies of polyatomic molecules cannot be esti-

mated with accuracy In certain cases approximations to

energies of linking in molecules may be obtamed from 'pre-

dissoeiatkm' limits in the spectra (p 83) or from spectral

limits of fluorescence, the disappearance of \vhich at short

wave-lengths points to dissociation of the excited molecules

Application of wave-mechanical methods assisted by con-

siderations based on the spectra indicate that bond energies

in molecules are almost always affected by
'

conjugation' In

benzene the effect is very marked and it is not negligible

in such a 'saturated' molecule as ethane 31 No chemical bond

can be regarded as of a strictly 'unit' character (see p 65)

The bonding electrons are not confined to certain links, their

effect extends in varying degree round the molecule If a

molecule i& imagined to be formed from its component atoms

by the coupling of electrons in pairs to form links, allowance

must be made for a redistribution of the
'

electron density
'

Some bonds
'

donate
' and others

'

accept
'

electron density In

benzene the 'double bonds' formed in the above imaginary
and incomplete process of molecule building donate some of

their character to the single bonds, the system as a whole

gains in stability and the effect on the acceptor bonds is

greater than that on the donors This is reflected both in the

potential energy of the whole molecule, in the bond energies,

and in the interatomic distances. The C C distance in ben-
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zene is 1-39 A, instead of 1-46 A, the mean between the

approximately calculated values for a 'theoretical' single
C-C link (1 58 A) and a double link (1-35 A), and the 'bond
order' u not 1 5 as m the theory of simple links but 1 75

The interatomic distances in ethane and ethylene are 1 54

and 1 33 A respectively, and in these substances it is con-

cluded that there is appreciable conjugation, the bond orders

being 1-12 and 2 12 instead of 1 and 2 A 'normal' C C
link has about 1 1 per cent of double-bond character and a

normal C=C link about 12 per cent of triple bond The
effect on the C H (donor) bonds, however, is comparatively
small The development of the subject along these lines will

doubtless permit of more confident use of thermochemical

data to deteimme the energies of linking in chemical com-

pounds
The fiequent production of atoms or radicals m photo-

chemical reactions leads to secondary chain reactions of

complex mechanism These usually betray their presence by

high quantum efficiencies and great sensitivity ofthe kinetics

to inhibitors, or chain-ending substances Examples of these

effects are given below

In photochemical reactions involving the halogens the

pumary change is the formation of halogen atoms (p 79)

The reaction kinetics are determined by the secondary reac-

tions set up The halogen-hydrogen systems have many

important features The reaction 1+H2
-> HI+H does not

occur owing to the high heat of activation necessary, con-

sequently there is no permanent effect of light on iodine-

hydrogen mixtures The corresponding reaction
-

ith bromine

has a heat of activation of about 18 kilo-calories, and takes

place at measuiable speed at about 180 C The reaction

kinetics have the form

d(HBr) _ fra(Ha)\7

~~dT~~ , / . (HBr)\
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The rate has the peculiarity of being proportional to the

square root of the intensity J of the light absorbed, and

inversely as the root of the total pressure p. A complete

interpretation is given by the mechanism

Bra+/ii>
- 2Br (1)

Br+Br+M -> Br2+M (2)

Br+H2 -> HBr+H (3)

H-fBr2
-> HBr+Br (4)

H+HBr -> H2+Br (5)

with the additional assumption that almost all the Br atoms

are used up by reaction (2), so that we can write

As the rate of formation of H atoms must equal their rate

of disappearance, we have

ia(Br)(Ha)
= *4(H)(Br,)+A6(H)(HBr),

and for the rate of formation of HBr

^5ll = fc8(Br)(H,)+A:4(H)(Br,)-A:6(H)(HBr)

Ehminatmg (Br) and (H) between these equations, it fol-

lows that

(dHBr)
d<

m agreement with the experimental kinetics The thermal

reaction between hydrogen and bromine follows an identical

mechanism, except that the bromine atoms are produced by
thermal dissociation (between 200 and 300 C )

In the photochemical reaction of chlorine with hydrogen
the reaction corresponding to (3) has a low heat of activation

(i 6 k cal ) and thus takes place freely at ordinary tem-

peratures. Reaction (4) has a still smaller activation energy,

The result is a repeating chain mechanism of these two
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reactions, giving a very high quantum efficiency (up to

5x 106
) under suitable conditions The reaction is explosive

in intense light Though the essential features of the reaction

are simple, the kinetics are complicated and also exceedingly
difficult to establish experimentally This is because they are

determined by the chain 'ending' process, which is very

dependent on the presence of
'

inhibitors
'

For pure mixtures,

dt

rate being proportional to the light absorbed These kinetics

indicate a chain-ending process Cl-fwall -> |C12 ,
a supposi-

tion in agreement with the observation that the rate is

smaller in vessels of greater surface to volume ratio When
the chlorine pressure is high and that of the hydrogen low,

however, the kinetics become ^ = 2
, owing to

at w*2)

a different chain-ending process, probably

2C13
-> 3C12

The above experimental kinetics have been obtained only

with the utmost difficulty owing to the enormous influence

exerted by traces of inhibiting substances, ofwhich ammonia

and oxygen are the most important By removing hydrogen

(or chlorine) atoms chemically they end the repeating reac-

tion chains and reduce the rate, besides altering the kinetics

Experiments indicate that the effect of oxygen is to form

H02 molecules, which are ultimately transformed into

water

A large number of other photochemical reactions of the

halogens have been studied, such as the chlorinatioii or bro-

mmation of CH4 , CO, tetrachloro-ethylene, cmnaimc acid,

etc. Their kinetics, though complex, show similar features

to the reactions with hydrogen In particular, oxygen in-

hibition is very marked, an effect to be attributed to the
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oxidation and removal of fiee radicals which take part in

the chain mechanisms

Two photochemical leactions of very similar behaviour are

the decompositions of ammonia and of acetone Ammonia
has a spectrum of diffuse bands in the spectral region near

2,000 A indicating 'predissociation', probably

NHs+hv -* NHJ - NHa+H
(possible at Nhv > 112 k eal ) The final products are Na ,

Ha , and a httle hydrazine N.,H4 Acetone has an absorption

band about 3,000 A which is difficult to mteipret, it appears

superficially largely continuous, but it may be that a large

part at least of the continuum is due to close packing of a

fine structure of rotation lines Whether the primary mechan-

ism be photo-dissociation, 'nounal' or 'induced' predissoeia-

tion, there is little doubt that the fiist step is

CH3COCH3+/iv-> CH3+CH3CO

This is shown by the formation of some dtacetj'l,

CH8COCOCH 3 ,

and by direct proof (w ith metallic mirrors) of the presence

of CH3 radicals The mam final products are C%HS and CO,

produced almost certainly by the reactions

CHaCO->CHa4-CO

CHSCO+CH, - C8tf,+ CO

The first important resemblance of these reactions is the

low quantum efficiencies at ordinary temperature, about 2

in both eases This is particularly interesting m the NH3

reaction, where the spectrum clearly indicates! a dissociation

process whose efficiency would be expected to be unity

Back reactions reforming ammonia can be postulated, but

measurements of the actual H atom concentration cannot

be reconciled with this hypothesis It appears that internal

deaetivation processes reducing the yield of the primary

reaction must be regarded as a possibility. A back-reaction
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with acetone must be assumed, improbable as it may seem,

since the photo-decomposition in the presence of iodine

(whereby the CH3 radicals are removed as CH3I) shows a

quantum efficiency of unity
The reactions ako resemble one another in that no photo-

chemical changes occur when the molecules are in the dis-

solved or liquid state 32 The most probable explanation of

this is due to Franck and Rabmowitch The liquid state

of matter is at least as closely akin to the solid state as it

is to the gaseous The molecules are so close together that

the motions they execute are more of the nature of vibrations

than translations If a molecule dissociates m a liquid the

products are so hemmed in by other molecules that they are

forced to collide \\ ith one another a great number of times

before they escape, and during tins period they have a great

chance of reeombmmg again

The lower aliphatic aldehydes have been the subject of

extensive investigation photochemieally
M Like the ketones,

they absorb near 3,000 A Formaldehyde has a fine-struc-

tured region on the long-w ave side of the band followed by
a diffuse region and then by a continuous one As the homo-

logous feerieh of aldehydes is ascended the diffuse and con-

tinuous regions become more prominent Fluorescence is

observable at the long-wave end of the bands. The nature

of the primary icaction is not clearly indicated by the spectral

evidence Study of the quantum efficiencies and of the final

products together with considerations based on the (very

roughly) calculated values of the bond energies of the links,

seem to show that the reaction

RCHO-f/Jv - ECHO* ->RH+CO

occurs at longer \\ave-Iengths, while free radical formation,

R+CHO, occurs at the fchorter Where R is a long chain

a peculiar decomposition into an olefine and acetaldehyde

or acetone occurs with aldehydes or ketones As the light
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quantum is initially absorbed by the carbonyl group, it is

evident that extensive energy redistributions within the

molecule occur before its decomposition.

At elevated temperatures the photo-decomposition of acet-

aldehyde becomes a chain reaction, and the kinetics show

that the rate depends on the square root of the light intensity

instead of being directly proportional to it The change of

mechanism arises from the thermal reaction of methyl radi-

cals with acetaldehyde molecules at the higher temperatures,

setting up the repeating reaction chains

CH3+CH3CHO -> CH4+CH3CO

CH3CO->CHa-f-CO.

The chains are terminated by bimolecular recombination of

radicals The rates of these reactions may be investigated

by 'sector' experiments, as can the chain mechanisms of all

photochemical reactions w hich are proportional to the square

root of the light absorbed The basis of the theory of this

is as follows Imagine an opaque rotating disk with one

quadrant removed placed in the path of the light At high

rates of revolution the radicals will not have time to recom-

bine in the periods of darkness If the original light is of

intensity 4/, with the disk it will be reduced to I The

observed rate will be proportional to VI At low disk speeds,

however, the radicals combine during the long periods of

darkness and the effect will be that of light of intensity 4/

acting for | of the time, i e the rate will be proportional to

JV4J or to }VI. The intermediate disk speed where the rate

changes from one value to the other gives roughly the average

life of the chains In this way, for example, the chains in

the above system are found to have a life of about 5 see

at 200 C, and 20 cm. pressure, whence it may be deduced

that for the first reaction (the slower of the two) one collision

m every 3xl07 of the methyl group is effective, and that

the activation energy has an upper limit of about 16k. cal.
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In addition to the 'mirror' method other ways are available

for the detection of radicals, and also for hydrogen atoms,

suspected of being present in photochemical or thermal reac-

tions Oxygen, for example, combines with these bodies, but
its effect on chain reactions is sometimes of a complicated
nature. Nitric oxide (an odd-electron molecule) is more use-

ful, it appears to remove radicals very efficiently
28 For

example, when added to acetaldehyde decomposing photo -

chemically at high temperatures, its suppression of the chain

reactions is shown by the reduction of the quantum efficiency

to unity and the change of the rate law from proportionality
to V/ to /. The ortho-para hydrogen conversion is catalysed

by atoms or radicals, it has the disadvantage, however, of

being rather slow, so that if the reaction chains are rapid
the atomic concentration may be insufficient to bring about

measurable conversion A more direct method ofelucidating
chain mechanisms is to add atoms or radicals to the system.
H atoms from the photochemical decomposition of HI,

methyl radicals from acetone or by heating azomethane, may
be so employed In this way information is accumulating on
chemical processes which have refused to yield to ordinary
kinetic investigations

The number of reactions which have been investigated

photochemically is very large, but few can be said to be

satisfactorily interpreted* The kinetic results are usually

inadequate to determine the mechanism, the scope and often

the reliability of the experimental data are insufficient Much
more careful work, of high accuracy and under variable con-

ditions and with new methods, is required. Mention may
be made of work on the oxides of nitrogen, chlorine, and

sulphur and a host of reactions in organic chemistry The

hydrogen-oxygen reaction illustrates the great complexity of

apparently simple systems
84 Photochemical combination to

give water occurs at about 1,860 A, where excited oxygen
molecules are primarily formed, and at about 1,720 A, where
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photo-dissociation occurs: Oa-f/U'-^Oe'PJ+O^D). The for-

mation of ozone shows that oxygen atoms are formed by a

secondary reaction in the longer wave region.

2+0* -* 8+0.

The following reactions may then be postulated as having,

or being likely to have, appreciable rates at the ordinary

temperature-

0+H2 ->OH+H

2HOa
-

20H+M -

H02+OH -* H2O+0 2

or H80+O2

together with possible reactions of the atoms and radicals

with the walls of the vessel

Not only do the experimental data prove insufficient to

eliminate some of these possibilities, but they cannot be

reconciled even to a reaction scheme as complex as that

given. Evidently new techniques, such as the introduction

of known concentrations of radicals, are necessary before the

secondary processes of this reaction can be stated with con-

fidence.
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PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN PLANTS

ON the reaction whereby plants convert solar energy into

the potential energy of the materials they build up in their

growth depends the whole life on the earth The mechanism

of the process is very complex, and presents many problems
of great difficulty. Such facts as have already been estab-

lished show that it includes peculiar features not observed

in simpler photochemical reactions Though certain coloured

bacteria can utilize light in their development, the dominant

photosynthetic process is that associated with the green

plants, and this has naturally received almost all the atten-

tion of investigators

The total radiant energy of sunlight received at the

earth's surface is 1-1-95 calories per sq. cm per minute,

depending on altitude, or one horse-power per 10-20 sq ft

For crop plants m the field a maximum of 2-3 per cent, of

this energy remains stored in the plants at the end of the

grow ing season During that time about 20 per cent, more

ia actually used m photosynthesis and lost by the respira-

tion of the plant (breathing out of C02), the remainder of

the energy being dissipated by re-radiation, transmission

through the leaves, and the evaporation of water from the

plants.

The leaves of green plants contain coloured substances, of

which chlorophyll appears to be the only one directly con-

cerned in photosynthesis. The constitution of this substance

has been investigated by Willstatter and his followers. Two
forms have been recognized, chlorophyll a and chlorophyll 6.

These are porphyrin derivatives, chlorophyll a having the

probable structure.
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CH2=CH

OCH3

COO (Phytyl)

where (Phytyl) is

^(CH a)3 C(CH3)=CH CH a O
CH3 CH

\(CH2)3 CH(CH3) (CH2)3 CH(CH3) 2

Chlorophyll 6 differs m having the group CHO in place

of CH3 at position (3)

Chlorophyll shows two well-defined absorption hands in

the visible region The a compound has one peak at 6,600 A
and another at 4,250 A, while the 6 modification has similar

bands shifted somewhat inwards towards the centre of the

visible region. It is curious that the compound utilized by
plants for absorbing sunlight should take up red and blue

light, but not absorb the green region where the radiation

is most intense If chlorophyll did absorb in the green region,

other factors being what they are, the plant could not utilize

the extra energy absorbed, and the leaf might be dangerously
heated (see below) Chlorophyll shows a red fluorescence

(band 6,500-7,500 A) which m the leaf varies both with time

and with the oxygen concentration Energy lost in this way
is unavailable for photosynthesis

Chemically the reaction underlying the photosynthetic

process is. Light-fnC02+nHjsO ->n(CH2O)-|-nO2 The

volume of oxygen liberated very closely agrees with the
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volume of carbon dioxide taken up when allowance is made
for the respiration of the plant, which continues in the dark

as well as in the light, absorbing oxygen and liberating an

equal amount of carbon dioxide The first recognizable pro-
duct corresponding to w(CH2O) is starch (n K, 10,000), which
in the dark is hydrolysed down to simpler sugars, acting as

a food reservoir for the plant It has so far not been possible
to discover experimentally the substances formed in earlier

stages of the process, which cannot be conceived as occurring
in one step. When chlorophyll is extracted from the plant
it fails to reproduce its photosynthetic properties, so that

simplification of the working conditions has been unrealiz-

able. It is necessary, therefore, to experiment with actual

plants, and the interpretation of observations is greatly com-

plicated by the unknown and inextricable relations of the

numerous factors involved If the kinetics of the reaction

are to be studied in the conventional way, it is first necessary
to obtain conditions of known and uniform light absorption,
and this cannot be secured in any living organism owing to

the complicated arrangement of the chlorophyll in cWoro-

jila&te on the non-homogeneous plant structure. The nearest

approach to a solution to this difficulty is found in the use

of thin layers of certain unicellular structured aquatics The
same complexity affects the determination of other experi-

mental variables such as carbon dioxide uptake in terms of

diffusion Roughly speaking, it is found that at very low

light intensities or carbon dioxide concentrations the rate of

photosynthesis is proportional to these quantities, but be-

comes independent of them when they are large. At the

same time the efiect of temperature becomes large at high
intensities or carbon dioxide concentiations The conclusion

may then be drawn that at the higher values of the above

two variables the rate ceases to be dependent on them, and

instead becomes governed by a slow thermal reaction in the

plant. It is at this point that special difficulties arise. In a
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simpler system the factors influencing the rate could be

separated, and the reaction studied when controlled by the

slowest under the experimental conditions The plant, how-

ever, like all living beings, has a self-regulating mechanism

whereby the alteration of any one factor alters all the others

to non-measurable extents, so that the refinement of obser-

vational data necessary for a clearer insight into the reac-

tions eludes the investigator

Attempts have been made to measure directly the actual

quantum efficiency of the process The most reliable values

indicate efficiencies approaching 1 Photosynthesis can

occur at as long a wave-length as 7,000 A, corresponding to

38 k calories per mole The reaction CO2+H2O -> CH2O+O 3

requires 110 k calories per mole The reaction therefore

must be complex, and needs at least three, if not four,

quanta. The photosynthetic process does not fall far short

of the maximum po&sible efficiency if this is taken into

account. A problem has been how to explain the participa-

tion of several quanta in the fixation of one molecule of

carbon dioxide Nothing analogous to this has been observed

in simple photo-processes The probable explanation is found

in the hypothesis of the photosynthetic unit In experiments

using intermittent light flashes it is found that the intensity

at which the reaction rate becomes independent of this

variable is higher than for continuous light This may be

explained by the functioning of thermal reaction stages in

the dark periods between the flashes. The amount of photo-

synthesis compared with the chlorophyll effecting it leads to

the conclusion that each carbon dioxide molecule is asso-

ciated with about 1,000 molecules of chlorophyll. Other

experiments on the speed of the 'dark' reaction at high con-

tinuous light intensities indicate that one carbon dioxide

molecule is reduced when four quanta are absorbed per 1 ,000

chlorophyll molecules. Again, in the region of low light

intensities, oxygen is immediately evolved on illumination.
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This would not be so if each chlorophyll molecule had to

absorb the four quanta required. All these results are har-

monized if it is assumed that the chlorophyll is adsorbed on

the surface of the chloroplasts in such a way that about

1,000 molecules are 'energetically' connected, so that a quan-

tum absorbed at any point is transferred without loss to the

point where a carbon dioxide molecule is attached (ef p. 90).

The assumption that the chlorophyll is in a colloidal form

is unlikely in view of the fluorescence of leaves, a process not

characteristic of the colloidal state.

The above remarks are sufficient to indicate that it is not

surprising that the mechanism of photosynthesis is obscure.

An attempt to interpret a number of the experimental

features m terms of a chemical mechanism has been made

by Franck and Herzfeld The carbonic acid is almost cer-

tainly attached to the chlorophyll molecule by the magne-

sium atom. This complex is assumed to be attached to an

alcoholic group on the surface of the chloroplast, over which

it may move in two dimensions The action of light causes

isomertzation to a peroxy-acid complex, from which oxygen

is liberated by enzymic processes, yielding an acid complex

converted by another quantum into a formic acid complex

Further stages, involving the absorption of two more quanta

and other enzyme reactions, pass through peroxy-aldehyde

and aldehyde complexes to give formaldehyde, which is

assumed to polymerize to sugars and starch Various side

reactions producing radicals are postulated to account for

certain observations of dark reactions and of the partial

energy loss by fluorescence The value of the reaction scheme

suggested lies in its realization of the necessity of embracing

all the experimental data and in its use as a basis for further

studies; it is too much to expect that it can remain without

later modification.
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THE photographic plate consists of a layer of small grams of

silver bromide embedded in gelatine and spread on glass or

film Its sensitivity to light is brought to a high value by
various manufacturing processes, of which 'ripening', or

warming the bromide-gelatine emulsion for some time, plays
a large part

When exposed appropriately to light an invisible 'latent

image' is produced The completion of the photographic

'negative' is earned out by 'development', or treatment with

a mild reducing agent, and 'fixing' or removal of unchanged
silver hahde by a solution of sodium thiosulphate The

development causes the reduction of a certain fraction of

the grains to metallic silver The grains are either completely
reduced or unaffected in a proportion dependent on the

amount of the exposure
The nature of the latent image appears to be silver in a

very finely divided form Over-exposure of a photographic
emulsion to light results in the formation of visible coloured

images, which ultimately become black These have been

identified with silver in the colloidal (cf. Carey Lea's coloured

colloidal solution of silver) and fine powder states Experi-
ments on the rate of loss of halogen by illuminated silver

bromide, made with a microbalance, show no breaks in-

dicating the formation of intermediate compounds. X-ray
examination also indicates the production of metallic silver

Quantitative estimations of the amounts of free silver

formed in light of known intensity has enabled the quantum
efficiency of latent image formation to be obtained. The
results approximate to unity for sensitive photographic emul-

sions, and to much lower values for pure crystals of silver

bromide Evidently the gelatine removes some of the free
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bromine atoms produced and prevents a back reaction. It

has been estimated that the development process magnifies

the amount of silver produced photochemically by a fraction

of about 105
.

The blackening of an exposed and developed plate is not

Log ,Q (Exposure) ,n h/rens per j
t-eler x seconds.

FIG 28

linearly proportional to the light received. It is measured by

finding the reduction m intensity the blackened plate pro-

duces when placed across a beam of white light, and is

expressed by the 'density' (D), i e.

, light incident on plate

The general type of relation between the density and the

(logarithm of the) light which originally fell on the plate is

shown m Fig 28 There is a straight portion to the curve

where uniform contrast is obtained for images formed by

lights of different intensities a range giving the 'latitude'

(ratio of amounts of light at two ends of the straight portion)

of the plate This portion may be expressed by the equation
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D = ylogw ltp i y, the slope of the line, gives the 'con-

trast
5

, and varies between 1 4 for fast films to 3 2 for lantern-

slide plates, i is the intercept on the horizontal axis, and is

called the mertia (expressed in lumen-seconds per sq metre).

Its reciprocal multiplied by 34 is called the Hurter and

Dnffield speed of the plate The Schwartzschild constant p

expresses the fact that a plate does not obey the 'reciprocity

law', i e halving the light intensity and doubling the expo-

sure time does not produce as much blackening as before.

p under ordinary conditions is about 86 A photographic

plate at very low light intensities needs inordinately long

exposures, a fact which limits its use when faint lights are

concerned, as m astronomy All the above 'constants', and

particularly y, vary with the wave-length of the light em-

ployed Consequently, if two beams of different \\ ave-length

produce equally dense images on a plate in a given time,

doubling the intensities of both will result in densities no

longer equal For accurate photometric purposes, therefore,

only lights of the same wave-length must be compared by
their blackening effects, the exposure times must be equal,

and the stronger light cut dow n quantitatively in intensity

by a device ofknown transmission so as to produce equality of

density of two neighbouring images on the same plate Since

the density depends somewhat on the conditions of develop-

ment, these must be carefully controlled to secure regularity

over the plate area.

The ordinary photographic plate is sensitive to visible

light only at the shorter wave-length region of the spec-

trum, while the eye reacts most strongly to yellow, so that

colour contrasts reproduced in monochrome on a plate are

incorrect, for example, a dish of light-yellow bananas and

dark-blue grapes may appear reversed in appearance of

brightness It has been found that certain dyes, adsorbed

to the extent of about a unimolecular layer on the silver

bromide grams, extend the sensitivity to longer wave-lengths
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(see Fig 29) Orthochromatie plates approximate in wave-

length sensitivity to that of the eye The carbocyanine dyes

are particularly effective in conferring red and infra-red

sensitivity Ivrypto-cyamne,

OH CH=-CH

J
N-Et Et- I-

sensitizes plates to 8,000 A (panchromatic plates), and xeno-

cyanme (1 1' diethyl-4 4' tncarbocyamne iodide), having

7 instead of 3 CH groups (united by odd and even double

bonds) between the ring systems, to 12,000 A Tetra- and

penta-carbocyanmes are effective to 13,600 A. Such ultra-

sensitive plates do not keep long at the ordinary tempera-

ture; they fog through the effect of quanta of 'temperature'

radiation in the short infra-red. They are of great use for
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spectral photography down to the above limits, particularly

for the examination of (overtone) infra-red absorption spectra
ofmolecules, enabling the high resolution ofordinary spectro-

scopy to replace the insensitive methods (using a thermopile)
of infra-red work. In conjunction with a red or infra-red

filter, they are used for long-distance photography, taking

advantage of the smaller atmospheric scattering at long

wave-lengths (p 30).

Recent work has shown that sensitizing dyestuffs must

have a planar or linear structure and be adsorbed at a fixed

orientation on the 111 planes of the AgBr lattice The dye
absorbs light whose electric vector is parallel to the length
of the molecule (p. 11), and the electrons affected are there-

by thrust into the lattice so that they can enter it as mobile

electrons and so bring about latent image formation. Dye
molecules with their linear chromophores pointing directly

into the incident light are unable to absorb any energy,

owing to the transverse character of light waves.

In the short-wave region photographic plates become in-

sensitive beyond about 2,400 A owing to the absorption by
the gelatine For use at shorter wave-lengths plates may be

prepared with the minimum amount of gelatine (Schumann

plates) or ordinary plates may be treated with fluorescent

oils, which absorb the light and convert it into longer wave-

length radiation.35

When a latent image is formed on a plate, and partly

developed, it is found that development begins at certain

centres only on the grains These are not to be explained as

points where single quanta impinge. The average gram must

absorb about 100 quanta to become developable, and almost

as many silver atoms are produced in it, yet it may show

only one or a few development centres. Something is present

on the grain to which the photochemical products can mi-

grate to build up a nucleus of metallic silver containing &

number of atoms.
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It had long been known that certain brands of gelatine

produced very sensitive emulsions, while others were of little

use By a careful examination of the residues from the pro-

cesses of the manufacture of the different gelatines it was

found that the substances which made some gelatines pro-
duce very sensitive plates were sulphur compounds, parti-

cularly thiocarbimides With this knowledge it is possible

to activate poor gelatines and make them suitable for pro-

ducing sensitive emulsions. One part in a million of allyl

thiocarbimide is enough to render an inert gelatine active.

Thiocarbamides and certain organic substances containing

selenium and tellurium instead of sulphur are also effective.

These substances in the gelatine probably break down in

the process of manufacture of the plate and form minute

quantities of silver sulphide (etc ), which is adsorbed on the

bromide grains to produce the sensitive centres.

An interpretation of the primary processes occurring when

light acts on a plate has been given by Mott. The photo-

graphic plate consists of an emulsion of silver bromide, on

the grains of which may be minute specks of silver produced

by the 'ripening' process, and of silver sulphide from sulphur

compounds present Silver bromide has an ionic lattice and

shows photo-conductivity, i e mobile electrons are liberated

from the bromine ions in the lattice (possibly largely from

those near cracks, since the absorption is at the tail end of

the band (p. 115)) These mobile electrons, moving in the

'conduction' band of the crystal (p 90), are trapped by the

specks of silver or of silver sulphide, which offer unoccupied

energy levels to the electrons lower than those of the ionic

lattice. The species therefore accumulate a high negative

charge. In addition to this electronic process, ionic con-

ductivity is present. At the ordinary temperature silver

bromide conducts an electric current decirolyttcatty ,
the effect

is ascribed to the imperfections in the lattice whereby some

silver ions are displaced, by thermal processes, into inter-
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lattice positions, as shown in Fig 30. Such mterlattice silver

ions are mobile at ordinary temperatures, and move towards

the charged speck, where they discharge themselves and

build up a silver nucleus In the 'print-out' process, where

no development is used and the direct blackening by light

Ag Br labbce with mberiabfcice silver ion

occurs, specks of metallic silver pre-existing in the grain may
be assumed to act as the 'electron traps' For the develop-

ment process of a latent image, however, the 'trap' must be

on the surface of the grain The specks of silver sulphide,

knofl n to improve the speed of a plate, are here regarded as

the traps, and to these the 'mterlattice' silver ions migrate

and are discharged
On this explanation it is possible to account for the failure

of the 'reciprocity law' at low light intensities If the rate of

arrival of electrons at traps is extremely slow , some may
escape from the trap by the process of thermionic emission,

reducing the charge on the trap and &o its power to attract

silver ions. At very low light intensities the metallic speck

may actually become positively charged by this process The

reciprocity law also fads at high intensities because the ionic

conductivity does not keep up with the electronic process.

These processes are temperature sensitive At low tem-

peratures the ionic conduction will cease, interlattice silver

ions will be "frozen in'. The thermionic emission is also

checked at low temperatures, so that electrons, which remain

mobile, can accumulate without loss in the 'traps' On
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warming up to normal temperature the mterlattiee ions are

freed and migrate to the traps Under these conditions the

reciprocity law should be obeyed, and experimental evidence

has been obtained that it is There is a reduction in overall

sensitivity of the plate at very low temperatures, however,

which awaits interpretation It may be due to a reduction

in the quantum efficiency of the primary process, to a change
in the fraction of the light absorbed, or to other reasons

The Herschel effect (diminution of developable density of

a latent image by exposure to red light), on these views, is

interpreted as the photo-electric ejection of an electron by
red light from a charged 'trap' back into the 'conductance

band' of the lattice, where it may return to a bromine atom

not yet removed by the gelatine The action of photo-

sensitizing dyes appears as follows The dyestuff molecule,

adsorbed on the gram absorbs a quantum and liberates an

electron into the conductance levels of the lattice, here it

behtU es as if it had come from a bromine ion Each molecule

of dye can bring about the formation of about 50 silver

atoms, i e it can liberate at least as many electrons. There

must, therefore, be some mechanism thereby it can regain

its electron between these emissions

The 'ieverbal or feolanzation effect v> here the developable

density of a plate is reduced \\hen it has been expoteed to

very strong light intensities, has been shown to be due to the

encrusting of the silver nuclei by silvei bromide formed when

the rate of production of bromine atoms by light is too great

for them to be quickly removed by the gelatine present.



IX

THE REACTIONS OF THE EYE TO LIGHT

THE human eye consists essentially of a lens, capable of some

ad}ustment of focal length, which forms an image of objects

viewed on the relina The retina contains light-sensitive

elements the rods and the cones connected to nerve fibres,

and beneath is a black pigment which, together with the

contractile ins at the lens, probably plays a part in the light

and dark adaptation of the eye By means of the power of

adaptation the eye can function satisfactorily over a range
of light intensities of at least 106 to 1 To a first approxima-
tion the least perceptible increase in the intensity producing
a light sensation is a definite fraction of the intensity (Weber-
Fechner law) For any light of moderate intensities,

A/// 016 approximately, though for very low intensities

the ratio rises to 5 or higher The best intensity of bright-

ness for contrast (m photometers, etc ) is 8-20 rmlh-lamberts

(p. 34) For reading purposes an intensity of illumination

of 1 ,000 lux is most satisfactory.

The rods and the cones, which act as the primary receptors

of the light reaching the retina, have different functions and

are differently distributed Clear vision, at moderate to high

light intensities, occurs only when the image is focused on

the/ovea, the centre of the yellow spot, which contains a high

proportion of cones The cones are also the agents which

distinguish colour. Away from the yellow spot vision occurs

through the action of the rods, which are not capable of dis-

tinguishing colours but are more sensitive to feeble light. Faint

light is then best seen when the image is focused away from the

fovea The retina contains about 3x 1
8 cones and 18x10* rods

It is possible to compare with a photometer the relative

luminosities or brightnesses of differently coloured lights with

one another
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By the use of monochromatic lights the spectral visibility

curves shown in Fig 31 are obtained Owing to light absorp-
tion, in the refractive media of the eye the shorter wave-

lengths are reduced in intensity when they reach the retina,

which is therefore more sensitive to these radiations than the

ocular visibility curve suggests The true retinal sensitivity

curve for seotopic vision, corrected for this effect, is shown

in the figure in addition to simple ocular curve The figure

shows that the point of maximum sensitivity of the eye is

different for rod (scotopie, low intensity) and eone (photopic

high intensity) vision If two colours say red and blue, are

matched in luminosity at moderately high light intensities,

and both ate reduced m equal proportion, the blue will

appeal brighter than the red as rod vision replaces that of

the cones the Purkmje effect The relative luminosities will

also depend on the particular part of the retina on which the

images are foemed At brightnesses in the neighbourhood of

0-2s> milb-lambert the visibility curve lies about half-way

between the two curves of Fig. 31

From the retinal rods of the higher animals (most con-

veniently from frogs) a coloured substance may be isolated
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in some degree of purity known as the visual purple. Its

solutions are photochemically bleached by light with a quan-
tum efficiency of about unity, and the plot of its extinction

coefficient against wave-length has a spectral distribution

very close to the retinal scotopic luminosity curve (see

Fig. 31) This corresponds to the light absorbed if the

absorption by the rods is small

Scotopic vision may then be ascribed to a photochemical
action of the visual purple on the rods of the retina The
chemical nature of visual purple is a protein to which is

attached carotenoid substances bodies containing a chain

of eighteen carbon atoms united by alternate single and
double bonds and related to vitamin A A deficiency of the

latter substance has been shown to produce
'

night-blindness'

The smooth absorption band in the visible region of the

visual purple is probably due to the existence in the molecule

of so many mutually interacting conjugated systems of link-

ages, which behave as a unit in light absorption
The problem of photopic vision and colour perception is

more complex The rods are bleached at these higher in-

tensities (least by red light) and cease to be responsive, and
the cone mechanism comes into play, distinguishing colours

A continuous visible spectrum, made by passing ordinary
white light through a spectroscope, shows a graduated series

of hues composing reds (7,000-6,000 A, at very high in-

tensities up to 9,000 A), yellows (6,000-5,750 A), greens

(5,750-4,192 A), blues (4,192-4,240 A), and violets (4,240-

4,000 A, or at very high light intensities to 3, 125 A) The
normal eye can distinguish at least 150 hues in the spectrum,
and about 20 other purple hues can be made by mixing reds

and blue-violets A colour sensation is characterized by its

brightness, its unsaturatian, or tint, namely, the extent to

which it is diluted by white, and its hue, which is its colour

value apart from the first two quantities. The sensation of

'white' (absence of hue) arises when the eye receives all the
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spectral hues together in the proportion they occur in 'white

light', e.g. sunlight. A white sensation is also produced by
a great number of other physically distinct combinations of
hues if mixed m appropriate amounts For example, mono-
chromatic red (6,300 A), green (5,280 A), and blue (4,570 A)
may be blended to a white, as may the union of pairs of

monochromatic hues (complementary hues), e g 6,090 A-f
4,940 A mixed at equal brightness, 5,760 A.4-4,750 A at a
10 1 brightness ratio, or yellow+violet in 100 : 1 ratio It

is further found that every known hue may be matched by
appropriate mixtures of three suitably selected primary hues,
one red, one green, and one blue or violet A number of

different sets of three primaries, of wave-length lying within

the regions stated, may be used in the same way, and the

primaries may consist of broad spectral bands instead of

being monochromatic The hue of yellow light, of wave-

length 5,890, for example, is counterfeited to the eye by a
mixture of red (6,708 A) and green (5,350 A) The mixing
may be either direct, or by rapidly alternating one hue with
the other, or by directing one hue into the right eye and the

other into the left The exact colour is not reproduced since

the mixture contains more vshite than the spectral yellow,
i e. is lighter in tint or less saturated, but if ^vhite is added
to the spectral yellow a perfect colour match is achieved

Colour-mixing of this kind is called additive and refers to

the actual mixing of different colours as by simultaneously

illuminating a -white surface with them. The passage of light

successively through coloured screens, in each ofwhich some
colour is removed, is kno%vn as subtractne mixing. Colour

printing and colour photography are based on these facts,

but their fidelity is affected by the limitations of the coloured

materials available.

Owing to its very subjective nature colour is not easily

specified by physical quantities. The objective method of

determining the amount of light ofevery wave-length present
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in the light received by the eye from some object is not

entirely satisfactory In actual practice such a method need

not do more, because of the limited number of distinguishable

hues, than measure the intensity of eighteen spectral bands

between the limits 6,700-6,490-6,280-6,110-6,010-5,940-

5,860-5,770-5,640-5,500-5,310-5,170-5,070-4,990-4,910-

4,790-4,660-4,490-4,300 A. Many different spectral distri-

butions of hght, however, appear the same in colour, while

the same hght distribution seems a different colour at low

intensities and also varies with the size of the image viewed

and with its position on the retina The simplest methods

of colour measurement employ the empirical fact that any
hue is matchable by a mixture of three suitably chosen

primary hues, and may therefore be represented by a point

in a triangular plot The pnmai tes are usually fixed so that

equal amounts of them, in the arbitraly units used, produce
a white The luminosity of the light vanes greatly over

such a plot Another method is to match the hght with

white+a spectral hue, measuring the two variables -the fre-

quency of the spectral hue leqimed and the ratio of it to

white m the mixture This is equivalent to the trichromatic

method, although the two specifications are not easily inter-

convertible since,m the second method, the lights aie matched

for luminosity Instruments for these purposes are called

colorimeters, a name already applied to others of different

use(p 44).

Observations of the above nature and of some relating to

colour-blindness ledT Young (who noticed the colour-blind-

ness of Dalton) in 1801 to postulate the existence in the eye

of three colour receptors, the stimulations of which in varying
relative degrees give nse to the sensations of hue and of

whiteness M No coloured substance has been detected on the

cones, but there is very little visual purple on the rods, and

the lower sensitivity of the cones may well be due to an

extremely low concentration of photo-active material. It
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may be assumed, then, that the cones are endowed with three

coloured receptors, and by analogy with the action of the

rods and the general high sensitivity of the eye it is likely

that every light quantum absorbed destroys a molecule of

-'D 6,209 60 6pOO 65
"*

Wave-e-xjct
1

,
A

FIG 32 Trichromatic receptor cur\e<s of the eye

a receptor If, then, the light absorption curves (extinction

coefficient plotted against w ave-lengths) of the three hypo-
thetical receptors V.CTG known, their combined properties

should interpret the behaviour of normal and of at least some

abnormal photopic vibion Early attempts to treat the sub-

ject in this way failed because experimental data were not

considered sufficiently broadly The nearest approach to a

satisfactory solution has been made by Heeht,37 whose curves

are shown in Fig 32, They account fairly closely for all the

following features of colour sensations.

(a) When added together the three curves approximate to

the total luminosity curve of Fig 31

(6) They interpret the production of white by comple-

mentary colour combinations, and the formation of

other hues such as yellow by red and green light
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(c) They are in accord with the main facts of colour-

blindness

(d) They account for the curious shape of the hue dis-

crimination curve of Fig. 33, which represents the least

**>000 5,000 6,000 XA
FIQ 33 Hue discuimnatum curve

difference of wave-length at any point in the spectrum

producing a recognizable change m hue

(e) The curves overlap each other very much, and thereby

explain the highly unsaturated nature of spectral

colours, which owe most of their luminosity to the

white they contain If the eye is fatigued to red,

for example, green appears even greener for a time.

Quantitative data on the unsaturation of spectral
colour are shown in Fig. 34, obtained by determining
the minimum amount of spectral light which must
be added to white to produce a barely perceptible
colour sensation. The data plotted, as determined by
two observers, differ somewhat, but then- main shape
is given by the curves of Fig. 34.

Although the general agreement is good in all these matters,
minor improvements still remain to be made. The curves

derived by Hecht are calculated on an 'equal energy' basis,

whereas to be in accord with the probabilities of the kinetics
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of the photochemical change postulated they should be re-

duced to an equal quantum basis, as in Fig 31 They are

also uncorrected for light absorbed in the refractive media

of the eye, and refer to ocular rather than to true retinal

4,000 ^300 epoo

(Results of two observers )

sensitivity (cf remark on the scotopic curves) Nevertheless,

they are sufficient to show that the three colour receptors of

the eye have absorption curves closely overlapping each

other

The commoner varieties of colour-blindness may be ex-

plained as a lack of one or other of the three colour receptors,

which cause certain regions in the spectrum to lack hue or

brightness Experiments on the total visual acuity of the

colour-blind shows that in many cases the missing sensation

is not so much lacking as transferred to one of the other

sensations

The three 'absorption' curves of Fig 32 overlap to such

an extent, and resemble in shape the curve of visual purple
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so much, that the hypothetical coloured materials may con-

fidently be supposed to be closely related to the latter sub-

stance They may quite hkely be due to the same coloured

molecule, differently absorbed on different nerve-endings

Weigert has made the interesting suggestion that the three-

colour theory has its basis on the three dimensions of space

The molecule of visual purple (or a near relative present in

the cones) has a great number of interconnected chromo-

phoric groups, and if it has different dimensions along three

spatial directions its absorption curve will vary with its

orientation, being shifted towards the red for light passing

along the shortest axis and towards the violet in the long

axis direction The whole molecule, in fact, is assumed to

be tnchroic analogous to a pleochroic crystal It is scarcely

to be expected, however, that the actual photochemical

changes in the retina are simply one-stage changes from

coloured to colourless substances

The phenomenon offatigue caused by gazing at one colour,

followed by the appearance of the complementary colour

when a white surface is viewed, is interpreted as the tem-

porary exhaustion of colour receptors The persistence of

vision, which prevents the eye from observing light fluctua-

tions more rapid than 15-25 per second, probably also arises

from the slowness of photochemical changes rather than to

nerve or brain processes

The limiting sensitivity of the human eye to wave-lengths

of maximum luminosity (yellow or green) depends upon the

size of the retinal image and upon the position where it is

focused The eye is somewhat more sensitive to flashes than

to continuous light A point source of fB candle-power can

just be detected at 1 kilometre, this corresponds to about

10* quanta per sec of light falling on the pupil A flash from

a point source sending about 2,000 quanta to the eye is just

visible, and it has been stated that luminous energy corre-

sponding to 400 quanta per second from a star can just be
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seen The scotopic threshold is about 5,000 quanta per

second per sq mm of image on the retina The photopic

limit is about 50 times this value, 3,700 quanta per second of

green-yellow light focused on a foveal area of 015 sq mm.

being just visible Of the light incident on the rods, a maxi-

mum probably not exceeding one-fifth is actually absorbed,

while the fraction absorbed by the cones is too smaE to esti-

mate If allowance is made for this it appears that the

receptors of light in the eye in the middle of the visible region

approach very close to the ultimate sensitivity limit set by

the quantum nature of radiation, and that the eye itself is an

extraordinarily delicate though selective radiation detector
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PHOTO-CELLS

Conductivity Cells These cells are made of thin deposits of

selenium, or sometimes othet semi-conductors, and their

electrical resistance diminishes fiom about 100 megohms to

lower values when exposed to light The action of the light

is not understood, but depends, on the mode of preparation

of the substance, involving the presence of impurities or

allotropic modifications It shows A time-lag of a fraction of

a second, and the resistance does not use to its original value

immediately the light is cut off A photochemical change of

unknown nature occurs m the substance, altering the dis-

tribution of electron states m the semi-conductor, which

permits large currents to flow through it under the influence

of an applied E M F The response is not linearly propor-

tional to the light intensity Currents of 1,200 micro-amps

per lumen aie obtainable (applied E M F about 100 volts),

and with special precautions 10~2 lumens of light may be

measured to about 1 per cent The spectral sensitivity has

a maximum m the red

Rectifier, Barrier, or Blocking-layer Celh aie not &o sensi-

tive, producing up to 300 micro-amperes per lumen, but have

the advantage of needing no external s>oui ce of electric cur-

rent Their response is non-linear to light intensity, but is

approximately so for external resistances as low as a few

ohms Then" time-lag (due to capacity effects) is of the order

of a few thousandths of a second They are connected

directly to a low-resistance micro-ammeter for measuring

purposes The spectral sensitivity of commercial cells is not

very different from that of the eye, and they afford the

simple&t means of estimating light of moderate intensities

The action of these cells is bound up with the process

known aa rectification which occurs at the boundary of
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metals and semi-conductors The semi-conductor employed
is cuprous oxide or selenium A thin layer of cuprous oxide

is formed on a copper plate, and by heat treatment is made
to take up excess oxygen This acts as an 'impurity' in pro-

viding new electron levels above the lower filled band of

levels of
'

pure' cuprous oxide The back plate of copper acts

as one electrode, the other is formed on the front surface

usually by cathodic sputtering of a thin (transparent) deposit

of metal, through which the light can pass The 'active'

boundary is then that between the oxygen-rich cuprous oxide

and the sputtered metal film and here it must be assumed

that there is a very thin layer (the blocking layer) of 'pure'

cuprous oxide, having all its electrons in its lower filled band

of levels,, and therefoie an 'insulator' Light causes electrons

to be liberated fiom the 'impuie' cuprous oxide, these can

leak across the very thin insulating layer to the front elec-

trode The 'positive holes' remaining behind may either

migrate to the back electiode or receive electrons from it, so

that a steady current ib produced on illumination It cannot

be said that the matter is fully explained further knowledge
of the election states in the semi-conductor are required for

a more complete picture

Emission Cells The emission cell consists of a metallic

layer (on the walls or on a plate) enclosed m a transparent

bulb, connected to an external electrode, the other electrode,

insulated from the fust is provided by a wire grid 01 ring

in the bulb The bulb is either highly evacuated or contains

a small prebsuie of aigon (gas-filled) When light falls on the

metallic layer, elections are liberated from the surface and

if the cell is connected to a battery (layer to ring electrode

to +) a small current flo\vs in the circuit

The photo-emission of elections depends on their receiving

quanta of energy large enough to enable them to break away
from their forces in the metal and to leave the surface A
single-step process requires as a minimum about 46 kilo-
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calories per 6x 1023 electrons (6,000 A) for the alkali metals,

80 for zinc (3,500 A), 92 kilo-calories for cadmium (3,000 A),

and 115 for platinum (2,500 A) The wave-lengths given

represent approximate spectral 'thresholds' for these metals

The facts of photo-emission form one of the foundations of

the quantum theory. Einstein pointed out that while the

number of photo-electrons is proportional to the light inten-

sity, the kinetic energy with which they leave the surface

depends only on the frequency of the light by the relation

\mV 2 = hvhv v here represents the
'

threshold' frequency

for which electrons are able to leave the surface, and hv the

minimum work necessary just to take them out of the metal

into a vacuum the work function of the metal Electrons

which take up light 'photons' larger than this may leave the

surface with a kinetic energy equal to the excess The actual

energy with which an electron leaves the surface, though

important m this connexion, does not play any part in the

functioning of photo-cells, since all electrons emitted are, or

should be, drawn by a potential field towards the anode For

absolutely clean metallic surfaces the curve of photo-emission

rises from zero at the threshold to high values at shorter

wave-lengths Very commonly, however, the surfaces are

deliberately contaminated to produce a thin layer of im-

purity, which greatly increases the emission by superimposing

a curve with a maximum at a particular wave-length on the

primary curve. Emission cells are therefore highly selective

m their response to light, and examples of their sensitivity to

wave-length are shown m Fig 35. Cadmium (2,500-3,000 A)

and sodium (3,000-4,400 A) are used for the ultra-violet

region (in silica cell or with quartz window), potassium for

general work in the visible region, and caesium where special

sensitivity is required in the near infra-red The two latter

metals are always prepared with specially contaminated sur-

faces. They are deposited in extremely thin films on an

oxidized silvered portion of the bulb (or a silver plate), the
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resulting film, being a complex of silver, alkali metal oxide,

and alkali metal
(

1 atom thick) Sometimes non-metals

other than oxygen are used, but the details of preparations

/ ;K(qas-ftl!ed)

3,000 4,000 5,000 6,000 7,000 8,000 9,000 10,000

Wave-length (A)

are kept secret and m any case are very difficult to reproduce

in practice Thin 'contaminated' film cells are much more

sensitive and respond to longer wave-lengths than cells with,

pure alkah metals Cells sensitive to the visible region can.

be used foi ultra-violet \voik if a suitable fluorescent screen

is placed immediately in front of them 38 A screen composed
of a single layer mosaic of clear potassium or ammonium,

uranyl sulphate crystals, about 1 mm thick, receives the

ultra-violet light (A < 4,600 A), and between it and the

photo-cell is placed an Ilford Delta filter to cut off short-

wave light passing between the ciystals The ultra-violet

light is converted at a constant quantum efficiency into green,

fluorescent light of fixed wave-length distribution. Brrora
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due to changes of reflection by the crystals at different wave-

lengths may be minimized by containing them in a narrow

cell filled with pure cyclohexane, and the combination then

becomes a relative 'quantum counter' for the range 4,600-

2,500 A
The primary current produced by a vacuum emission cell

(K or Cs type) is about 30 micro-amperes per lumen This

is less than that from other types of photo-cell, but it is much

more easily amplified and measured. Because of this, emis-

sion cells have a much greater overall sensitivity to weak

lights than rectifier or conductivity cells The vacuum cell

is a very stable and accurate device for measuring light

especially suitable for moderately low intensities It has no

time-lag and is suitable for use with light fluctuating at very

high frequencies It needs a battery supplying about 30

volts, beyond this value the current is constant and very

closely proportional to the illumination, below it the voltage

is not sufficient to draw all the emitted electrons to the anode

In properly constructed cells there is no 'dark current' except

with caesium cathodes, which have a thermionic emission

at ordinary temperatures of about 3xlO~10
amperes To

eliminate this when very faint lights are to be measured,

cooling with solid carbon dioxide is used

One method of magnifying the current from the cell is

'gas-filling' The primary electrons are caused to ionize the

gas by collision, Liberating many secondary electrons and

increasing the current up to ten times or more Such a cell

has very different electrical characteristics from the vacuum

cell The current increases with the voltage, which must be

higher (about 160 volts for potassium and 90 volts for cae-

sium) and which must not exceed a limiting value (lower the

higher the illumination) beyond which a destructive glow

discharge occurs in the cell. To minimize the effect of this,

a 100,000 ohm resistance is used in series with gas-filled colls.

Gas-filled cells are not reliable for accurate work, they have
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a response not quite linear to light intensity, and cannot be

used to follow very rapidly varying light intensities

'Secondary emission' cells give a greatly increased current

without any of the disadvantages of gas-filled cells The

primary electrons are caused to impinge on a target coated

with an electron emissive material, generally the same as

that of the photo -surface Each electron liberates a"bout five

others by impact, and in a seven-stage multiplier, the elec-

trons being directed by crossed electrostatic and electro-

magnetic fields, an overall gam of 2 5 x 104 and a sensitivity

of 5 amp per lumen is reached (max. current 1 imlhamp ),

For the measurement of light intensities met with in work

making use of optical instruments (photometers, etc ) an.

ordinary type vacuum photo-cell amplified by a valve with

potentiometer balanced anode current is convenient A cir-

cuit is shown in Fig 36 More accuracy is obtained with an

electrometer valve sealed with the photo-cell in an outer

evacuated envelope to eliminate leakage effects due to

moisture. In this way intensities as low as 5X 1Q-7 lumens

may be measured to 1 or 2 per cent When extremely low

intensities are to be measured, as in astronomical or phos-
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phorescence work, special precautions must be taken in

electrical screening, and the electrometer valve is employed
in a balanced circuit to eliminate small changes in both fila-

ment and high-tension voltages Sensitivities of 105
quanta

per sq. cm, per second are approachable
39 Another method

is to use an electrostatic circuit, care being taken to reduce

errors due to atmospheric moisture effects 40 A Lindemann

electrometer will detect 10~14 amperes, or 6x10* electrons

per second The apparent
'

quantum efficiency' of the photo-
cell surface, or number of photo-elections emitted per inci-

dent light quantum, is about 001 at its wave-length of

greatest response The detection of about 108 quanta per

sq cm per second is then possible with this instrument The

Hofmann electrometer is capable of greater delicacy of

measurement, and with a gas-filled photo-cell may reach

a sensitivity of 10* quanta per sq cm per second falling on

the sensitive surface

Geiger counters consist of a quartz tube containing hydro-

gen at a low pressure, thinly platinized inside, with an

insulated axial wire of specially prepared surface maintained

at a very constant appropriate voltage about 1 ,000 volts +
to the platinum Light m the far ultra-violet, capable of

liberating photo-electrons from the platinum, can be detected

at intensities corresponding to a few photons per second

Each photo-electron causes a breakdown in the insulation of

the gas in the cell whereby a comparatively large current

flows momentarily
41 The sensitivity is limited by the ran-

dom arrival of cosmic rays, which produce electrons in the

cell at the rate of a few per second Attempts have been

made to construct Geiger counters with an active alkali metal

surface which would be sensitive to visible radiation A
sensitivity of about 0-05 electrons per sq cm per second

might be expected, but this will represent the actual light

sensitivity only if the apparent quantum efficiency of the

surface is not low Even with a low efficiency, however, this
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would provide a means of measuring low light intensities

both, much more sensitive and less delicate in manipulation
than any now available There are experimental difficulties

in satisfying the conditions necessary to prepare surfaces very

responsive to light which are also suitable for the electrical

conditions of the counter, which needs an oxidized anode

and a reduced cathode

The compound SbCs3 has recently been shown to surpass

all other materials in sensitivity, emitting one electron for

every five incident quanta at its optimum wave-length.
It is interesting to compare the above sensitivities with

that of the eye (p 160) and of a thermopile The latter

instrument connected to a sensitive galvanometer needs a

minimum in the visible region of as much as 1012
quanta

per sq cm per second to produce a deflexion capable of

being estimated to 1 per cent It appears to advantage as

a radiation detector only in the infra-red region beyond the

thresholds of photo-electric cells, although its uniform energy

sensitivity, in contrast to the selectivity to wave-length of

photo-cells, often recommends its use in certain kinds of

work
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CHEMILUMINESCENCE

DUKING vigorous chemical reactions, and particularly in

oxidations, excited molecules are formed of which a propor-
tion may escape deactivating influences and lose their energy

by the emission of visible radiation Flames of burning sub-

stances show spectra which arise from such processes. Smoky
flames, with solid particles present, as that from a coal-gas

bat's-wing burner, produce a continuous spectrum approxi-

mating to that from a
'

black body', which gives no informa-

tion about the energy levels of the emitters Such emission

is classed as temperature radiation Burning sulphur or

phosphorus also show continuous spectra, but they have a

different energy distribution from temperature radiation, and
indicate true chemilummescence Their lack of structuremay
be attributed to disturbance of energy levels of the emitters

under the conditions existing in the flame, so that over-

lapping occurs among the very great number of lines emitted.

At lower pressures, as when traces only of sulphur or phos-

phorus in the presence ofhydrogen are burnt in air, a banded

spectral structure appears Phosphorus shows similar bands
in its remarkable glow when oxidizing at ordinary tempera-
tures Metals, such as sodium, added in traces to a flame,

emit their characteristic atomic spectral lines through re-

ceiving energy from the hot gas, and from copper or stron-

tium chlorides in the flame structured bands characteristic

of excited molecules (CuCl and SrCl) are visible The hmita

separating chemilummescence from emission due to heat

alone, and from electronic excitation (as in a vacuum tube),

are not as clearly marked as they might be expected to be.

Some flame spectra show an extensive rotational and
vibrational structure from which accurate information about

the moments of inertia, vibrational constants, and electronic
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levels of the emitters may be obtained. A diatomic emitter

is easily characterized by its simple rotational fine structure,

and its derived moment of inertia generally enables it to be

identified As examples of such simple cases, the emitter of

bands in the oxyhydrogen flame has been identified with

the OH radical, in the ammonia-oxygen flame with the NH
radical, in the blue part of a Bunsen burner (coal gas) with

the CH radical, in the green part of a Meker burner with

C2 molecules, and in a hydrogen flame containing a little

sulphur with S2 molecules Similar bands, as well as others

due to excited ions and other radicals, are produced by the

excitation of vapours at low pressures in vacuum tubes In

many other systems, as in the glow of phosphorus, the

emitter cannot be so simply discovered, and the process by
which it receives its energy is often obscure The emitter

may obtain its excitation directly through chemical action

with another molecule by being formed from the union of

two radicals present in the reaction, or by collisions from

newly formed molecules of high energy It is usually impos-

sible to find criteria to distinguish between these mechanisms

The efficiency of chemilummescent processes in condensed

systems is generally very low, and in gases it is rarely high

except under conditions of very low pressure This may be

because very few of the molecules capable of emission are

raised to sufficiently excited levels, or to extensive deaetiva-

tion processes Light of extremely high intensity would be

emitted if all the reacting molecules emitted in the visible

region If one gram molecule of a substance chemically

reacted in one second, and every molecule emitted a quantum

of yellow light at the point of maximum sensitivity of the

eye, the intensity would be 100 million lumens. At this

wave-length, 621 lumens correspond to 1 watt Any spread-

ing of the emitted light over other wave-lengths would reduce

its brightness to the eye It is therefore remarkable that a

mixture of carbon bisulphide vapour and nitric oxide, when
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ignited, produces light of intensity of 83 lumens per watt.

As the emission is rich in ultra-violet as well as visible rays
a very high percentage of the energy of this reaction must

appear as light The emitter is unknown, the spectrum being
continuous In the glow of phosphorus under ordinary con-

ditions not more than one molecule in 2,000 oxidizing emits

energy as light, and the luminous efficiency of the glow in

air at the ordinary temperature is only 10~3 lumens per watt

of total energy liberated The use of the term 'cold light'

in connexion with this reaction is therefore far from correct.

Certain bacteria, infusoria, marine cru&tacea, fire-flies and

glow-worms and deep-sea fish are able to produce a chemi-

luminescent glow caused by an oxidation process, causing
the phosphorescence of the sea and of decomposing organic
materials A complex substance known as luciferm has been

isolated from Cypridina (crustacea) which emits the glow
when oxidized by air under the influence of an enzyme luci-

ferase These phenomena present many points of great

interest, but the reaction does not appear to be remarkable

for a high overall efficiency of light emission The complexity
of the materials, however, makes a close study of the pro-
cesses occurring very difficult Other non-luminous oxida-

tions occur simultaneously and reduce the true light yield to

an unknown extent A number of oxidations of organic com-

pounds in the vapour state or in solution, at temperatures
at or not far above the normal, take place with light emibsion,

among which may be mentioned formaldehyde, pyrogallol,

aescuhn, a number of sulphur and phosphorus compounds,
and the phthahc cyclo-hydrazides 0-amino phthahc cyclic

hydrazide,

NH2

I I CO

NH

CO NH
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oxidized by feracyanide or hypochlonte solutions when dis-

solved m alkali containing a little hydrogen peroxide, emits

a blue light, perceptible at dilutions of 1 in 108
,
and strong

enough to be seen in sunlight at higher concentrations A
maximum of about one light quantum per 300 molecules

reacting is emitted The chemilumrnescent spectra of these

cyclo-hydrazides resemblem some respects their characteristic

fluorescent spectra, whence it follows that the emitter must
be a molecule of structure not very different from that of

the original substance The mechanism of the oxidation has

been the subject of study and appears to involve the forma-

tion of intermediate peroxides
Another interesting example of ehemiluminescenee is the

oxidation by permanganate of certain solid derivatives of

silicon, on the surface of which fluorescent dyes such as

rhodamme B have been absorbed 42 Here the fluorescent

spectrum of the dye is very strongly emitted, showing that

the energy of oxidation of the solid surface is transferred to

the adsorbed dye molecules, which are raised to other excited

levels

A ehemiluminescent reaction which can be analysed into

elementaly stages is that between sodium and the halogens
or halogen-containing molecules such as CH3C1 or HgCl2 An
extensive study of these reactions has been made by Polanyi
and collaborators *3 The halogen is introduced through a

nozzle into a space containing sodium vapour, pressures in

the system being about 01 mm corresponding to a time

between collisions of about 10~4 sec Emission of the yellow

D lines of sodium occurs with an efficiency which may rise

to near unity for chlorine and is much lower for reactions

with organic or inorganic halides. For the first stage of

the reaction we must have Na+X2 -> NaX+X (X = halo-

gen) followed by reaction of sodium with the halogen

atoms formed A non-luminescent wall reaction Na+X
occurs which may be minimized by using a high sodium
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concentration The same reaction cannot occur in the gas

phase without the intervention of a third molecule to carry

away excess energy (p 123) In presence of the excess of

sodium, therefore, we have

Na+Na+X -* NaX+Na Or Naa+X -> NaX+Na,

since Na atoms readily combine to give Na2 molecules on

collision This reaction gives out much more energy than

that above, since the energy necessary to dissociate the

halogen molecule is not required, and the energy of dissocia-

tion ofNaa is small At some stage sodium atoms are excited,

whereby they emit the D-hne radiation (48 5 kilo-ealoriea

per gram atom } after an interval ofabout 10~8 seconds There

are two possibilities one is that the above reaction is

Na24-X ~*NaX+Na*, followed by Na* -> Na+fcy, and the

other is Na2+X ~> NaX*-j-Na followed by NaX*+Na~>
NaX+Na+fev At first sight the first of these appears more

likely, as being simpler, but there are reasons why the latter

is preferred The chemilummescence is quenched by foreign

gases more strongly than i& the resonance emission of the

D line of sodium, indicating the retention of the activation

energy by some other molecule for a longer period than

10~8 seconds Also a faint emission of sodium lines of shorter

wave-length than the yellow is observed, showing that energy
from repeated collisions can accumulate on one molecule In

view of the short radiation time of the excited sodium atom

this could not happen with the first possible reaction It is

therefore provisionally concluded that emission occurs after

excitation of sodium atoms by collision with NaX molecules

ofhigh energy. This energy must be vibrational, as electronic

energy is too great to be possible, and rotational (or transla-

tional) energy is not efficiently transferred on collision This

is most clearly brought out by the sodium-iodine reaction

Here the reaction Na2-fl -> Nal-j-Na has an energy libera-

tion of only 1 kilo-calorie above that necessary to excite the
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Na atom, and yet a light yield (quanta emitted pet two atoms

ofsodium reacted) of 40 per cent is observed. If the assumed

mechanism of the reaction is correct it must be concluded

Na-Nadi5tai

FIG 37

that almost all the energy of reaction remains on the Nal

molecule m the form of vibrational energy A potential-

energy surface interpretation of this may be given We con-

struct the supposed energy surface for the reaction of an

atom with a diatomic molecule as described on p 126 Fig 37

shows the shapes necessary A vertical plane erected on YZ
at a great distance along OY cuts the contours to reproduce

the two-dimensional potential-energy curve of the molecule

Naa ,
while one on AZ a great distance along OA gives the

curve of the molecule Nal The surfaces contoured on the

diagram refer to the energies of interaction of the three atoms
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at different distances, and arranged in a hne. (This is the

only configuration which can or need be considered.) The

approach of an iodine atom to a molecule Naa is represented

by the ascent of the valley from B to the col X (the activated

state) This col does not enter the valley leading down to C
(reaction products) at the head, as in Fig 27, but at the side,

so that the energy of the activated state is not employed in

mutual repulsion of the products with high translational

energy, but appears as vibrational energy as indicated by
the dotted hne The analogy of a frictionless marble moving
on the contours illustrates the behaviour of the system

This reaction has been dealt with in some detail to show

how even in well-investigated chemilummescent reactions of

an elementary character the results are neither simple nor

conclusive, but that as evidence for the mechanisms proposed

grows more certain very interesting deductions about energy

interchanges between atoms and molecules may be made
A chemiluminescence of quite a different type has been

the subject of certain investigations It is found that almost

any chemical reaction in condensed systems gives off very
feeble radiations between 2,400 and 2,000 A, about 1 quan-
tum per 1015 to 1014 molecules reacting These are minimum

values, limited by the wave-length sensitivity and the

effective quantum efficiency of the detector used a Geiger
counter The most probable source of this radiation is the

chance accumulation of high energies by a minute fraction

of the molecules through successive energy transfers from

chemically activated molecules, they thus reach electronic

levels near 2,000 A, where practically all substances absorb

strongly, and emit the radiation which is detectable by the

extremely dehcate method employed
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FILTERS FOR THE ISOLATION OF LINES OF
DISCHARGE LAMPS44

3,076 Zn
, Corning red purple <

Solution of 303 gm NiSO,
! 7H2O + 865 gm CoSO4

,
7HaO in 1 litre, 20 mm

1 Solution of picric acid nag

6,438 Cd
i

Schott RG 1, 2 n
]

Tartrazine 3

|
Astraphloxme FF extra 1 5

! Schott GG 11, 2 n

| Agfa 44

3,261 Cd Schott UG 2 2 n

4,358 Hg j

ZoisaC
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To remove the infra-red, filter combinations I require the fol-

lowing additional filters

Schott BG 17, 6 mm = X
Solution of CuBO4 5H2O, 67 gm per litre, 10 mm = Y.

Water, 20 mm = Z
For 5,890/6 Xa, 4,800/678 Cd, 5,086 Cd, 5,790/77 Hg, 5,461 Hg, and

4,047 Hg, X+Y
For 6,362 Zn and 6,438 Cd, X
For 3,132/26 Hg, Y.
For 4,811/680 Zn, 4,358 Hg, and 3,663/50 Hg, Z

Filter combinations II require Y, or for blue-green lines, a film

of Filter Blue-Green
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MERCURY LAMP FILTER SOLUTIONS FOR
PHOTOCHEMICAL PURPOSES

(Note Nickel, cobalt, and copper solutions must be very
free from iron )

A Copper chloride, CuCl2 2H2O, 1,000 gm m 1 litre water,

B Calcium chloride, 3 molar, i e 333 gin anhydrous salt made up
to 1 litre solution with water

C Potassium dichromate, 15 gm in 200 c c water

D Didymium (01 neodymium) nitrate, 30 gm made up to 100 c.c.

solution with water

E. Copper sulphate, CuSO4 5H2O, 25 gm , 300 c c ammonium
hydroxide (d = 88), made up to 1 litre with water

G Copper sulphate, CuSO4 5H/), 125 gm made up to 1 litre with
water

H Copper nitrate, Cu(NO3 )j,
OH 2O, 200 gm in 100 c c water.

J Iodine, 75 gm in 100 c c carbon tetrachloride

K Sodium nitrite, NaNO2, 75 gm in 100 c c water

L Nickel sulphate, NiSO4 7HSO, 145 gm , cobalt sulphate, CoSO4

THjjO, 41 5 gm , made up to 1 litre with water
M Potassium hydrogen phthalate, 5 gm in 1 litre water.

N. Copper sulphate, CuSO4 5H2O, 15 gm in 1 litre water.

P Potes&mm iodide, KI, 1 7 gm in 1 litre water
R. Potassium iodide, 14 gm , Iodine, 1 gm in 1 litre water.

S. Cobalt chloride, CoCl2 6HSO, 30 gm in 100 c c. of 3 M calcium

chloride solution

T Nickel sulphate, NiSO4 7H3O, 82 gm in 100 c c of 25 M copper

sulphate solution

U. 220 gm NiSO4 7H2O+ 200gm CoSO4 7H2O in 1,000 gm solu-

V 120 gm NiSO4 7H 2
O+ 23 S gm (NH4 )3SO4+S2 8 gm. aq.NHs

(d -= 925) m 1,000 gm solution

W. Gaseous chlorine at 1 atmosphere in a fused silica ceU 3 cm deep.
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USE OP FILTER SOLUTIONS

4,358 I E. 2 cm , combined with Jv, 1 cm , or H, 2 cm , com-

j

bined with K, 1 cm (Transmits a little 5,461 A )

4,047 i H, 2 cm , combined with J, 1 cm

3,650

3,863

i Q, 1 cm , combined with Chance's black u v glass,

\

2-3 mm
'

L, 10 cm , combined with M, 1 cm , or U, 2 5 e

;
combined with V, 2 cm , and M, 1 cm

mbined with T, I e

j

L, 10 cm , combined with N, I cm
, or U, 2 5 cm ,

;
combined with V, 2 cm , and N, I cm

I L, 10 cm , combined with P, 1 cm , and with W, 3 c

j

or U, 2 5 cm , combined with V, 2 cm , and w
|

P, 1 cm , and W, 3 cm

j

L, 10 cm , combined with W, 3 cm , or If, 2 5 cm ,

combined with V, 2 cm , and W, 3 cm

L, 10 cm , combined w ith B, I cm , and with W, 3 cm ,

or U, 2 5 cm , combined with V, 2 cm , and with

R, 1 cm , and W, 3 cm

s E, M, P, and B should be frequently renewed
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PHOTOCHEMICAL TECHNIQUE TO DETERMINE
QUANTUM EFFICIENCY

THE light beam should be approximately parallel and of a diameter
somewhat smaller than the face of the photochemical cell Im-

mediately behind the cell is placed a thermopile The linear form
is best, fatted with a 1-mm slit very close to the junctions It is

moved 1 mm at a time across the light beam to give the sum of the
total energy in the beam ts The thermopile should have a crystalline

quartz window, and bo calibrated with its galvanometer against a
standard lamp of known energy emisbion If it is necessary to reduce
the sensitivity of the combination, a shunt resistance s and series

resistance a such that a p J
/(/>+s), where p is the thermopile re-

mployed with the galvanometer The r

falling on the thermopile at equal deflexions for reduced s

to that when a and s ~ oo is l+p,'s
Let the summed thermopile readings be A with cell re

with cell filled with water, and C with cell filled with aque

vary, and its average value is taken The ratio A/B i

nty

after penetrating the trarispmeut

(1 0085) = average tiansmission of calibiating standard lamp
energy through quaitz window of thermopile , (1 ~rp )

= transmission

of the same to the photochemical light, (1-r) = transmission of one
window of cell when filled with water , w = absorption by water, and
d the thicknobs of the cell Values for these quantities are given in

the table below
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Then energy absorbed in tune t

- Mffi+^l^Z^Wl-^it^)

allowing for back reflection within the cell

This qxiantity is converted to units of Nhv, and the ratio

(chemical change in gram-molecules)/NJlJ'
= quantum efficiency

Where the photochemical cell ia immersed in a thermostat and

contains gas the formula must be modified See reference 45
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PREPARATION OF PHOSPHORS
Note Materials and methods of manipulation should be free from

any contamination by impurities

Preparation of Sulphides
CaS Highly purified precipitated CaCO3 is gently calcined to give

CaO 1 gm ofCaO is heated with 7gm sulphur in a covered crucible

SrS 1 gm of SrCO3 or of carefully dehydrated strontium hydroxide
hydrate is heated in a covered crucible with 4 gm sulphur.
BaS 1 gm of BaCO3 is heated in a covered crucible with 255 gm

sulphur
ZnS The sulphate is purified by treatment with H2S under weakly

acid and ammoiuacal conditions , by electrolysis to remove Cu, and
the sulphide is finally precipitated by BuS
The carbonates of Ca, Sr, and Ba can be used directly instead of

the initial preparation of the sulphides, but the time of heating
necessary m preparing the phosphor i& increased

Examples of Phosphors
A 1 CaS f 000024 Bi+ 05 Na,SO4 -f 0025 CaF2 -{-0 025 Xa 2B4O7

Heat to 900 C for 16 rmn (Indigo )

B 1 SrS-fO 00008 Bi+0 03 Xa
8SO4 Heat to 1,000 C for 12 mm

(Green.)
C 1 SrS+ 0000 1 7 Zn+003 CaF3 Heat to 950 C for 15 nun

(Yellow gieen )

D 1 BaS+ 00008 Bi+ 003 K2
B6O 10 Heat to 900 C for 12 min

(Green-yellow )

E 1 BaCOs+0 15 S f 025 LijCOa+0 012 Rb2CO3 Heat to 900 C
for 30 mm (Orange-red )

F 1 ZnS-fOOOOl Cu+ 003 NaClj-003 MgF2 Heat to 1,000 C
for 100 mm , cool m K"2 , and reduce to powder by well

washing with warm water

The above Bi, Zn, and Cu additions are made by moistening with

solutions of the nitrates.

The alkaline-earth phosphors are difficult to reduce to powder, as

grinding causes loss of phosphorescence The mass should be cooled

quickly and transferred to a damp atmosphere at 30 C and 85 per
cent humidity (given by 35 weight per cent aqueous glycerine)
When they have disintegrated they should be protected from further

action of water, which hydrolyses them Care must be taken in the

choice of media m the preparation of paints Methyl methacrylate
resins are excellent for embedding phosphorescent materials.

(See Oil and Colour Trades Journal, 1939 )
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TABLE OF CONSTANTS

1 joule = 107 ergs

1 calorie = 4 18 joules

I watt =s 1 joule per sec = 107
ergs per sec

1 ^ = 10-* cm ,
1 pn = 10-' em

,
1 A = 10~8 cm

c Velocity of light in vacua 2 99796 X 1010 cm per sec.

h Planck's constant = 6 626 x 10~27 erg sec

e. Electronic charge = 4 803 X 10~l electrostatic unite

m Electron mass = 9 11 x 10~28 gram
M .. Mass of O18 atom = 16 x 1 660 x W~u gram
N Number of molecules in one gram molecule = 6 023 x 10s

fe Boltzmann's constant = 1-3807 xlO~16
erg per degree per

molecule

R. Gas constant for one gram molecule

= 8 315 x 107
erg per degree per gram molecule,

= 1 986 calories per degree per gram molecule

1 electron per second = 1 6 x 10~19 amp
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